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WHERE LIFE MEETS KNITTING: Join the knittingdaily.com online 
community for great technique discussions, editor blogs, reader 

videos and galleries, patterns, forums, and insider information on 
each issue of Interweave Knits and other Interweave publications.

Go online for schedules and local listings for Knitting Daily TV! 
Go to knittingdailytv.com for free projects, tips, designer spot-

lights, and exclusive bonus videos plus an all-new behind-the-
scenes blog from the producers.

There’s always more online 
@ interweaveknits.com

Our favorite new stitch has great texture, 
beautiful drape, and—best of all—looks 
exactly the same on both sides. Find out 
how to navigate the MERIWETHER WRAP 
JACKET’s scrunch stitch in an exclusive video 
how-to!

Erica Patberg’s >
PEPLUM AND PLEAT 
JACKET combines 
seamstress fit and knit-
terly details to translate 
a traditional jacket into a 
gorgeous piece of knit-
ting.  Learn all about what 
makes it work in a brand-
new sweater workshop. 

SEE EVERY PROJECT IN 
DETAIL: Click through to 
see stitch patterns, back 
views, and much more. 

REAL PROJECTS. 
REAL KNITTERS. 
Follow along as real 
knitters make and modify 
patterns in exclusive 
project diaries.
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strands

I saw a man sitting outside 
the library the other day, studiously knitting on a tube of 
fabric with double-pointed needles. Th e tube was striped in 
bright blues and browns, with deep ribbing compressing the 
fabric into a skinny snake. When I asked him what he was 
making, he told me it was a hat. I asked him if he liked 
knitting; he said it was the most meditative activity he’d 
ever done. I asked him how long he’d been knitting—and he 
replied, “Oh, a couple of years. I learned in rehab. It’s kept 
me sober.”

I know the feeling. While I count myself among the lucky people who haven’t 
been faced with any too-menacing demons, I understand the beautiful quietness 
of mind that knitting can afford. I know that when I start a new project—when 
I choose my needles, my yarn, my stitch, my pattern—I’m exercising agency in 
a world with many confusing choices. And when I finish a project, I’ve added 
something beautiful to the universe (not to mention my closet), rather than taken 
anything away. Knitting can be fascinating, frustrating, or just sheer raucous 
fun—but there’s always a breath of that special grace about it, too.  

This issue of Interweave Knits is a celebration of that ethos: Knitting is, if not 
quite sacrosanct, at least extraordinary. That idea imbues Carol Rhoades’s profile 
of Annemor Sundbø (page 64), who has salvaged scraps of knitting and cultural 
heritage from a very literal rag pile. It fills the garments in this issue, which all 
have stories of their own, from pieces inspired by vintage tailoring and fit (“Knit 
Bespoke,” page 22), to lush modern cables (“A Yarn and Needle Story,” page 46), to 
fun bagatelles that borrow from many traditions (“A Little Something,” page 68), 
to cozy, cocoonlike knits for winter (“Warm Your World,” page 78), to dramatic 
lace pieces (“Float Along,” page 106). Threads of anthropology, ethnography, his-
tory, art, and fashion inform and bind everything we as knitters do. Consciously 
or not, every designer and every knitter feels them. We want to follow and explore 
each one. At the same time, we appreciate the simple pleasure of knitted and 
purled stitches and the quiet meditative balance they can give. 

Replace “sober” with your preferred state of being—“sane,” perhaps, or “se-
raphic,” or maybe “salty,” if you like working your stress out with intricate stitches 
and a few well-chosen words. Knitting can certainly keep you there. 
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Happy Knitting,

Eunny

Big Thanks to Tara and Lizzie at the 
Inn at City Park (1734 West Mountain 
Ave., Fort Collins, Colorado 80521, 
www.innatcitypark.com) for the use 
of their beautiful hostelry and 
absolutely indispensable help and 
good humor. We could never have 
done it without you.

®
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Twists   Turns Is anything else in knitting quite as satisfying 
as turning a good cable? Make cabling even 
more delightful with a fine tool or two. 

Smooth birch cable needles with 
slightly recessed middles are available 
in sets of three sizes from Brittany, 
www.brittanyneedles.com. 

Sets of three needles with etched grooves 
come from Lantern Moon and are shown 
here in ebony, www.lanternmoon.com. 

Pony aluminum needles with a bend in the 
middle are distributed by Muench Yarns in 
sets of two, www.muenchyarns.com. Celtic Swan Forge hand 

forges bronze into 
elegant crook-shaped 
cable needles; they come 
in a set of three sizes, 
www.celticswan.com.

Complex cable charts are much easier to follow 
using the Knit Picks Knitting Chart Keeper, 
www.knitpicks.com. Mark your current row 
using the included magnets while keeping your 
hands free to manage your stitches. 

Cable needles come in 
many shapes and sizes, 

from crooks and bends that 
hold stitches securely to 

straight and textured 
needles for speedy 

transfers. 
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Down Home Maine

Maine is bursting with yarn. Two small yarn 
companies demonstrate old-fashioned ingenuity 
for the modern knitter. 

Bartlett Yarns, www.bartlettyarns.com, is one 
of the few woolen mills left in North America that 
spins in the time-honored woolen system on mule 
spinning frames, producing lofty, springy yarns. 
Yarns are available in sport, worsted (shown), and 
bulky weights in a wide range of colors. 

Yarns from Swans Island Blankets, 
www.swansislandblankets.com, consist of 
100 percent certified-organic merino wool dyed in 
small batches at its recently expanded dye house 
on the coast of Maine. The rich colors and subtle 
tonal variations are accomplished using only natural 
dyes and traditional techniques. Yarns are available 
in fingering, worsted (shown), and bulky weights. 
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For Good Measure
Weight can provide an estimate of the amount of yarn 

you have in your stash or how much yarn you used in a 
particular project. The OXO Good Grips Food Scale with 
Pull-Out Display, www.oxo.com, has an eleven-pound 
(five-kilogram) capacity and a pull-out display that lets you 
put a container on the scale without obscuring the read-out 
panel. Zero out the weight of the container, add your yarn 
(or sweater) and discover how much you have in grams or 
in pounds and ounces. Calculate the number of yards or 
 meters you have with the information on the ball band (right).

If you need an estimate of yardage length for a mystery 
yarn, turn to the McMorran Yarn Balance, available at 
www.paradisefibers.net. Cut a length of yarn and place it 
on the balance arm; trim the yarn a little at a time until the 
arm is horizontal. Remove the yarn and measure its length 
in inches; multiply by 100 to get an estimate of yards per 
pound for that yarn. Multiply by the number of pounds you 
have to get an estimate of total yardage on hand. Metric 
models are also available. 

p
rod

uct sp
otlig

ht

125 * 437 / 50 = 1,092.5 total yards

i.e; if you know one ball of yarn has 125 yards per 50 
grams, and you have 437 grams total, cross multiply to 
fi nd the total number of yards:

If you know the put-up information of one ball of yarn 
(usually found on the ball band), it’s easy to use the 
information to convert total weight into a total length.

Total length of yarn 
(yards or meters)

 Length per one ball 
(yards or meters)

Total weight 
(ounces or grams)

Weight per one ball 
(ounces or grams)

=

X yards 125 yards

437 grams 50 grams
=
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the coming months. But where do the ideas 
come from? 

➀ INFLUENCES AND INSPIRATION
An interesting pattern formed by stacked 
fi ber-optic cables. The swirling action of 
stirred cream in that fi rst, much-needed cup 
of coffee. Inspiration can be prosaic. 
Infl uences act the same way. The nipped 
waist of New Look silhouettes. The oft-
described but never pictured shawl worn by 
your favorite literary character. The palette of 
a much-loved painting. Any concept, visual 
or otherwise, that seems like it could be 
expressed in knitting might tug at your brain 
and demand exploration.

➁ FABRIC AND SURFACE DESIGN
The classic defi nition of surface design refers 
specifi cally to dyeing, printing, and other 
embellishments that are not integral to a 
fabric’s construction. In knitting, of course, 
we build the fi nished fabric as we work, 
incorporating design elements into the 
stitches themselves. When we design 
knitting, we’re really designing fabric at the 
same time. And we can do almost anything 
we want to—wild riots of color? Densely 
packed texture? Ethereal lace? Sure! You just 
need to decide how to do it. Stranded 
colorwork, slip stitch, or stripes? Cables, knit/
purl textures, or three-dimensional welting? 
Eyelets, full-on lace, or simply an open 
gauge?

➂ STRUCTURAL DESIGN
Knitters also need to think about how the 
fi nished piece will be built—how to make the 
shapes that form the fi nished product. 

We all know good knitting design when we 
see it. Or, rather, it resonates when a knitting 
design is good for us. Cable junkies rub their 
hands together over dense twists and turns. 
Lace lovers swoon over yarnovers and 
decreases. Colorwork fi ends sigh over 
shifting shades.

Or maybe you’re more interested in 
construction: a sweater that grows diagonally 
or in cleverly joined pieces fi lls you with 
delight. Perhaps you’re a knitting history 
devotee, and modern interpretations of 
traditional designs, constructions, and 
techniques make your fi ngers twitch.

Or maybe you just love to knit—who needs 
reasons? 

There are as many different kinds of knitters 
as there are different knitting stitches. We 
share, though, an eye for potential: all the 
beautiful possibilities we see in a bit of yarn 
and two pointy sticks. We are like architects, 
building beautiful items that fulfi ll a need or 
do a job well. 

That’s what good knitting design (and all 
design) is about—exploring all the ways in 
which to make a standard item (a sweater, 
say, or a sock) more beautiful, more interest-
ing to produce, more suited for a particular 
activity or person. Planning a knit from 
scratch is designing. But even when you 
select a yarn shade, lengthen a sleeve, or 
turn a cardigan into a pullover, you’re making 
and applying design choices.

We’ll get into all the tools and techniques of 
executing a given knitting design vision over 

Knitting, unlike woven fabric, isn’t necessarily 
a fl at and square medium. We can build 
shape right in, either at the edges of a fl at 
piece of knitting or into the plane of knitting 
itself to create a three-dimensional shape 
without cutting and sewing. And sometimes 
our fabric choices dictate our structural 
choices—some techniques are easier to work 
in the round, for example, while some fabrics 
need the stability of seams. Some embellish-
ments we plan are actually fundamental 
construction elements. This is my personal 
sweet spot of knitting design—when 
construction becomes ornament, letting you 
appreciate the beautiful bones of the 
knitted piece.

➃ USE CASE
How will the fi nished piece be used? If it’s a 
heavy jacket made for layering, you’ll want 
more ease than in a next-to-the-skin sweater, 
as well as a fi rm gauge that blocks wind. Is it 
a toy for a baby? Better avoid buttons and 
detachable pieces and make it out of a 
machine-washable yarn. A summery, fl uttery 
top wants a drapey stitch and fabric. Think 
carefully through how the materials and 
design features will function once they’re in 
the wild—a turtleneck in an itchy wool is a 
bad idea, and heavy cables might make a 
cotton skirt too saggy to wear. 

Knitting contains endless possibilities—you 
can make anything you want, any way you 
want. Find out how in upcoming issues.  

Eunny Jang is the editor of Interweave Knits.  

Who’s the
Designer?
In this new department, we’re exploring the 
tools, techniques, and tricks of handknitting 
design. Whether you want to make fearless 
modifi cations, refi ne your knitting tech-
nique, or build your own perfect sweater 
from the ground up, we’ll have you covered.

E U N N Y  J A N G

newsandviews

designer notebook
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yarnrev iew

forever 
     heathers

Heath*ery adj 
1: of, relating to, or resembling heather
2: having flecks of various colors 
(a soft heathery tweed)

For all their quiet subtlety, heathered 
yarns have plenty of romance spun 
into them. Their description—
heathered, or heathery—is derived 
from heather (sometimes heath), the 
dense, low-growing shrubs most 
commonly associated with Scottish 
and English moorlands. The homey, 
woolly glow of a fi ne heathered yarn 
can call windswept moors and 
stub-tailed sheep to mind. 

Traditionally, heathered referred only 
to yarns that contained individual 
fi bers of different colors, dyed 
before spinning and then blended to 
achieve a rich layered color effect. 
For example, an undyed gray wool 
was often spun with a brighter color 
to produce a muted blend. In 
practical terms for today’s yarn 
market, heathered can refer to any 
yarn that contains two or more 
mingled colors, regardless of how 
those colors came to be in the 
fi nished yarn. 

[
Plymouth Yarn Galway
Content: 100% wool • Put-Up: 210 yd 
[192 m]/3.5 oz [100 g] • Construction: 
4-ply • Care: Handwash, dry fl at • 
Recommended Gauge: 20 sts = 4" on size 
8 (5 mm) needles

We begin our tour of heathered 
yarns with Galway, a worsted-
weight pure wool yarn that comes 
in several heathered shades. A 
given strand of heathered Galway 
contains what seems like dozens of 
colors. On close inspection, a 
shade of red also contains varying 
shades of black, brown, green, and 
yellow, sometimes as individual 
strands and sometimes as larger 
areas of color. This yarn represents 
true heather blending. Fibers are 
dyed separately before spinning 
(or are left undyed) and are then 
carded together to blend them 
thoroughly and distribute each 
color through the mass of wool. 
Galway knits up into a fabric that 
appears to be one color at fi rst 
glance, but rewards second—and 
third, and fourth—looks. 

Pear Tree Yarn Fruit 8-Ply
Content: 100% merino • Put-Up: 230 yd 
[210 m]/3.5 oz [100 g] • Construction: 
4-ply • Care: Handwash, dry fl at • 
Recommended Gauge: 22 sts = 4" on size 
6 (4 mm) needles 

Fruit is another true heathered 
yarn, this time a simpler blend of 
dyed and undyed fi bers that 
brings traditional heathered 
yarns to mind. Undyed fi bers 
spun with brightly colored ones 
result in a fi nished yarn with a 
sophisticated, muted glow and a 
slightly tweedy effect where tiny 
clumps of undyed fi bers show on 
the yarn’s surface. However, this 
heathered yarn breaks with its 
old-school ancestors in feel: Fruit 
is spun of Australian merino, 
which gives the yarn super-soft 
plushness. Also available in 4-ply 
(fi ngering) and 10-ply (worsted) 
weights (ply is an indication of 
weight for these yarns and not of 
construction), Fruit is a wonderful 
yarn for when you want the rustic 
look of a heather without 
sacrifi cing luxury.

Cascade Yarns 
Baby Alpaca Chunky
Content: 100% baby alpaca • Put-Up: 
108 yd [99 m] 3.5 oz [100 g] • 
Construction: 2-ply • Care: Handwash, 
dry fl at • Recommended Gauge: 14 sts = 
4" on size 10 (6 mm) needles  

Though heathered yarns are 
most commonly associated with 
wool, more and more are 
popping up in other, less 
traditional fi bers. Baby Alpaca 
Chunky is a true heathered yarn 
in pure baby alpaca, which gives 
the yarn drape and sheen in 
addition to heathered color. 
Spun softly into a plump, lofty 
2-ply, Baby Alpaca Chunky’s 
long, variously colored alpaca 
fi bers give the core of the yarn 
softly blurred depth as well as a 
light multicolor halo. This yarn 
knits up into a soft, drapey 
fabric that combines a tradi-
tional heather look and baby 
alpaca’s luster.

I N T E R W E A V E  K N I T S  S T A F F 

Pear Tree Yarn Fruit 8-Ply

Blue Moon Fiber Arts 
Silkie Socks That Rock Mano
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Schoppel Wolle Cashmere 
Queen, distributed by Skacel
Content: 35% cashmere, 45% merino, 20% 
silk • Put-Up: 153 yd [140 m]/1.75 oz [50 
g] • Construction: Singles • Care: 
Handwash, dry fl at • Recommended Gauge: 
20 sts = 4" on sizes 4–7 (3.5–4.5 mm) 
needles

Cashmere Queen is one step further 
along the nontraditional heather 
spectrum: fi bers of different colors 
are still combined in the same yarn, 
but they aren’t spun in the usual way. 
Rather, Cashmere Queen uses a 
patented process to lightly felt the 
fi bers together, resulting in a singles 
yarn that wears well and doesn’t 
split. The different hues and luster 
levels of the wool, cashmere, and silk 
fi bers in this yarn give an interesting 
wrapped effect to the strand, as if 
the different fi bers were put 
together in sheer layers. With its 
luxury components, this yarn is a 
refi ned, upscale take on heathered 
yarn that would be just right for a 
one- or two-skein project.

Manos del Uruguay Silk 
Blend, distributed by 
Fairmount Fibers
Content: 30% silk, 70% merino • Put-Up: 
150 yd [135 m]/1.75 oz [50 g] • 
Construction: Singles • Care: Handwash, 
dry fl at • Recommended Gauge: 22–24 sts = 
4" on sizes 4–6 (3.5–4 mm) needles

Further still along the spectrum is 
Silk Blend, another singles yarn 
that’s not a true heather but still 
has a blended-color component to 
it. For Silk Blend, the varying colors 
are a function of the two dissimilar 
fi bers in the wool as well as of the 
kettle-dyeing process. Although 
silk and wool are both protein 
fi bers that absorb dye similarly, silk 
has a brilliant luster that shines 
against wool’s duller glow and 
adds a second dimension of color 
and sheen. At the same time, the 
kettle-dyeing process creates 
semisolid colors, with slightly 
darker and lighter areas. The result 
is a beautifully rich yarn that knits 
into a fabric with subtle, under-
stated refi nement. 

Blue Moon Fiber Arts 
Silkie Socks That Rock
Content: 81% superwash merino, 19% silk • 
Put-Up: 360 yd [329 m]/3.5 oz [99 g] • 
Construction: 3-ply • Care: Handwash or 
dry-clean • Recommended Gauge: 36 sts = 
4" on size 1 (2.25 mm) needles

Silkie Socks That Rock illustrates 
the dramatic difference in the way 
two fi bers can take the same dye. 
A nicely balanced round yarn 
composed of two pure wool plies 
and one silk/wool blend ply, Silkie 
Socks That Rock reveals its true 
colors once dyed. As each hank is 
handpainted, the pure wool plies 
take up more dye than the silk/
wool-blend ply does, resulting in a 
barber’s-pole marl in the yarn and 
a stippled, strongly heathered 
effect in the knitted swatch. With 
gorgeous hand-dyed shades that 
range from highly variegated to 
semisolid, Silkie Socks That Rock is 
an unusual way to bring heathered 
yarn to your toes.

Lana Grossa Carezza, 
distributed by Muench Yarns
Content: 30% silk, 30% baby alpaca, 25% 
merino, 15% rayon • Put-Up: 153 yd 
[140 m] /1.75 oz [50 g] • Construction: 
Knitted tube • Care: Handwash, dry fl at • 
Recommended Gauge: 18 sts = 4" on sizes 
5–6 (3.75-4 mm) needles

Our fi nal yarn is a blend of silk, 
alpaca, wool, and rayon fi bers 
combined in an unusual way. A 
knitted silk core has colored alpaca 
and merino fi bers blown through 
and around it, creating a shiny yarn 
with a muting halo. Alpaca and 
wool fi bers of slightly different 
colors make even the halo heathery. 
With its puffy loft and a sheen that 
shimmers through a layer of wool, 
Carezza is a special yarn that makes 
heathers glamorous.  

Schoppel Wolle 
Cashmere Queen

Lana Grossa Carezza

Cascade Yarns  Baby Alpaca Chunky

Plymouth Yarn Galway

Manos Del Uruguay Silk Blend
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Lindsay Degen belongs to a new breed of knitters who embrace the body 
as object and knitting as performance. Her contribution to this movement is 
humorous and sincere, with playful colors and feminist art references. 

After graduating from the Rhode Island School of Design in 2010 with a BFA in 
textiles, Degen moved to Brooklyn and started work on her eponymous fashion line, 
DEGEN. Set, her first collection, premiered during New York City’s Spring/Summer 
2012 fashion week. Lanky models, Degen herself, and even the metal sculptures 
permanently installed in the backyard of the show’s venue showed off the work, which 
took the form of wildly colorful handknitted lingerie in soft wool, cotton, and cashmere. 
These cozy knits had some revealing cutouts in unexpected places, such as a semicircle 
just below the waistline of underwear, two circles in the back of tight shorts, and a 
large oval in the direct center of a tiny halter-top. Other pieces drew attention to the 
body through add-ons, such as multicolored crocheted lines circling the legs of panties. 
The artist credits the gleeful mosaic sculptures of Niki de Saint Phalle and the sterile 
language used by her own scientist parents as her inspiration. “By dressing the human 
form in colorful textures and playful knits . . . my collection presents an accessible con-
frontation to frigidity,” she wrote in her collection statement. “Everyone wears undies!”

As for the future, Degen hopes to expand into “knitting shenanigans,” as she puts it. 
“I have a few small performance pieces planned and would like to continue to involve 
knitting in other media,” she says. “DEGEN wants to collaborate with video artists, 
dancers, shop owners, painters, writers, everyone!” 

For more information, please visit www.degen-nyc.com.

Sabrina Gschwandtner is a New York–based visual artist and author of Knitknit: Profi les and 
Projects from Knitting’s New Wave (Stewart, Tabori & Chang, 2007).

Lindsay Degen
Everyone Wears Undies 

S A B R I N A  G S C H W A N D T N E R

WHEELS & LOOMS
ASHFORD

USA Distributor:
Foxglove Fiberarts Supply
Phone (206) 780-2747 
www.FoxgloveFiber.com

Wild Carder

Joy Spinning Wheel

Create beautiful, fun, funky & wild 
batts ready to spin. Add wool, silk, 
cocoons, noils, ribbons, bits, pieces 
and more...

Spin your own beautiful yarns on the Joy 
spinning wheel. Ultra compact, fl yer and 
bobbin store in the frame, fold up the 

Joy and take it with you. Sturdy canvas 
carry bag available. Choose single or 

double treadle.

Knitters Loom

Includes 
cleaning brush,

clamps and doffer.

Weave garments or home furnishings 
with textured, fun knitting yarns. Quick 
and easy instructions included. Fully 
assembled, ready to weave. 12 or 20 
inch weaving widths. 

Just add yarn!

Portability in 2 sizes, 12 or 20 inch weaving 
widths. Stands & carry bags available.
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Knitting cables is one technique that 
epitomizes the free hand we knitters 
have to shape and mold our fabric as 
it grows. All cables—the whole lot of 
them, from simple ropes to complex 
panels to eye-boggling allover 
fabrics—are really just stitches knitted 
out of order in a certain way, forcing 
the stitches to cross over one another. 
When combined with knit/purl texture, 
as cables usually are, some of the 
stitches appear to come forward, 
while others appear to recede, 
creating the illusion of individual 
“strands” that move across the surface 
of a plain fabric. 

A REFRESHER: THE BASIC CABLE
The most familiar type of cable is a simple 

rope cable. A rope cable is worked over a set 

number of stitches that are (usually) worked 
in a straight column, without moving over 
background stitches to the right or left. 

The cable strands are most often made of 
stockinette stitch (knit on right side, purl on 
wrong side), which tends to come forward 
when viewing the right side of the work. 
The background is usually worked in reverse 
stockinette stitch (purl on right side, knit 
on wrong side), which tends to recede when 
viewed from the right side. The f lanking 
areas of reverse stockinette stitch make the 
central stockinette-stitch cable pop forward 
in high relief.

The actual cabling in a rope cable couldn’t 
be simpler. At predetermined intervals, and 
usually while working a right-side row, half 
the strand stitches are placed out of sequence 
before knitting. Cable instructions and chart 
keys often direct you to do something like 
“place two stitches onto a cable needle, hold in 

front, knit two, knit two from the cable nee-
dle.” This means that you use a third, smaller 
cable needle to hold half the strand’s stitches 
out of the way, knit the former second half 
of the strand first, then knit the former first 
half of the strand. Doing so switches the or-
der of the two halves, making them pass over 
one another and creating a cable crossing. 

If you hold the first half of the stitches to 
the front of the work while you knit the sec-
ond half, you will have a left cross, where the 
first half of the cable passes over the second. 

If you hold the first half of the stitches to 
the back of the work while knitting the sec-
ond half, you will have a right cross, where 
the first half of the cable passes under the 
second. Rope cables typically repeat the same 
cross direction over and over for a continuous 
twist that resembles a rope.

OTHER CABLE TYPES
An entire universe of cables grows from 

the basic idea of crossing stitches over each 
other. Freed from the confines of a single ver-
tical rope, cable strands can cross over back-
ground stitches to meet with other strands. 
Or they can be worked without any back-
ground stitches at all, for a fluid allover fabric. 
They can start and stop as needed. Cables can 
include eyelets or textured stitches. They can 
be turned on the bias or shaped with short-
rows. Almost any woven or braided sequence 
can be worked with knitted cables. 

WORKING WITH CABLES
Cable patterns are usually planned with 

an orderly structure, crossing and moving 
strands at predictable intervals. Multi-stitch 
cables are almost always crossed only on 
right-side rows, with wrong-side rows worked 
with the stitches as they appear. When you 
work a cabled piece in the round, make a habit 
of using a split-ring marker on every other 
round (or weave in a length of scrap yarn) 
to keep track of which rounds are crossing 
rounds and which ones are plain.

Remember that cables add density and 
weight to your knitted pieces, halving the 
width of the crossing area and doubling the 
thickness of the fabric at each crossing. Try 

beyond  the  basics

In any given public space, it’s 
easy to pick out the knit-
ters—we’re the ones staring 
intently at that person in the 
corner, the one wearing the 
gorgeous cabled sweater. 
We’re not looking at the 
person’s face, of course—
we’re staring at the back of 
the garment, counting 
stitches and rows, divining 
how that especially tricky-
looking cable was knitted. 

E U N N Y  J A N G0
CABLES
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to use lofty, elastic fibers for cables, and avoid 
heavy ones. 

If you’ve lost track of where you are in a 
cable repeat, it’s easy to count the number of 
rounds or rows since your last crossing. Pull 
a cable apart gently to see where the out-of-
order stitches of the last crossing are knit-
ted and joined to their new neighbors. Start 
counting with the second stitch above that 
slightly stretched stitch, and include the row 
on the left needle. Compare with your chart 
or instructions and cable on. 

Cables will often look looser on one side 
than on the other, depending on the knitter 
and his or her knitting style. Take care not 
to stretch crossing stitches to prevent any 
unevenness.

Cables are often worked from charts, 
which are read from the bottom up, and in the 
direction the knitting is worked (from right to 
left on right side rows; from left to right on 
wrong side rows). Use a sticky note to keep 
your place in a cable chart—but don’t use it to 
highlight the current row from below, hiding 
the rows that came before. Instead, use the 
sticky note to cover all the rows above the cur-
rent row. You’ll be able to better compare your 
stitches to what came before (or what should 
have come before!) if you need to.

If you find a mistake in a cable crossing 
several rows (or even repeats) down and 
don’t want to live with it, don’t rip out all 
your work to that point! Instead, insert a 
small double-pointed needle or stitch holder 
into the stitches in the row just below the 
incorrect cable. Work up to the point of the 
offending crossing and then drop only the 
involved stitches from your needle. (If the 
error involves strands that have since sepa-
rated, this point may be several stitches away 
from the original crossing point. The stitches 
in each strand stay with it throughout the 
knitting, meaning that you must drop from 
wherever the original strand’s stitches have 
ended up.) Ladder the dropped stitches down 
until you reach the held stitches. Rework the 
pattern correctly, using the ladders as the 
working yarn. Use a blunt-tipped needle 
to even the tension in any wonky stitches 
afterwards.

beyond  the  basics
 

Right Cross

Left Cross Counting Rows

stretched stitch

1

Rope Cable
right cross

left cross

background

cable strand

Repairing a Cable

2 3 4 5
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beyond  the  basics

UNVENTING A CABLE

Once you know how cables work, 
unventing—reconstructing and then 
charting a cable that you’ve only 
seen—becomes an easier process. 
Try this method to re-create any 
simple cable.

For this article, “simple” means 
a cable that:
› is composed of individual “strands” of 

stockinette on a reverse stockinette 
background.

› is composed of strands that travel, meet, 
and cross (never more than two at a time).

› has strands that may be composed of any 
number of stockinette stitches, but stitch-
es within a strand always act as one; that 
is, they travel together and cross together 
(individual strands never split).

› has a vertical line of symmetry (ignoring the 
direction of cable crossings).

› has crossings only on right-side rows.
› has fixed-width background areas within 

the cable itself.
› does not have any strand that appears to 

meet with itself.

A simple cable can be quite complex 
looking; we’re calling it simple to exclude 
complex knotwork motifs and asymmetri-
cal cables. You can use these techniques 
as a jumping-off point for charting more 
intricate designs. 

Here is a step-by-step method for 
re-creating a simple cable:

1 Understand where the vertical line of 
symmetry is. The right and left halves 
should be mirror images of each other, 
ignoring crossing directions. Choose a 
logical beginning and ending to one 
pattern repeat.

2 Identify how many different strands 
make up the cable. It might be helpful to 
draw a colored diagram showing the 
relationships between the strands. Using 
one color for each strand is a good way to 

see the mechanics of the cable at a glance.

3 Decide how many stitches across each 
strand will be, as well as how many  
background stitches will separate strand 
groups. Count the actual stitches if you 
can, or try starting with strands two 
stitches wide (making each cross four 
stitches wide) with two background 
stitches between each strand or group of 
strands. Two-stitch strands and back-
ground pockets tend to be convenient: 
when strands travel toward each other in 
preparation for a cross, the movement can 
be completed within one right-side row, 
each strand traveling over one purl stitch. 
If necessary, make the background 
pockets wider later on, moving strands 
over several rows to get them where they 
need to go.

4 Set up a placeholder row with each 
strand in the right place to start a pattern 
repeat. Strands that will cross in the fi rst 
pattern row are right next to each other; 
each strand or group of strands is sepa-
rated by two background stitches.

5 In simple cables, all wrong-side rows 
are worked as the stitches appear (knit 
stitches are knitted, and purl stitches are 
purled). Add a duplicate wrong-side row 
above your placeholder row.

6 Draw in the cable crossing of the fi rst 
row. In our example, the pair of two-stitch 
strands makes up a four-stitch cross. All 
other strands stay in their positions.

7 Add a wrong-side row with strands in 
the new positions established in the row 
before.

8 In the next right-side row, draw in the 
way each strand moves, or travels, one 
background stitch to the right or left in 
preparation for new crossings. Background 
pockets will close (zero stitches) or stay the 
same (two stitches), and new ones will 
appear (two stitches). Move strands as 
necessary to maintain the two-stitch 
background pockets.

9 Add a wrong-side row with strands as 
established.

10   In the next crossing row, crosses will 
generally move in opposition to the 
preceding cross row. Maintain the position 
of strands that don’t travel or cross.

101
CABLES

step 1

step 4
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beyond  the  basics

11   Continue in this manner until the 
strands are positioned to start over from 
the beginning of the pattern repeat. It's 
easy from this point.

12   Delete your set-up rows. Fill in any 
completely plain block with a notation for 
background (this symbol will mean "purl 
this stitch on the right side and knit on the 
wrong side"). Clear any grid block that 
contains solid color to indicate a strand 
stitch. This blank stitch will mean "knit this 
stitch on the right side and purl on the 
wrong side."

13   Now, replace any crossing where the 
left strand moves over the right strand 
with a right cable symbol (slip two stitches 
to a cable needle, hold in back, knit two 
from the left needle, knit two from the 
cable needle).

14   Replace any crossing where the right 
strand moves over the left strand with a 
left cable symbol (slip two stitches to a 
cable needle, hold in front, knit two from 
the left needle, knit two from the cable 
needle).

15   Replace any travelings where a 
strand moves to the right over one 
background stitch with a right travel 
symbol (slip one stitch to a cable needle, 
hold in back, knit two from the left needle, 
purl one from the cable needle). 

16   Finally, replace any travelings where 
a strand moves to the left over one 
background stitch with a left travel symbol 
(slip two stitches to a cable needle, hold in 
front, purl one from the left needle, knit 
two from the cable needle).

Knit a sample or two from the chart, 
adjusting strand width and number of rows 
between crosses if necessary. You’ll be 
well on your way to being able to chart 
and knit any cable you see in the wild—or 
that you dream up.

Note: Consider learning to cable without 
a cable needle to speed up your knitting, 
particularly in a piece with many cable 
crossings (see Beyond the Basics, 
Interweave Knits Fall 2009). 

Eunny Jang is a cable fanatic and the editor 
of Interweave Knits. 
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ALABAMA
IN THE MAKING 
Birmingham, AL 
205-298-1309 
shopinthemaking.com

ALASKA
SEASIDE YARNS LLC  
Juneau, AK 
907-723-9227 
seasideyarns.com

THE ROOKERY 
Kodiak, AK 
907-486-0052 

blogspot.com

ARIZONA
JESSICA KNITS 
Scottsdale, AZ 
480-515-4454 
jessicaknits.com

ARKANSAS
THE YARN MART 
Little Rock, AR 
501-666-6505 
www.theyarnmart.com

CALIFORNIA
COMPATTO 
Santa Monica, CA 
310-453-2130 
compattoyarnsalon.com

DOUBLE DIAMOND ALPACAS 
Clarksburg, CA 
800-604-1824 
ddalpacas.com

GREEN PLANET YARN 
Campbell, CA 
408-871-9196 
greenplanetyarn.com

KNIT & PEARL BOUTIQUE 
Santa Barbara, CA 
805-963-3930 
knitandpearl.com

KNIT CULTURE STUDIO 
Los Angeles, CA 
323-655-6487 
knitculture.com

THE GROVE@JUNIPER & 30TH 
San Diego, CA 
619-284-7684 
thegrovesandiego.com

THE SWIFT STITCH 
Santa Cruz, CA 
831-427-9276 
theswiftstitch.com

COLORADO
FANCY TIGER CRAFTS 
Denver, CO 
303-733-3855 
fancytiger.com

MY SISTER KNITS  
Fort Collins, CO 
970-407-1461 
mysisterknits.com

TANGLE 
Grand Junction, CO 
970-245-1088 
tangleonline.com
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CONNECTICUT
KNIT NEW HAVEN  
New Haven, CT 
203-777-5648 
knitnewhaven.com

WESTPORT YARNS  
Westport, CT 
203-454-4300 
westportyarns.com

FLORIDA
A GOOD YARN 
Sarasota, FL 
941-487-7914 
agoodyarnsarasota.com

UNWIND, THE YARN SHOP 
Fort Walton Beach, FL
850-314-9898 
unwindwithyarn.com

GEORGIA
CAST ON COTTAGE AND 
NEEDLEPOINT GARDEN 
Roswell,GA 
770-998-3483 
castoncottage.com

CREATIVE YARNS  
Macon, GA 
478-746-5648 
creativeyarns.net

THE WHOLE NINE YARNS  
Woodstock, GA 
678-494-5242 
thewholenineyarns.com

IDAHO
SUN VALLEY NEEDLE ARTS 
Ketchum, ID 
208-928-7620 
sunvalleyneedlearts.com

ILLINOIS
I’D RATHER BE KNITTING 
YARN STUDIO  
Long Grove, IL 
847-634-9276 
ratherbeknitting.com

KNOT JUST KNITS 
Oak Park, IL 
708-948-7943 
knotjustknits.com

NINA 
Chicago, IL 
773-486-8996 
ninachicago.com

INDIANA
IN A YARN BASKET 
Bloomington, IN 
812-330-5394 
inayarnbasket.com

KNIT STOP 
Indianapolis, IN 
317-595-5648 
knit-stop.com

KNITTING OFF BROADWAY 
Fort Wayne, IN 
260-422-9276 
knittingoffbroadway.com

MAINE
ESSENTIALLY FELT 
Glenburn, ME 
207-942-0365 
essentiallyfelt.com

MARYLAND
KNIT AND STITCH=BLISS 
Bethesda, MD 
301-652-8688 
knitandstitch.com

MASSACHUSETTS
A LOOM WITH A VIEW 
Newburyport, MA 
978-463-9276 
aloomwithaview.com

K-PIXIE  
East Bridgewater, MA 
508-378-7344 
kpixie.com

WEBS 
Northampton, MA 
800-367-9327 
yarn.com

MICHIGAN
BEYOND THE RAINFOREST 
Grand Blanc, MI 
810-953-0089

CENTER STREET KNITS  
Northville, MI 
248-349-6700 
centerstreetknits.com

CLEVER EWE 
Ada, MI 
616-682-1545 
cleverewe.com

EWE-NIQUE KNITS
Royal Oaks, MI 
248-584-3001 
ewe-niqueknits.com

MINNESOTA 

A SHEEPY YARN SHOPPE 
White Bear Lake, MN 
651-426-5463 
sheepyyarnmn.com

BELLA LANA 
Minneapolis, MN  
612-331-3330 
beautifulyarn.com

DARN KNIT ANYWAY 
Stillwater, MN  
651-342-1386 
darnknitanyway.com

NEEDLEWORK UNLIMITED  
Minneapolis, MN  
612-925-2454
needleworkunlimited.com

SHEPHERD’S CHOICE  
Anoka, MN 
763-434-7453 
shepherdschoice.com

NEVADA
JIMMY BEANS WOOL 
Reno, NV 
877-529-5648 
jimmybeanswool.com

NEW JERSEY
HOME MADE 
Cape May Court House, NJ 
609-536-2940 
behomemade.com

KNIT KNACK LLC 
Maplewood, NJ 
973-763-6066
knitknack-nj.com 

PATRICIA’S YARNS 
Hoboken, NJ 
201-217-9276 
patriciasyarns.com

WOOLY MONMOUTH 
Red Bank, NJ 
732-224-9276 
woolymonmouth.com

YARN DIVA & MORE 
Hillsdale, NJ 
201-664-4100 
yarndiva07642.com

NEW YORK
CHAPEL KNITWORKS 
Tivoli, NY 
845-757-4FAB 
fabulousyarns.com

DOWNTOWN YARNS 
New York City, NY 
212-995-5991 
downtownyarns.com

PURL SOHO 
New York, NY 
212-420-8796 
purlsoho.com

THE YARN COMPANY 
New York, NY 
212-787-7878 
theyarnco.com

NORTH CAROLINA 

GREAT YARNS  
Raleigh, NC 
919-832-3599 
yarnsetc.com

SILVER THREADS
& GOLDEN NEEDLES 
Franklin, NC 
828-349-0515 
silverthreadsyarn.com

YARN PARADISE 
Asheville, NC 
828-274-4213 
yarnparadise.com

OHIO
FIBERGE 
Cincinnati, OH  
513-831-9276 

FINE POINTS  
Cleveland, OH 
216-229-6644 

TEMPTATIONS 
Dublin, OH 
614-734-0618 
knittingtemptations.com

WISP 
Granville, OH 
740-975-1946 

OREGON
KNOT ANOTHER HAT 
Hood River, OR 
541-308-0002 
knotanotherhat.com

PENNSYLVANIA
LOOP 
Philadelphia, PA 
215-893-9939 
loopyarn.com

SOUTH CAROLINA
THE NEEDLE TREE 
Greenville, SC 
864-235-6060 
theneedletree.com

TENNESSEE
BLISS YARNS 
Brentwood, TN 
615-370-8717 
blissyarns.com

TEXAS
PARK AVENUE YARNS
League City, TX 
832-932-0300 
parkavenueyarns.com

THE TINSMITH’S WIFE 
Comfort, TX 
830-995-5539 
tinsmithswife.com

WOOLIE EWE 
Plano, TX 
972-424-3163 
woolieewe.com

UTAH
THE WOOL CABIN 
Salt Lake City, UT 
801-466-1811 
thewoolcabin.com

VIRGINIA
A LIKELY YARN 
Abingdon, VA 
276-628-2143 
alikelyyarn.com

FIBRE SPACE  
Alexandria, VA 
703-664-0344 

UNIQUITIES 
Vienna, VA 
703-242-0520 
uniquitiesyarnshop.com

WASHINGTON
A GRAND YARN 
Spokane, WA  
509-455-8213 
agrandyarn.com

FIBER GALLERY 
Seattle, WA 
206-706-4197 

WEAR ON EARTH  
Lynden, WA 
360-318-8657 
wearonearth.net

WILDFIBERS  
Mount Vernon, WA 
360-336-5202 

WASHINGTON D.C. 
LOOPED YARN WORKS
Washington, DC 
202-714-5667 
loopedyarnworks.com

WISCONSIN
CREAM CITY YARN 

262-923-7014 
creamcityyarn.com

FIREFLY FIBERS, LLC 
Beaver Dam, WI 
920-356-8859 

INTERNATIONAL 

AUSTRALIA  

THREADS AND MORE 
Brisbane, AU  
07-3379-6699 
threadsandmore.com.au

CANADA
ESPACE TRICOT 
Montreal, QC 
514-486-5648 
espacetricot.com

GASPEREAU VALLEY FIBRES 
Wolfville, NS 
902-542-2656 

FRANCE
LAINE ET TRICOT 
La Chapelle sur Erdre 
33-0-953654406 
laine-et-tricot.com     

S 

H 

B lue Sky yarns  and patterns  avai lable at  these f ine yarn stores
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BESPOKE
Seamstress details, vintage fi ts, 
and playful silhouettes—knit on.

BETTIE’S PULLOVER combines 
vintage femininity and modern 
construction. Inspired by the 
delicate sweaters of the 1930s and 
1940s, MARIA LEIGH patterns the 
body with a ripple lace worked in 
the round and fi nishes the plain yoke 
with a sweet functional scarf. 
PAGE 28. YARN The Alpaca Yarn 
Company Classic Alpaca
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ASHLEY RAO uses a dramatic 
chevron texture to echo and articu-
late the swingy trapeze silhouette of 
the PAN AM JACKET. A loosely 
scooped collar and mitered borders 
add architectural interest. PAGE 30. 
YARN Classic Elite Yarns Mountain-
top Collection Crestone
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KKNNIITT
BESPOKE

Needle changes provide 
waist shaping without 
interrupting the ripple 
lace pattern of BETTIE’S 
PULLOVER. Set-in 
sleeves fi ne-tune the fi t 
of a classic shape. 
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Worked in one piece from 
the neck down, the PAN 
AM JACKET is fi nished 
with a picked-up deeply 
welted border with 
carefully mitered corners. 
A single visible button at 
the crossover neckline 
adds a focal point. 
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The TWEED PILLOW takes its cue 
from menswear textiles: a sturdy 
three-color slip-stitch pattern covers 
the fabric of a handsomely tailored 
pillow. The SEED PILLOW turns the 
classic herringbone weave into a 
textured one-color pattern for a 
casual, modern fabric. DANIELLE 
CHALSON. PAGES 34, 36. YARN 
Manos del Uruguay Wool Clasica 
Naturals, distributed by 
Fairmount Fibers

KKKKKNNNNNIIITTT
BESPOKE
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Inspired by the romanticism of 
post-war fashions, ERICA PATBERG 
combines a fl ared peplum and 
princess-line shaping for a fi nely 
tailored knitted jacket with feminin-
ity to spare. Peekaboo contrast 
panels and trim turned cuffs, 
notched lapels, and knitted-in 
facings make the PEPLUM AND 
PLEAT JACKET as well made as it is 
beautiful. PAGE 36. YARN Zitron 
Gobi, distributed by Skacel
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BETTIE’S PULLOVER
M a r i a  L e i g h

Finished Size 32 (34¾  , 38¼  , 41, 44½  , 
47¼  , 50¾  )" bust circumference. Sweater 
shown measures 34¾  ", modeled with 
slight ease.
Yarn The Alpaca Yarn Co. Classic 
Alpaca (100% superfine alpaca; 110 yd 
[100 m]/1¾   oz [50 g]): #1402 Adirondack 
green, 9 (10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15) skeins.
Needles Body—sizes 6 (4 mm), 4 (3.5 
mm), and 3 (3.25 mm): 24" circular (cir). 
Sleeves and neckband—sizes 6 (4 mm) 
and 4 (3.5 mm): set of double-pointed 
(dpn). Adjust needle size if necessary to 
obtain the correct gauge.
Notions Markers (m); stitch holders; 
removable markers; tapestry needle; one 
¾  " button.
Gauge 22 sts and 26 rnds = 4" in St st on 
largest needle; 23 sts and 32 rnds = 4" in 
patt on largest needle; 27 sts and 39 rnds 
= 4" in patt on smallest needle.

NOTES

•  The rib will flow more smoothly into 
the stockinette stitch if you decrease 
as follows: if the next stitch is a knit, 
work ssk; if the next stitch is a purl, 
work k2tog.

Stitch Guide
Feather and Fan Stitch: (multiple of 18 
sts + 2 [10, 2, 10, 2, 10, 2])
Rnds 1 and 2: Knit.
Rnd 3: K1 (5, 1, 5, 1, 5, 1), *[k2tog] 3 
times, [yo, k1] 6 times, [k2tog] 3 times; 
rep from * to last 1 (5, 1, 5, 1, 5, 1) st(s), k1 
(5, 1, 5, 1, 5, 1).
Rnd 4: Purl.
Rep Rnds 1–4 for patt.

BODY
With middle-size cir needle, CO 110 (122, 
134, 146, 158, 170, 180) sts, place marker 
(pm) for right side, CO 110 (122, 134, 
146, 158, 170, 180) sts, pm, and join in 
the rnd—220 (244, 268, 292, 316, 340, 
360) sts total. Work in k1, p1 rib for 2½  ". 

Change to largest cir needle. Next rnd: 
*Knit to m and dec 18 (22, 24, 28, 30, 34, 
34) sts evenly spaced (see Notes); rep from 
* once more—184 (200, 220, 236, 256, 
272, 292) sts rem; 92 (100, 110, 118, 128, 
136, 146) sts between m. Work short-rows 
(see Glossary) as foll: Next rnd: *K1 (5, 
1, 5, 1, 5, 1), [(RS) k14, wrap next st, turn; 
(WS) p10, wrap next st, turn; (RS) k6, 
wrap next st, turn; (WS) p2, wrap next st, 
turn; (RS) k10, working wraps tog with 
wrapped sts, do not turn] 5 (5, 6, 6, 7, 7, 8) 
times, k1 (5, 1, 5, 1, 5, 1); rep from * once 
more. Next rnd: Knit, working rem wraps 
tog with wrapped sts. Next rnd: Purl. 
Next rnd: *Work Feather and Fan st (see 
Stitch Guide) to m; rep from * once more. 
Cont in patt until piece measures 4¾   (5, 5, 
5¼  , 5¼  , 5½  , 5½  )" from CO. Shape waist: 
Change to middle-size cir needle and 
work in patt for 2". Change to smallest cir 
needle and work in patt for 2". Change to 
middle-size cir needle and work in patt for 
2". Change to largest cir needle and work 
in patt until piece measures 13¼   (13½  , 
13½  , 13¾  , 13¾  , 14, 14)" from CO, ending 
with Rnd 1 of patt. Work short-rows as 
foll, working wraps tog with wrapped 
sts as you come to them: (RS) *K8 (12, 8, 
12, 8, 12, 8), wrap next st, turn; (WS) p8 
(12, 8, 12, 8, 12, 8), sl m, p8 (12, 8, 12, 
8, 12, 8), wrap next st, turn; (RS) k8 (12, 
8, 12, 8, 12, 8), sl m, k4 (8, 4, 8, 4, 8, 4), 
wrap next st, turn; (WS) p4 (8, 4, 8, 4, 8, 
4), sl m, p4 (8, 4, 8, 4, 8, 4), wrap next st, 
turn; (RS) k4 (8, 4, 8, 4, 8, 4), sl m, k11 
(15, 11, 15, 11, 15, 11), [k15, wrap next st, 
turn; (WS) p14, wrap next st, turn; (RS) 

k10, wrap next st, turn; (WS) p6, wrap 
next st, turn; (RS) k13, do not turn] 4 (4, 
5, 5, 6, 6, 7) times, k9 (13, 9, 13, 9, 13, 
9); rep from * once more. Next rnd: K46 
(50, 55, 59, 64, 68, 73) to arrive at center 
front. Pm for new beg of rnd. Set aside.

SLEEVES
With smaller dpn, CO 50 (52, 54, 56, 58, 
60, 62) sts. Pm and join in the rnd. Work 
in k1, p1 rib for 3". Change to larger dpn 
and St st. Next rnd: Knit, dec 8 sts evenly 
spaced—42 (44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54) sts 
rem. Work even until piece measures 5½   
(5½  , 5, 5, 4½  , 4½  , 4)" from CO. Inc rnd: 
K1, M1L, knit to last st, M1R, k1—2 sts 
inc’d. Rep Inc rnd every 9 (7, 7, 6, 6, 5, 
5)th rnd 8 (10, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19) more 
times—60 (66, 72, 78, 84, 88, 94) sts. 
Work even until piece measures 18½   (18½  , 
19, 19, 19½  , 19½  , 20)" from CO, ending 
last rnd 5 (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12) sts before end 
of rnd. Place next 10 (12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 
24) sts on holder for underarm, removing 
m—50 (54, 58, 62, 66, 68, 70) sts rem. 
Place sts on holder.

YOKE
Join body and sleeves: K40 (43, 47, 
50, 54, 57, 60) right-front sts, ssk (next 
front st with first st of right sleeve), place 
next 10 (12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 24) body sts 
on holder for underarm, pm, k48 (52, 56, 
60, 64, 66, 68) sleeve sts, pm, k2tog (next 
sleeve st with first st of back), k80 (86, 
94, 100, 108, 114, 120) back sts, ssk (next 
back st with first st of left sleeve), place 
next 10 (12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 24) body sts 

11 (12, 13, 14¼  , 15¼  , 16, 17)"
28 (30.5, 33, 36, 38.5, 40.5, 43) cm

body

32 (34¾  , 38¼  , 41, 44½  , 47¼  , 50¾  )"
81.5 (88.5, 97, 104, 113, 120, 129) cm

27¼   (29¾  , 32½  , 35, 38, 40¼  , 43¼  )"
69 (75.5, 82.5, 89, 96.5, 102, 110) cm
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on holder for underarm, pm, k48 (52, 56, 
60, 64, 66, 68) sleeve sts, pm, k2tog (next 
sleeve st with first st of left-front), k40 
(43, 47, 50, 54, 57, 60) left-front sts—260 
(280, 304, 324, 348, 364, 380) sts rem: 41 
(44, 48, 51, 55, 58, 61) sts for each side of 
front, 82 (88, 96, 102, 110, 116, 122) sts 
for back, 48 (52, 56, 60, 64, 66, 68) sts for 
each sleeve. Shape sleeves, armhole, 
and neck: Note: Sleeve shaping happens 
at the same time as armhole and neck 
shaping (neck shaping beg after armhole 
shaping ends); read the foll sections all the 
way through before proceeding. Dec 1 st at 
each edge of sleeve every rnd 2 times, ev-
ery other rnd 5 (9, 7, 11, 19, 12, 12) times, 
every 4th rnd 3 (2, 3, 2, 0, 2, 2) times, ev-
ery other rnd 5 (4, 5, 4, 0, 4, 5) times, then 
every rnd once as foll: (RS rows) *Work 
to sleeve m, k2tog, knit to 2 sts before m, 
ssk; rep from * once more, work to end; 
(WS rows) *Work to sleeve m, ssp, purl 
to 2 sts before m, p2tog; rep from * once 
more, work to end. At the same time, 
dec 1 st at each armhole edge every rnd 5 
(6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12) times as foll: (RS) *Knit 
to 3 sts before m, ssk, k1, work to next 
m, k1, k2tog; rep from * once more, knit 
to end of rnd—228 (240, 260, 272, 292, 
300, 304) sts rem when armhole shaping 
is complete: 36 (38, 41, 43, 46, 48, 49) sts 
for each side of front, 72 (76, 82, 86, 92, 
96, 98) sts for back, 42 (44, 48, 50, 54, 54, 
54) sts for each sleeve. Also at the same 
time, when armhole measures 3 (3, 3¼  , 
3¼  , 3¼  , 3½  , 3½  )", shape neck as foll: Next 
rnd: (RS) K1, [ssk] 2 times, work to last 5 
sts, [k2tog] 2 times, k1, remove m, turn; 
beg working back-and-forth in rows. Dec 
row: (WS) P1, p2tog, work to last 3 sts, 
ssp, p1. Dec row: (RS) K1, ssk, work to 
last 3 sts, k2tog, k1. Rep last 2 rows 6 (7, 
8, 8, 9, 9, 10) more times, then work WS 
Dec row once more. Work [RS Dec row, 
then 1 WS row even] 1 (0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0) 
time—140 (146, 162, 168, 178, 192, 194) 
sts rem when all neck and sleeve shaping 
is complete: 18 (19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 24) sts 
for each front, 72 (76, 82, 86, 92, 96, 98) 
sts for back, 16 (16, 20, 20, 20, 24, 24) sts 
for each sleeve; armhole measures 5¾   (5¾  , 
6¼  , 6¾  , 6¾  , 7¼  , 7¼  )". Right front: Shape 
sleeve cap: *K17 (18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 23), 
sssk (removing m and replacing it after 
dec), turn; sl 1, purl to end, turn; rep from 
* 2 (2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4) more times—10 (10, 
12, 12, 12, 14, 14) right-sleeve sts rem. 
Shape shoulder:
Short-row 1: K12 (12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 16), 
wrap next st, turn; purl to end.

Short-row 2: K5 (6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 8), wrap 
next st, turn; purl to end.
Short-row 3: K17 (18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 23), 
sssk (removing m and replacing it after 
dec), turn; sl 1, purl to end—8 (8, 10, 10, 
10, 12, 12) right-sleeve sts rem.
Break yarn; place 18 (19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 
24) right-front sts on holder. Back: With 
RS facing, sl 8 (8, 10, 10, 10, 12, 12) right-
sleeve sts to arrive at beg of back; rejoin 
yarn. Shape sleeve caps: *Sl 1, knit to 1 
st before m, sssk (removing m and replac-
ing it after dec), turn; sl 1, purl to 1 st 
before m, p3tog (removing m and replac-
ing it after dec), turn; rep from * 2 (2, 3, 
3, 3, 4, 4) more times—2 right-sleeve sts 
rem, 10 (10, 12, 12, 12, 14, 14) left-sleeve 
sts rem. Shape shoulders:
Short-row 1: Sl 1, knit to 6 (7, 7, 7, 8, 8, 
8) sts before m, wrap next st, turn; purl to 
6 (7, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8) sts before m, wrap next 
st, turn.
Short-row 2: Knit to 7 (6, 7, 8, 8, 9, 8) sts 
before previously wrapped st, wrap next 
st, turn; purl to 7 (6, 7, 8, 8, 9, 8) sts before 
previously wrapped st, wrap next st, turn.
Short-row 3: Knit to 1 st before m, sssk 
(removing m and replacing it after dec), 
turn; sl 1, p17 (18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 23), 
BO 36 (38, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50) sts for 
back neck, purl to 1 st before m, p3tog 
(removing m)—no right-sleeve sts rem, 
8 (8, 10, 10, 10, 12, 12) left-sleeve sts rem, 
18 (19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 24) sts rem for each 
shoulder.
Break yarn, leaving a 25" tail. Place 
shoulder sts on holders. Left front: 
With RS facing, sl 8 (8, 10, 10, 10, 12, 12) 
left-sleeve sts to arrive at beg of front; 
rejoin yarn. Shape sleeve cap: *Sl 1, 
knit to end, turn; purl to 1 st before m, 
p3tog (removing m and replacing it after 
dec), turn; rep from * 2 (2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4) 
more times—2 left sleeve sts rem. Shape 
shoulder:
Short-row 1: Sl 1, knit to end, turn; p12 
(12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 16), wrap next st, turn.
Short-row 2: Knit to end, turn; p5 (6, 6, 
6, 7, 7, 8), wrap next st, turn.
Short-row 3: Knit to end, turn; purl to 
1 st before m, p3tog (removing m)—no 
left-sleeve sts rem.
Break yarn, leaving a 25" tail. Place 18 (19, 
20, 21, 23, 24, 24) left-front sts on holder.

FINISHING
With RS tog and using 25" tails, join 
shoulders using three-needle BO (see 
Glossary). Graft underarms using Kitch-
ener st (see Glossary). Neckband: With 

middle-size needle, CO 15 sts. Do not join.
Row 1: (WS) P2, [k2, p1] 4 times, p1.
Row 2: (RS) K2, [p2, k1] 4 times, k1.
Rep last 2 rows until piece measures 1½  " 
from CO, ending with a WS row. Dec 
row: (RS) K2, [p2tog, k1] 4 times, k1—11 
sts rem. Work in rib until piece measures 
3" from CO, ending with a WS row. Next 
row: (RS) K2, p1, k1, work 3-st one-row 
buttonhole (see Glossary), work in patt to 
end. Cont in patt until piece measures 3½  " 
from CO. Place removable m at beg of next 
WS row. Cont in patt until piece measures 
18½   (19½  , 20, 21, 22, 22¼  , 22¾  )" from 
CO. Place removable m at beg of next WS 
row. Cont in patt for 2", ending with a 
WS row. Inc row: (RS) K2, [k1f&b, k1] 
4 times, k1—15 sts. Next row: P2, [k2, 
p1] 4 times, p1. Next row: K2, [p2, k1] 4 
times, k1. Work even until piece measures 
22 (23, 23½  , 24½  , 25½  , 25¾  , 26¼  )" from 
CO, ending with a WS row. With RS 
facing, BO all sts in patt. Beg 1" from base 
of V-neck on right front and at first m on 
neckband, sew neckband to neck edge, 
ending 1" from base of V-neck on left front 
and at 2nd m on neckband (3½  " of neck-
band at each end rem free). Sew button to 

I love to visit the library and 
read fashion books, especially 
ones from the fi rst half of the 
twentieth century. Feather 
and fan stitch was a staple 
of women’s sweaters and 
stockings through the 1930s, 
inspiring this fi tted little 
pullover.
 —MARIA  LEIGH

❝

❝
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neckband opposite buttonhole. Weave in 
ends. Steam block.

Maria Leigh is a fashion designer and avid 
knitter. She relocated from Korea and lives 
in Ontario with her husband and her cat, 
Tarae, whose name means “yarn 
ball (skein)” in Korean. She blogs at 
www.amigurumikr.com.

PAN AM JACKET
A s h l e y  R a o

Finished Size 33½   (37½  , 40, 44¾  , 50½  )" 
bust circumference, buttoned. Cardigan 
shown measures 33½  ", modeled with 
slight ease. 
Yarn Classic Elite Yarns Mountaintop 
Collection Crestone (100% wool; 100 yd 
[91 m]/1¾   oz [50 g]): #5103 smoke, 14 (16, 
17, 19, 22) skeins.
Needles Body and Sleeves—Size 6 
(4 mm): two 40" and one 12" circular 
(cir). Sleeve cuff facing—Size 4 (3.5 mm): 
12" cir. Adjust needle size if necessary to 
obtain the correct gauge.
Notions Ten markers (m); two stitch 
holders; tapestry needle; two 1⅛  " buttons.
Gauge 20 sts and 24 rows = 4" in Chev-
ron patt on larger needles.

NOTES

•  This cardigan is worked from the top 
down.

•  Raglan increases, center back increas-
es and front neck shaping occur at 
the same time. Refer to shaping chart 
(at right) for the rate of increases for 
each section; refer to stitch charts 
for working increases into chevron 
pattern.

•  Selvedge stitches and Make 1 (M1) 
increases are included but do not show 
on charts; divider stitches are not 
included in charts.

•  Work M1 knit or M1 purl to keep in 
chevron pattern.

•  Use different colors for raglan markers 
and center back markers.

12 (11¾  , 12, 11¼  , 12)"
30.5 (30, 30.5, 28.5, 30.5)  cm

33½   (37½  , 40, 44¾  , 50½  )"
85 (95, 101.5, 113.5, 128.5) cm38¼   (43, 46¼  , 50¼  , 56¼  )"

97 (109, 117.5, 127.5, 143) cm

6¾   (7¼  , 7¼  , 7¼  , 7¼  )"
17 (18.5, 18.5, 18.5, 18.5) cm

4¾  "
12 cm

9 
(9

¾  
, 1

0½
  ,

 1
2½

  ,
 1

5½
  )

"
23

 (2
5,

 2
6.

5,
 3

1.
5,

 3
9.

5)
 c

m

14½   (14¼  , 14½  , 13¾  , 14¼  )"
37 (36.5, 37, 35, 36.5) cm

8½   (8¾  , 9¾  , 10¾  , 10¾  )"
21.5 (22, 25, 27.5, 27.5) cm

body

Shaping Chart
Raglan incs: (RS) [Work to rm, M1, sl rm, k1, p2, k1, sl rm, M1] 4 times, work to 
end—8 raglan sts inc’d.
Front neck incs: (RS) Sl 1, M1, work to last st, M1, k1—2 neck sts inc’d.
Center back incs: (RS) Work to cbm, M1, sl cbm, k1, p2, k1, sl cbm, M1, work to 
end—2 center back sts inc’d.

Red (33½  )" Yellow 
(37½  )"

Blue (40") Green 
(44¾  ")

Purple 
(50½  )"

Raglan Every 2nd 
row twice, 
then *every 
4th row once, 
every 2nd 
row once; 
rep from 
* through 
Row 51.

Every 2nd 
row twice, 
then *every 
4th row once, 
every 2nd 
row once; 
rep from * 
through Row 
51, then every 
2nd row 
once.

Every 2nd 
row twice, 
then *every 
4th row once, 
every 2nd 
row once; 
rep from * 
through Row 
57, then every 
2nd row 
once.

Every 2nd 
row through 
Row 29, then 
*every 4th 
row once, 
every 2nd 
row once; 
rep from 
* through 
Row 65.

Every 2nd 
row through 
Row 65.

Front Neck *Every 4th 
row once, 
then every 
2nd row 
once; rep 
from * 
through Row 
25.

Every 2nd 
row through 
Row 27.

Every 2nd 
row through 
Row 27.

Every 2nd 
row through 
Row 27.

Every 2nd 
row through 
Row 27.

Center Back Every 6th 
row through 
Row 121.

*Every 4th 
row once, 
then every 
6th row once; 
rep from 
* through 
Row 121.

*Every 4th 
row once, 
then every 
6th row once; 
rep from 
* through 
Row 131.

*Every 4th 
row once, 
then every 
6th row once; 
rep from 
* through 
Row 131.

*Every 4th 
row once, 
then every 
6th row once; 
rep from * 
through Row 
131, then 
every 4th 
row once.

•  The chevron pattern is an 18-stitch, 
16-row repeat.

Stitch Guide: 
Roman Rib Pattern: (over an even 
number of sts)
Rnds 1 and 2: Knit.
Rnds 3 and 4: *K1, p1; rep from * to end.
Rnds 5 and 6: Knit.

Rnds 7 and 8: *P1, k1; rep from * to end.
Rep Rnds 1–8 for patt.

YOKE
With longer size 6 (4 mm) cir needle, CO 
64 (70, 70, 70, 70) sts.
Size 33½  " only: Beg charts:
Row 1: (RS) Sl 1 pwise (selvedge st), k1 
(Left Front chart), place raglan m (rm), k1, 
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Size 33½"

Size 37½"

Size 40"

Size 44¾"

Size 50½"

k on RS; p on WS

p on RS; k on WS

71
69
67
65
63
61
59
57
55
53
51
49
47
45
43
41
39
37
35
33
31
29
27
25
23
21
19
17
15
13
11
9
7
5
3
1

Left Front

71
69
67
65
63
61
59
57
55
53
51
49
47
45
43
41
39
37
35
33
31
29
27
25
23
21
19
17
15
13
11

9
7
5
3
1

Right Front

71
69
67
65
63
61
59
57
55
53
51
49
47
45
43
41
39
37
35
33
31
29
27
25
23
21
19
17
15
13
11

9
7
5
3
1

Sleeve

p2, k1 (divider sts), place rm, k2, p3, k2 
(Sleeve chart), place rm, k1, p2, k1 (divider 
sts), place rm, k2, p3, [k2, p2] 2 times 
(Left Back chart), place center back m 
(cbm), k1, p2, k1 (divider sts), place cbm, 
[p2, k2] 2 times, p3, k2 (Right Back chart), 
place rm, k1, p2, k1 (divider sts), place rm, 
k2, p3, k2 (Sleeve chart), place rm, k1, p2, 
k1 (divider sts), place rm, k1, k1 (selvedge 
st) (Right Front chart).
Row 2: (WS) Sl 1 pwise (selvedge st), 
p1 (Right Front chart), sl m, p1, k2, p1 
(divider sts), sl m, p2, k3, p2 (Sleeve 
chart), sl m, p1, k2, p1 (divider sts), sl m, 
p2, k3, [p2, k2] 2 times (Right Back chart), 
sl m, p1, k2, p1 (divider sts), sl m, [k2, p2] 
2 times, k3, p2 (Left Back chart), sl m, p1, 
k2, p1 (divider sts), sl m, p2, k3, p2 (Sleeve 
chart), sl m, p1, k2, p1 (divider sts), sl m, 
p1, p1 (selvedge st) (Left Front chart).
Sizes 37½   (40, 44¾  , 50½  )" only: Beg 
charts:
Row 1: (RS) Sl 1 pwise (selvedge st), p1 
(Left Front chart), place raglan m (rm), 
k1, p2, k1 (divider sts), place rm, p1, k2, 
p3, k2, p1 (Sleeve chart), place rm, k1, p2, 
k1 (divider sts), place rm, p1, k2, p3, [k2, 
p2] 2 times (Left Back chart), place center 
back m (cbm), k1, p2, k1 (divider sts), place 
cbm, [p2, k2] 2 times, p3, k2, p1 (Right 
Back chart), place rm, k1, p2, k1 (divider 
sts), place rm, p1, k2, p3, k2, p1 (Sleeve 
chart), place rm, k1, p2, k1 (divider sts), 
place rm, p1, k1 (selvedge st) (Right Front 
chart).

Row 2: (WS) Sl 1 pwise, k1 (Right Front 
chart), sl m, p1, k2, p1 (divider sts), sl m, 
k1, p2, k3, p2, k1 (Sleeve chart), sl m, p1, 
k2, p1 (divider sts), sl m, k1, p2, k3, [p2, 
k2] 2 times (Right Back chart), sl m, p1, 
k2, p1 (divider sts), sl m, [k2, p2] 2 times, 
k3, p2, k1 (Left Back chart), sl m, p1, k2, 
p1 (divider sts), sl m, k1, p2, k3, p2, k1 
(Sleeve chart), sl m, p1, k2, p1 (divider 
sts), sl m, k1, p1 (selvedge st) (Left Front 
chart).
All sizes: Work through Row 28 of stitch 
charts, working raglan, front-neck and 

center-back shaping as indicated on shap-
ing chart. Shape neck: CO 15 (14, 17, 17, 
17) sts at beg and end of next row, work-
ing incs into patt—198 (214, 220, 244, 
252) sts total: 35 (39, 42, 45, 46) sts each 
front; 27 (29, 29, 35, 37) sts each sleeve; 
27 (29, 29, 32, 33) sts each back; and 4 sts 
each for divider sts. Cont shaping raglans 
and center back as described in Shaping 
Chart, with a 2-st selvedge at each front 
edge (1 sl st, 1 st in St st) through Row 
51 (53, 59, 65, 65)—262 (290, 314, 356, 
412) sts total: 42 (47, 52, 57, 64) sts each 

Visit www.knittingdaily.com for larger versions of these charts.
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135
133
131
129
127
125
123
121
119
117
115
113
111
109
107
105
103
101
99
97
95
93
91
89
87
85
83
81
79
77
75
73
71
69
67
65
63
61
59
57
55
53
51
49
47
45
43
41
39
37
35
33
31
29
27
25
23
21
19
17
15
13
11
9
7
5
3
1

Right Back
135
133
131
129
127
125
123
121
119
117
115
113
111
109
107
105
103
101

99
97
95
93
91
89
87
85
83
81
79
77
75
73
71
69
67
65
63
61
59
57
55
53
51
49
47
45
43
41
39
37
35
33
31
29
27
25
23
21
19
17
15
13
11

9
7
5
3
1

Left Back

front; 41 (45, 49, 59, 73) sts each sleeve; 
38 (43, 46, 52, 59) sts each back; and 4 sts 
each for divider sts. Piece measures about 
8½   (8¾  , 9¾  , 10¾  , 10¾  )" from CO. Divide 
body and sleeves: Place first 44 (49, 54, 
59, 66) front sts on longer size 6 (4 mm) 
cir needle, place next 45 (49, 53, 63, 77) 
sleeve sts on holder, place next 84 (94, 
100, 112, 126) back sts on same cir needle 
as front, place next 45 (49, 53, 63, 77) 
sleeve sts on holder, place last 44 (49, 54, 
59, 66) sts on cir needle—172 (192, 208, 
230, 258) body sts. Remove m from sleeve 
sts only. 

BODY
Row 52 (54, 60, 66, 66): (WS) Sl 1 
pwise, p1, work in patt to rm, sl rm, p1, 
k1, wyf sl 1 pwise, wyb sl 2 sts from right 
to left needle, wyf sl 1 pwise, k1, p1, sl rm, 
work in patt to cbm, sl cbm, p1, k2, p1, 
sl cbm, work in patt to rm, sl rm, p1, k1, 
wyf sl 1 pwise, wyb sl 2 sts from right to 
left needle, wyf sl 1 pwise, k1, p1, sl rm, 
work in patt to last 2 sts, p2. Cont in patt, 
working M1 incs on either side of center 
back seam as described above, through 
Row 124 (124, 132, 132, 136)—196 (220, 
236, 256, 286) sts total: 42 (47, 52, 57, 64) 
sts each front; 50 (57, 60, 65, 73) sts each 

back; and 4 sts each for divider sts. Leave 
sts on cir needle. Set aside.

SLEEVES
Place 45 (49, 53, 63, 77) sleeve sts on 
shorter size 6 (4 mm) cir needle. Pm 
and join in the rnd. Work even in patt, 
working 4 divider sts (k1, p2, k1) at the 
underside of the arm, for 73 (71, 73, 67, 
71) rnds, working divider sts as k1, p2tog, 
k1 on last rnd—44 (48, 52, 62, 76) sts 
rem. Work in Roman Rib patt (see Stitch 
Guide) until border measures 2½  ", ending 
with Rnd 1. Purl 1 rnd for turning ridge. 
Change to smaller cir needle. Work Ro-

Visit www.knittingdaily.com for larger versions of these charts.
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man Rib patt, starting with Rnd 2. Work 
until border measures 2½  ", ending with 
Rnd 1. Turn cuff under at turning ridge 
and using a tapestry needle, sew down 
each st to WS of work. 

CONTINUOUS BORDER
With RS facing and second longer size 6 
(4 mm) cir needle, CO 1 st, then beg at 
neck edge, pick up and knit 64 (64, 69, 
69, 72) sts along left-front edge, M1, pm, 
pick up and knit 1 st in corner, M1, pick 
up and knit 196 (220, 236, 256, 286) sts 
along lower edge, M1, pm, pick up and 
knit 1 st in corner, M1, pick up and knit 
64 (64, 69, 69, 72) sts along right-front 
edge, M1, pm, pick up and knit 1 st in 
corner, M1, pick up and knit 120 (126, 
132, 132, 132) sts around neck, M1, pm, 
pick up and knit 1 st in corner—456 
(486, 516, 536, 572) sts. Pm and join in 
the rnd. Beg with Rnd 2, work in Roman 
Rib patt as foll:
Rnd 2: Knit.
Rnd 3: [M1, *k1, p1; rep from * to m, M1, 
sl m, k1] 4 times—8 sts inc’d.
Rnd 4: Knit the knit sts and purl the 
purl sts.
Rnd 5: [M1, knit to m, M1, sl m, k1] 4 
times—8 sts inc’d.
Rnd 6: Knit.
Rnd 7: [M1, *p1, k1; rep from * to m, M1, 
sl m, k1] 4 times—480 (510, 540, 560, 
596) sts.
Rnd 8: Knit the knit sts and purl the 
purl sts. 

BUTTONHOLES
Arrange sts so that first 351 (375, 399, 
419, 455) sts are on one needle (Needle 1) 
and next 128 (134, 140, 140, 140) sts are 
on second needle (Needle 2). Add last st to 
Needle 1—352 (376, 400, 420, 456) sts on 
Needle 1. Work back and forth on Needle 
1 as foll (if desired place needle caps on 
Needle 2):
Row 1: (RS) K1 tbl, [M1, knit to m, M1, 
sl marker, k1] 4 times—8 sts inc’d.
Row 2: Sl 1 pwise, purl to last st, sl 1 
kwise.
Row 3: K1 tbl, [M1, *k1, p1; rep from * to 
m, M1, sl m, k1] 4 times—8 sts inc’d.
Row 4: Sl 1 pwise, work in patt to last st, 
sl 1 kwise.
Row 5: Rep Row 1.
Row 6: Rep Row 2.
Work sts of Needle 2 as foll: 
Row 1: (RS) RLI (see Glossary), k1, M1, 
knit to last st, M1, k1, LLI (see Glos-
sary)—4 sts inc’d.

Row 2: Sl 1 pwise, purl to last st, sl 1 
kwise.
Row 3: K1 tbl, M1, *p1, k1; rep from * to 
last st, M1, k1—2 sts inc’d.
Row 4: Sl 1 pwise, work in patt to last st, 
sl 1 kwise.
Row 5: Rep Row 1.
Row 6: Rep Row 2.
With RS facing, using Needle 1 as left 
needle and Needle 2 as right needle, cont 
working in the round as foll:
Next rnd: Sl 1 from right to left needle, 
k2tog, [M1, *k1, p1; rep from * to m, M1, 
sl m, k1] 2 times, M1, *k1, p1; rep from * 
to m, M1, k2tog, M1, *k1, p1; rep from * 
to m, M1. Work Rnds 4–8 of Continuous 
Border once, then rep Rnd 5 once more. 
Purl 1 rnd for turning ridge.
Border facing: 
Rnd 1: *K2tog, knit to 2 sts before m, ssk, 
sl m, k1; rep from * to end—8 sts dec’d.
Rnd 2: Knit.
Rnd 3: Rep Rnd 1.
Rnd 4: Knit. 
Rnd 5: Rep Rnd 1. 
Slip last st on Needle 1 to Needle 2. Work 
back and forth on Needle 2 only as foll:
Row 6: (WS) Purl.
Row 7: K1, k2tog, knit to last 3 sts, ssk, 
k1—2 sts dec’d.
Rep Rows 6 and 7 until Needle 2 facing 
measures 2½  " from turning ridge. Turn 
facing under at turning ridge and using a 
tapestry needle, sew down each st on WS 
of work. 

FINISHING
Weave in ends.  Block to measurements. 

Mark buttonhole locations and sew on 
buttons.

Ashley Rao is an architect and avid knitter. 
She lives in Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts, 
with her husband, daughter, and fi ve hun-
dred house-trained composting worms. 
Inspired by geometry and construction, 
she loves fi guring out how a repeating 
pattern can be manipulated into three-
dimensional shapes.

TWEED PILLOW
D a n i e l l e  C h a l s o n

Finished Size About 14" wide and 14" tall.
Yarn Manos del Uruguay Wool Clasica 
Naturals (100% handspun wool; 138 
yd [126 m]/3½   oz [100 g]): #701 dark 
brown (MC), 2 skeins; #705 copper (CC1) 
and #708 blue (CC2), 1 skein each. Yarn 
distributed by Fairmount Fibers.
Needles Size 9 (5.5 mm). Adjust needle 
size if necessary to obtain the correct 
gauge.
Notions Tapestry needle; sewing needle 
and thread; three 1" buttons; one 14" × 14" 
pillow form; pins (optional).
Gauge 20 sts and 39 rows = 4" in tweed 
patt. 

NOTES

•  Slip stitches purlwise, either with yarn 
in front (wyf) or with yarn in back 
(wyb), as indicated in instructions. 

•  When working in the Tweed Pattern, 
carry yarns along the edge of the piece. 
When changing colors, bring the new 
yarn behind the other two yarns to 
ensure a smooth edge for seaming.

Stitch Guide
Tweed Pattern: (multiple of 4 sts)
Row 1: (RS) With CC1, k1, *sl 2 wyb (see 
Notes), k2; rep from * to last 3 sts, sl 2 
wyb, k1.
Row 2: (WS) With CC1, p1, *sl 1 wyb, sl 1 
wyf, p2; rep from * to last 3 sts, sl 1 wyb, 
sl 1 wyf, p1.
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Row 3: With CC2, k3, *sl 2 wyb, k2; rep 
from * to last st, k1.
Row 4: With CC2, p3, *sl 1 wyb, sl 1 wyf, 
p2; rep from * to last st, p1.
Rows 5 and 6: With MC, rep Rows 1 and 2.
Rows 7 and 8: With CC1, rep Rows 3 
and 4.
Rows 9 and 10: With CC2, rep Rows 1 
and 2.
Rows 11 and 12: With MC, rep Rows 3 
and 4.
Rep Rows 1–12 for patt.

PILLOW
Front top: With MC, CO 48 sts. Knit 6 
rows, ending with a WS row. Buttonhole 
row: (RS) K11, [yo, k2tog, k10] 3 times, 
k1. Knit 5 rows, ending with a WS row. 
Inc row: (RS) K1, [M1, k2] 23 times, M1, 
k1—72 sts. Purl 1 row. Work Rows 1–12 
of Tweed patt (see Stitch Guide) 6 times. 
Piece should measure about 9" from CO. 
Back: With MC, knit 2 rows (turning 
ridge). Work Rows 1–12 of Tweed patt 
11 times. With MC, knit 2 rows (turning 
ridge). Piece should measure about 14" 
between turning ridges. Front bottom: 
Work Rows 1–12 of Tweed patt 5 times. 
Piece should measure about 6" from turn-
ing ridge. With MC, knit 1 row. BO all sts 
loosely kwise with MC.

FINISHING
Fold piece at turning ridges with RS facing 
out to create a square. Block piece to 
measurements. If desired, pin overlapping 
edge of front top to front bottom to 
stabilize it while seaming. With MC, sew 
sides of pillow tog, including buttonhole 
band. Weave in ends. Sew buttons to RS 
of front bottom, aligning buttons with 
buttonholes. Insert pillow form.

SEED PILLOW 
D a n i e l l e  C h a l s o n

Finished Size About 18" wide (excluding 
buttonband) and 14" tall.
Yarn Manos del Uruguay Wool Clasica 

Naturals (100% handspun wool; 138 yd 
[126 m]/3½   oz [100 g]): #708 blue, 4 skeins. 
Yarn distributed by Fairmount Fibers.
Needles Size 9 (5.5 mm). Adjust needle 
size if necessary to obtain the correct 
gauge.
Notions Marker (m); tapestry needle; 
sewing needle and thread; three 1" but-
tons; one 18" × 14" pillow form.
Gauge 15 sts and 28 rows = 4" in Chev-
ron patt.

PILLOW
Front
CO 76 sts.
Row 1: (WS) P1, work Chevron chart 
over 67 sts, place marker (pm), [p1, k1] 4 
times. 
Row 2: (RS) [K1, p1] 4 times, sl m, work 
Chevron chart to last st, k1. 
Cont in patt as established for 21 more 
rows, ending with a WS row. Buttonhole 
row: (RS) [K1, p1] 2 times, yo, p2tog, 
k1, p1, sl m, work in patt to end. Next 
row: Work in patt, knitting the yo. Rep 
Buttonhole row every 24th row 2 more 
times. Work even until piece  measures 
14" from CO, ending with Row 14 of 
Chevron chart. BO all sts loosely pwise.

BACK
CO 76 sts.
Row 1: (WS) [K1, p1] 4 times, pm, work 
Chevron chart over 67 sts, p1. 
Row 2: (RS) K1, work Chevron chart to 
m, sl m, [p1, k1] 4 times. 
Cont in patt as established until back 
measures 14" from CO, ending with Row 14 
of Chevron chart. BO all sts loosely pwise.

FINISHING
Block pieces to measurements. Sew 
front to back along two long edges and 
one short edge opposite the buttonhole 

band. Weave in ends. Sew buttons to WS 
of back buttonband, aligning buttons 
with buttonholes on front. Insert pillow 
form. 

Danielle Chalson lives in New York City, 
a source of constant design inspiration. 
Find out more at her website at 
www.makewisedesigns.com.

PEPLUM AND PLEAT 
JACKET

E r i c a  P a t b e r g

Finished Size 34½   (39, 43, 51, 55)" bust 
circumference. Jacket shown measures 
34½  ", modeled with slight ease.
Yarn Zitron Gobi (40% extrafine 
merino, 30% camel, 30% alpaca; 87 yd 
[80 m]/1¾   oz [50 g]): #04 rootbeer (MC), 
15 (17, 19, 24, 26) balls; #09 lagoon blue 
(CC), 4 (4, 4, 5, 5) balls. Yarn distributed 
by Skacel.
Needles Size 5 (3.75 mm): 40" circular 
(cir) and set of 2 double-pointed (dpn). 
Adjust needle size if necessary to obtain 
the correct gauge.
Notions Markers (m); cable needle (cn); 
stitch holders; tapestry needle; eleven ⅝  " 
(16 mm) plastic rings; size F/5 (3.75 mm) 
crochet hook.
Gauge 20 sts and 27 rows = 4" in St st.

k on RS; p on WS

p on RS; k on WS

pattern repeat

22 st rep

1 (WS)

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

Chevron
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NOTES

•  The pleats in the peplum are worked 
using the intarsia method. Join a new 
ball of yarn at each color change.

•  The front shoulders are shaped using 
short-rows, but the back shoulders are 
not.

•  Slip stitches purlwise with yarn in 
back on right-side rows and with yarn 
in front on wrong-side rows unless 
otherwise indicated.

Stitch Guide
Left Pleat: Sl next 14 sts onto 1 dpn, 
then sl foll 14 sts onto another dpn. Turn 
2nd dpn clockwise so that its purl side 
rests against purl side of sts on first dpn 
(needles are WS tog), and position so that 
both dpn are in front of left needle. K2tog 
(1 st from first dpn and 1 st from 2nd 
dpn), [k3tog (1 st from first dpn, 1 st from 
2nd dpn, and 1 st from left needle)] 13 
times—27 sts dec’d.

Right Pleat: Sl next 13 sts onto 1 dpn, 
then sl foll 14 sts onto another dpn. Turn 
2nd dpn counterclockwise so that its knit 
side rests against knit side of sts on first 
dpn (needles are RS tog), and position 
so that both dpn are behind left needle. 
[K3tog (1 st from left needle, 1 st from 
first dpn, and 1 st from 2nd dpn)] 13 
times, then k2tog (1 st from left needle 
and 1 st from 2nd dpn)—27 sts dec’d.

JACKET
Hem: With cir needle and MC, CO 472 
(493, 514, 556, 578) sts. Do not join.

Row 1: (RS) K9 (11, 14, 19, 22), *place 
marker (pm), p1, k19, pm, sl 1 (see Notes), 
k38, pm, sl 1, k19, pm, p1*, k48 (54, 59, 
71, 76), rep from * to * once, k38 (43, 48, 
56, 62), rep from * to * once, k48 (54, 59, 
71, 76), rep from * to * once, k9 (11, 14, 
19, 22).
Row 2: Knit the knit sts, purl the purl sts, 
purl the slip sts.
Row 3: (RS; inc row) K1, M1L, work in 
patt to last st, M1R, k1—474 (495, 516, 
558, 580) sts.
Row 4: (WS; inc row) P1, M1RP, work in 
patt to last st, M1LP, p1—476 (497, 518, 
560, 582) sts.
Row 5: With MC, k1, M1L, knit to m, *p1, 
k19, sl 1, k38 with CC (see Notes), sl 1, 
change to MC, k19, p1*, k48 (54, 59, 71, 
76), rep from * to * once, k38 (43, 48, 56, 
62), rep from * to * once, k48 (54, 59, 71, 
76), rep from * to * once, knit to last st, 
M1R, k1—478 (499, 520, 562, 584) sts.
Maintain colors as established to end of 
pleats.
Row 6: (WS; turning ridge) K1, M1R, knit 
to last st, M1L, k1—480 (501, 522, 564, 
586) sts.
Peplum:
Row 1: (RS) K1, M1L, knit to m, *sl 1, 
k19, p1, k38, p1, k19, sl 1*, k48 (54, 59, 
71, 76), rep from * to * once, k38 (43, 48, 
56, 62), rep from * to * once, k48 (54, 59, 
71, 76), rep from * to * once, knit to last st, 
M1R, k1—482 (503, 524, 566, 588) sts.
Rows 2, 4, and 6: P1, M1RP, work in 
patt to last st, M1LP, p1—2 sts inc’d.
Row 3: (RS) K1, M1L, pm for buttonhole 
band, sl 1, work in patt to last 2 sts, pm 

right sleeve
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for button band, sl 1, M1R, k1—486 (507, 
528, 570, 592) sts.
Rows 5 and 7: K1, M1L, work in patt 
to last st, M1R, k1—494 (515, 536, 578, 
600) sts after Row 7.
Row 8: Work even.
Dec row: (RS) Knit to m, sl 1, k2, M1R, 
knit to m, *sl 1, [knit to 4 sts before m, 
k2tog, k2, p1, k2, ssk] 2 times, knit to 
m, sl 1**, k2, ssk, knit to 4 sts before m, 
k2tog, k2; rep from * 2 more times, then 
work from * to ** once, knit to 2 sts before 
m, M1L, k2, sl 1, k6—20 sts dec’d. Rep 
Dec row every 8th row 5 more times—374 
(395, 416, 458, 480) sts rem. Work even 
until piece measures 7¼   (7½  , 8, 9, 9)" 
from turning ridge, ending with a WS row. 
Removing m as you come to them, work 
pleats as foll: (RS) K6, sl 1, k6 (8, 11, 16, 
19), work left pleat (see Stitch Guide) over 
41 sts, work right pleat (see Stitch Guide) 
over 41 sts, k10 (16, 21, 33, 38), work left 
pleat over 41 sts, work right pleat over 41 
sts, k0 (5, 10, 18, 24), work left pleat over 
41 sts, work right pleat over 41 sts, k10 
(16, 21, 33, 38), work left pleat over 41 sts, 
work right pleat over 41 sts, k6 (8, 11, 16, 
19), sl 1, k6—158 (179, 200, 242, 264) sts 
rem. Change to MC. Next row: (WS) Purl. 
Bodice:
Row 1: (RS) K6, pm for buttonhole band, 
sl 1, k19 (21, 24, 29, 32), pm for right-
front shaping, sl 2, k36 (42, 47, 59, 64), 
pm for right-back shaping, sl 2, k26 (31, 
36, 44, 50), pm for left-back shaping, 
sl 2, k36 (42, 47, 59, 64), pm for left-front 
shaping, sl 2, k19 (21, 24, 29, 32), pm for 
buttonband, sl 1, k6.
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Row 2 and all WS rows: Purl.
Work 2 rows even. Buttonhole row: (RS) 
K1, BO 3 sts, knit to m, sl 1, k1, BO 3 sts, 
work to end. Next row: (WS) *Work to 
BO sts, CO 3 sts using the backward-loop 
method (see Glossary); rep from * once 
more, work to end. Rep Buttonhole row 
(and foll CO row) every 14th row 4 more 
times. At the same time, on 6th row 
after first buttonhole row, inc as foll: (RS) 
Work to m, sl 1, *work to m, sl 2, k1, M1L, 
knit to 1 st before next m, M1R, k1, sl 2; 
rep from * once more, work to m, sl 1, 
k6—4 sts inc’d. Rep Inc row every 6th 
row 7 more times—190 (211, 232, 274, 
296) sts. Next row: (WS) Purl to 2nd 
m, remove m, purl to 2nd m from end, 
remove m, purl to end—4 m rem. Next 
row: Work to m, sl 1, knit to 1 st before 
m, sl 1 st onto cn, hold in back, sl m, sl 2 
kwise, k1 from cn, work to m, sl m onto 
cn, sl 2 sts onto cn, hold in front, k1, 
sl m from cn, sl 2 kwise from cn, knit to 
m, sl 1, k6—2 sts shifted on each side of 
back. Cont in patt, shifting back sts every 
RS row, until piece measures 10" from top 
of pleats, ending with a WS row. Divide 
for fronts and back: Next row: (RS) 
BO 7 sts, purl until there are 3 sts on right 
needle, ssk, k34 (39, 43, 51, 54), BO 12 
(12, 15, 21, 26) sts, work 74 (85, 92, 106, 
112) sts in patt (cont to shift back sts), BO 
12 (12, 15, 21, 26) sts, knit to last 12 sts, 
k2tog, p3, k7—157 (178, 193, 223, 235) 
sts rem: 38 (43, 47, 55, 58) sts for right 
front, 45 (50, 54, 62, 65) sts for left front, 
74 (85, 92, 106, 112) sts for back. Place 
right front and back sts on holders.

LEFT FRONT
Next row: (WS) BO 7 sts, knit until there 
are 3 sts on right needle, pm, [p2tog] 0 
(1, 1, 1, 1) time, purl to end—38 (42, 46, 
54, 57) sts rem: 35 (39, 43, 51, 54) front 
sts, 3 collar sts. Dec row: (RS) K2, ssk, 
knit to 2 sts before m, k2tog, sl m, M1LP, 
purl to end—1 st dec’d. Next row: Knit 
to m, [p2tog] 0 (1, 1, 1, 1) time, purl to 
end—0 (1, 1, 1, 1) st dec’d. Work RS Dec 
row once more—36 (39, 43, 51, 54) sts 
rem: 31 (34, 38, 46, 49) front sts, 5 collar 
sts. Next row: (WS) Knit to m, [p2tog] 0 
(0, 1, 1, 1) time, purl to end—0 (0, 1, 1, 1) 
st dec’d. Work RS Dec row once more. Rep 
last 2 rows 1 (2, 2, 4, 5) more time(s)—34 
(36, 37, 41, 42) sts rem: 27 (28, 29, 31, 31) 
front sts, 7 (8, 8, 10, 11) collar sts.
Size 43" only:
Next row: (WS) Knit to m, purl to end. 
Work RS Dec row once more—36 sts rem: 

27 front sts, 9 collar sts.
Sizes 51" and 55" only:
Next row: (WS) Knit to m, p2tog, purl to 
end—1 st dec’d. Next row: (RS) Knit to 
2 sts before m, k2tog, sl m, M1LP, purl to 
end. Rep last 2 rows 2 (3) more times—38 
sts rem: 25 (23) front sts, 13 (15) collar 
sts.
All sizes:
Next row: (WS) Knit to m, purl to end. 
Next row: (RS) Knit to 2 sts before m, 
k2tog, sl m, M1LP, purl to end. Rep last 2 
rows 10 (9, 8, 4, 2) more times—16 (18, 
18, 20, 20) front sts, 18 collar sts. Work 
even until armhole measures 8 (8½  , 9, 10, 
10½  )", ending with a RS row. Next row: 
(WS) BO 18 collar sts, work to end—16 
(18, 18, 20, 20) sts rem. Knit 1 RS row. 
Shape shoulder using short-rows (see 
Glossary) as foll:
Short-row 1: (WS) P12 (12, 12, 15, 15), 
wrap next st, turn; (RS) knit to end.
Short-row 2: (WS) Purl to 4 (6, 6, 5, 5) 
sts before wrapped st, wrap next st, turn; 
(RS) knit to end.
Rep Short-row 2 one (zero, zero, one, one) 
more time. Next row: (WS) Purl, working 
wraps tog with wrapped sts as you come 
to them. With RS facing, BO all sts kwise.

RIGHT FRONT
With WS facing, rejoin MC to right front 
sts. Next row: (WS) Purl to last 3 (5, 5, 5, 
5) sts, [ssp] 0 (1, 1, 1, 1) time, pm, k3—38 
(42, 46, 54, 57) sts rem: 35 (39, 43, 51, 54) 
front sts, 3 collar sts. Dec row: (RS) Purl 
to m, M1RP, sl m, ssk, knit to last 4 sts, 
k2tog, k2—1 st dec’d. Next row: Purl to 
0 (2, 2, 2, 2) sts before m, [ssp] 0 (1, 1, 1, 
1) time, knit to end—0 (1, 1, 1, 1) st dec’d. 
Work RS Dec row once more—36 (39, 43, 
51, 54) sts rem: 31 (34, 38, 46, 49) front 
sts, 5 collar sts. Next row: (WS) Purl to 0 
(0, 2, 2, 2) sts before m, [ssp] 0 (0, 1, 1, 1) 
time, knit to end—0 (0, 1, 1, 1) st dec’d. 
Work RS Dec row once more. Rep last 2 
rows 1 (2, 2, 4, 5) more time(s)—34 (36, 
37, 41, 42) sts rem: 27 (28, 29, 31, 31) 
front sts, 7 (8, 8, 10, 11) collar sts.
Size 43" only:
Next row: (WS) Purl to m, knit to end. 
Work RS Dec row once more—36 sts rem: 
27 front sts, 9 collar sts.
Sizes 51" and 55" only:
Next row: (WS) Purl to 2 sts before 
m, ssp, knit to end—1 st dec’d. Next 
row: (RS) Purl to m, M1RP, sl m, ssk, 
knit to end. Rep last 2 rows 2 (3) more 
times—38 sts rem: 25 (23) front sts, 13 
(15) collar sts.

All sizes:
Next row: (WS) Purl to m, knit to end. 
Next row: (RS) Purl to m, M1RP, sl m, 
ssk, knit to end. Rep last 2 rows 10 (9, 8, 
4, 2) more times—16 (18, 18, 20, 20) front 
sts, 18 collar sts. Work even until armhole 
measures 8 (8½  , 9, 10, 10½  )", ending with 
a WS row. Next row: (RS) BO 18 collar 
sts, work to end—16 (18, 18, 20, 20) sts 
rem. Purl 1 WS row. Shape shoulder using 
short-rows as foll:
Short-row 1: (RS) K12 (12, 12, 15, 15), 
wrap next st, turn; (WS) purl to end.
Short-row 2: (RS) Knit to 4 (6, 6, 5, 5) 
sts before wrapped st, wrap next st, turn; 
(WS) purl to end.
Rep Short-row 2 one (zero, zero, one, one) 
more time. Next row: (RS) Knit, working 
wraps tog with wrapped sts as you come 
to them. With WS facing, BO all sts pwise.

BACK
With WS facing, rejoin MC to back sts. 
Purl 1 WS row. Dec row: (RS) K2, ssk, 

Tech Tip
When casting on for the peplum, save 
time by weaving a contrasting color 
cotton waste yarn through every 10 
stitches.  It'll make double checking the 
number of stitches on your needle much 
quicker.  You can remove the waste yarn 
when you place the stitch markers. 

When working the color changes for 
the pleats on the peplum, always bring 
both yarns to the wrong side of the 
work.  Drop the old color and pick up the 
new color from underneath.  Following 
this consistent rule will make the wrong 
side of the pleats as neat and tidy as the 
right side. {
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work to last 4 sts (cont to shift back sts), 
k2tog, k2—2 sts dec’d. Rep Dec row every 
RS row 3 (4, 5, 6, 7) more times—66 (75, 
80, 92, 96) sts rem. Work even until shift-
ing sts reach side edges, ending with a WS 
row. Next row: (RS) K2tog, knit to last 2 
sts, ssk—64 (73, 78, 90, 94) sts rem. Work 
even until armholes measure 7½   (8, 8½  , 
9½  , 10)", ending with a WS row. Next row: 
(RS) K19 (21, 21, 23, 23), join new yarn and 
BO 26 (31, 36, 44, 48) sts, knit to end—19 
(21, 21, 23, 23) sts rem each side. Working 
each side separately, dec 1 st at each neck 
edge every row 3 times—16 (18, 18, 20, 20) 
sts rem each side. BO all sts.

RIGHT SLEEVE
Cuff: With MC, CO 63 (66, 68, 76, 80) sts. 
Do not join.
Row 1: (WS) Knit.
Row 2: (RS) Purl.
Dec row: (WS) K2, ssk, knit to last 4 sts, 
k2tog, k2—2 sts dec’d. Rep Dec row every 
WS row 4 more times—53 (56, 58, 66, 70) 
sts rem. Turning row: (RS) Knit to end, 
then using the cable method (see Glossary), 
CO 12 (14, 14, 16, 17) sts—65 (70, 72, 82, 
87) sts. Next row: (WS) Purl to last 12 
(14, 14, 16, 17) sts, BO 12 (14, 14, 16, 17) 
sts—53 (56, 58, 66, 70) sts rem. Break yarn 
and fasten off last st. With RS facing, rejoin 
yarn. Shape sleeve: Next row: (RS) Knit. 
Work 3 rows even in St st. Inc 1 st each end 
of needle on next row, then every 8th row 
10 (10, 11, 11, 12) more times—75 (78, 82, 
90, 96) sts. Work even until piece measures 
14 (14, 14¼  , 14½  , 15¼  )" from turning row, 
ending with a WS row. Shape cap: BO 7 
(7, 8, 9, 10) sts at beg of next 2 rows, then 
BO 0 (0, 0, 3, 5) sts at beg of foll 0 (0, 0, 2, 
2) rows—61 (64, 66, 66, 66) sts rem. Dec 
row: (RS) K2, ssk, knit to last 4 sts, k2tog, 
k2—2 sts dec’d. Rep Dec row every RS row 
6 (6, 7, 7, 7) more times—47 (50, 50, 50, 
50) sts rem. Work Dec row every 4th row 
3 times—41 (44, 44, 44, 44) sts rem. Work 
Dec row every RS row 7 times—27 (30, 30, 
30, 30) sts rem. BO 4 sts at beg of next 2 
rows, then BO 4 (5, 5, 5, 5) sts at beg of foll 2 
rows—11 (12, 12, 12, 12) sts rem. BO all sts.

LEFT SLEEVE
CO and work as for right sleeve to turning 
row. Turning row: (RS) CO 12 (14, 14, 
16, 17) sts, knit to end—65 (70, 72, 82, 
87) sts. Next row: (WS) BO 12 (14, 14, 
16, 17) sts, knit to end—53 (56, 58, 66, 
70) sts rem. Shape sleeve and finish as for 
right sleeve.

BACK COLLAR
With MC, CO 63 (63, 68, 74, 78) sts. Do 
not join. Work 12 rows in St st, end-
ing with a WS row. Dec row: (RS) K2, 
ssk, knit to last 4 sts, k2tog, k2—2 sts 
dec’d. Rep Dec row every RS row 2 more 
times—57 (57, 62, 68, 72) sts rem. Purl 1 
WS row. BO all sts.

BUTTONS (MAKE 11)
With CC, work 16 single crochet (sc; see 
Glossary for crochet instructions) around 
plastic ring, sl st in first sc to join. Cut yarn, 
leaving an 8" tail. Fasten off. With tail 
threaded on a tapestry needle, draw tail 
through top loop of every other sc. Pull tail 
through center of ring and pull tight.

FINISHING
Sew shoulders using mattress st (see Glos-
sary). Block pieces to measurements. With 
RS of back collar facing WS of back, sew 
CO edge of collar to back neck between 
BO edges of front collars. Sew selvedge 
edge of first 12 rows of back collar to 7 
BO sts of front collars. Turn lower body 
hem to WS along turning ridge and sew in 
place. Turn front bands to WS along sl st 
and sew in place. Reinforce buttonholes 
using buttonhole st or whipstitch (see 
Glossary). Sew 5 buttons to left front 
band opposite buttonholes. Sew 1 button 
above each pleat on back. Sew sleeves into 
armholes. Sew sleeve seams, sewing CO 
edge to BO edge above cuff. Turn up cuffs. 
Sleeve trim: With CC and dpn, CO 4 sts. 
Work I-cord (see Glossary) for 16½   (17¼  , 
17½  , 19¼  , 20)". BO all sts. Beg and ending 
at base of slit, sew I-cord around edge of 
cuff. Sew 1 button to each corner of slit, 
joining buttons tog on WS like cufflinks. 
Rep for other sleeve. With CC and dpn, 
CO 4 sts. Work I-cord for 36½   (36½  , 38½  , 
42¾  , 44½  )"; do not BO. Beg at lower edge 
of collar on right front, sew I-cord around 
edge of collar, ending at lower edge of 
collar on left front, adding or subtracting 
rows of I-cord if necessary. BO all sts. 
Weave in ends. Block to measurements.

Erica Patberg is an expat New Yorker living 
in a quaint village in the Dutch country-
side. Erica is a psychologist by training, 
but she is now turning her restless hands 
and mind to more creative endeavors. You 
can follow her twists and turns at www
.cogknits.com.

Omit the pleats in the peplum for a 
more streamlined look. Make sure 
you match the number of stitches 
on the needle at the beginning of 
the bodice. If you have curvy hips, 
incorporating slits at the sides will 
give more room.

CUSTOMIZE IT
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Introducing new yarns with a style that’s purely 
Martha. Look for cotton, wool, soft blends, and 
specialty yarns in a gorgeous palette of colors, 
plus our Knit & Weave Loom Kit for bringing all 
your creative projects to life. For project ideas and 
inspiration, visit marthastewart.lionbrand.com.
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mambo

glitter 
eyelash

extra soft 
wool blend

Close knit.
Martha Stewart Crafts™ yarn
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A delicate cable lattice grows out of a 
sleek column of ribbing in the BRIAR 
ROSE TUNIC. ELISABETH PARKER 
knits in the round up to the armholes for 
simplicity and adds a set-in sleeve for 
refi ned fi t. PAGE 52. YARN O-Wool 
Classic Worsted, distributed by Tunney 
Wool Company
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a YARN
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CHAPTER 1: In which THE KNITTER discovers a most satisfying twist.
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Short-row shaping and clever increases 
give dynamic movement to the graduated 
cables of the RIVER SLIPPERS. KYOKO 
NAKAYOSHI adds straps and garter-stitch 
soles for practicality. PAGE 54. YARN 
Schulana Accordion, distributed by Skacel
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Reversible cables that look exactly the 
same on both sides take on a new look 
when tilted to 45 degrees in the QUIXOTE 
SCARF. BRENDA CASTIEL. PAGE 58. 
YARN Green Mountain Spinnery 
 Wonderfully Woolly
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ALLISON HAAS makes mirror-image 
mittens pop with chain cables and unique 
asymmetrical cuffs. A heathered yarn gives 
the OFFSET CABLE MITTENS cozy fl air. 
PAGE 62. YARN Blue Sky Alpacas Melange
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TERRI KRUSE builds a sweet cabled cardigan 
with clever details: shadow cables create an 
undulating, rippled fabric, with a pattern 
worked across the full width of the fabric to 
create a true self edge. Raglan sleeves and 
one-piece construction make the FABLED 
CARDIGAN a fast knit. PAGE 60. YARN 
Berroco Vintage Chunky 
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BRIAR ROSE TUNIC
E l i s a b e t h  P a r k e r

Finished Size 30 (34, 38, 42, 46, 50)" 
bust circumference. Tunic shown mea-
sures 30", modeled with slight negative 
ease.
Yarn O-Wool Classic Worsted (100% cer-
tified organic merino; 99 yd [90 m]/1¾   oz 
[50 g]): #9103 ash, 8 (9, 11, 12, 14, 15) 
skeins. Yarn distributed by Tunney Wool 
Company.
Needles Sizes 6 (4 mm) and 8 (5 mm): 
24" circular (cir) and set of double-pointed 
(dpn). Adjust needle size if necessary to 
obtain the correct gauge.
Notions Markers (m); cable needle (cn); 
stitch holder; tapestry needle.
Gauge 16 sts and 22 rnds = 4" in rev St st 
on larger needle.

Stitch Guide
K1, P2 Rib: (multiple of 3 sts)
Rnd 1: P1, *k1, p2; rep from * to last 2 sts, 
k1, p1.
Rep Rnd 1 for patt.

BODY
With smaller cir needle, CO 132 (144, 
156, 168, 192, 204) sts. Place marker (pm) 
and join in the rnd. Work in k1, p2 rib (see 
Stitch Guide) for 2". Change to larger cir 
needle. Set-up rnd: Work 8 sts in estab-
lished rib patt, pm for side, p23 (26, 29, 
32, 38, 41), pm for center front, k1, p2, k1, 
pm for center front, p23 (26, 29, 32, 38, 
41), pm for side, work 16 sts in rib patt, 
pm for side, p50 (56, 62, 68, 80, 86), pm 
for side, work 8 sts in rib patt. Cont in patt 
until piece measures 10 (10½  , 11, 11½  , 12, 
12½  )" from CO. Shape waist: Dec rnd: 
*Work to side m, p2tog, work in patt to 2 
sts before side m, p2tog, sl m; rep from * 
once more, work to end—4 sts dec’d. Rep 
Dec rnd every 4th rnd 7 more times—100 
(112, 124, 136, 160, 172) sts rem. Work 8 
rnds even. Lattice patt: Work 15 (18, 21, 
24, 30, 33) sts in patt, pm, work Row 1 of 
Center Front chart over 20 sts (removing 
2 center front m), pm, work to end. Inc 
rnd: Cont in patt, *work to side m, sl m, 
M1P, work to side m, M1P, sl m; rep from 
* once more, work to end—4 sts inc’d. Rep 
Inc rnd every 4th rnd 5 more times—124 
(136, 148, 160, 184, 196) sts; Row 22 of 
chart is complete; piece measures about 
20¾   (21¼  , 21¾  , 22¼  , 22¾  , 23¼  )" from CO. 
Shape neck: Note: Waist shaping cont 
and armhole shaping beg before Right 
Front and Left Front charts end; read the 
foll sections all the way through before 
proceeding. Break yarn. Sl 30 (33, 36, 39, 
45, 48) sts to right needle, removing chart 
m, place next 2 sts on holder for base of 

V-neck, and rejoin yarn. Working back 
and forth in rows, beg with a RS row, beg 
and ending charts as indicated for your 
size, work Row 1 of Right Front chart over 
22 (24, 27, 31, 33, 35) sts, work to last 
22 (24, 27, 31, 33, 35) sts, work Row 1 of 
Left Front chart over 22 (24, 27, 31, 33, 
35) sts. Work 1 WS row in patt. Beg with 
chart Row 3, rep Waist Inc rnd every 4th 
rnd 0 (1, 2, 3, 1, 2) more time(s). Work 
through chart Row 16—116 (132, 148, 
164, 180, 196) sts: 27 (31, 35, 39, 43, 47) 
sts for each front, 62 (70, 78, 86, 94, 102) 
sts for back. Shape armholes: (Row 17 
of charts) Cont in charted patt, work 24 
(27, 31, 35, 38, 42) sts in patt, BO 6 (8, 
8, 8, 10, 10) sts for underarm, work 56 
(62, 70, 78, 84, 92) back sts, BO 6 (8, 8, 8, 
10, 10) sts for underarm, work in patt to 
end—24 (27, 31, 35, 38, 42) sts rem for 
each front, 56 (62, 70, 78, 84, 92) sts rem 
for back. Place right-front and back sts 
on holders. Left front: Work 1 WS row. 
BO 3 sts at beg of next RS row, then dec 
1 st at beg of every RS row 2 (3, 4, 4, 5, 7) 
times, ending with Row 23 (25, 27, 27, 29, 
33) of charts—18 (19, 22, 26, 28, 29) sts 
rem. Cont in patt through Row 54 (56, 58, 
60, 64, 66) of charts—13 (14, 17, 21, 22, 
24) sts rem. BO all sts. Right front: With 
WS facing, rejoin yarn to 24 (27, 31, 35, 
38, 42) right-front sts. Work 2 rows even. 
BO 3 sts at beg of next WS row, then dec 
1 st at end of every RS row 2 (3, 4, 4, 5, 
7) times, ending with Row 23 (25, 27, 27, 
29, 33) of charts—18 (19, 22, 26, 28, 29) 
sts rem. Cont in patt through Row 54 (56, 

body
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21
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1

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

Center Front
k on RS; p on WS

p on RS; k on WS

k2tog

ssk

p2tog on RS; k2tog 
on WS

M1 on RS; M1P on WSM

sl 1 st onto cn, hold in 
back, k1, p1 from cn

sl 1 st onto cn, hold in 
front, p1, k1 from cn

sl 1 st onto cn, hold in 
back, k1, k1 from cn

sl 1 st onto cn, hold in 
front, k1, k1 from cn

beg
50"

beg
46"

beg
42"

end
all

sizes

beg
38"

beg
34"

beg
30"
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Left Front
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all
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end
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end
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end
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end
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Right Front
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58, 60, 64, 66) of charts—13 (14, 17, 21, 
22, 24) sts rem. BO all sts. Back: With WS 
facing, rejoin yarn to 56 (62, 70, 78, 84, 92) 
back sts. Work 1 WS row. BO 3 sts at beg 
of next 2 rows—50 (56, 64, 72, 78, 86) sts 
rem. Dec 1 st each end of needle every RS 
row 2 (3, 4, 4, 5, 7) times—46 (50, 56, 64, 
68, 72) sts rem. Work even until armholes 
measure 7 (7¼  , 7¾  , 8, 8¾  , 9)", ending with 
a WS row. Shape shoulders: BO 7 (7, 9, 
11, 11, 12) sts at beg of next 2 rows, then 
BO 6 (7, 8, 10, 11, 12) sts at beg of foll 2 
rows—20 (22, 22, 22, 24, 24) sts rem. BO 
all sts.

SLEEVES
With smaller dpn, CO 42 (51, 57, 63, 66, 

69) sts. Pm and join in the rnd. Work in 
k1, p2 rib for 2". Change to larger dpn. 
Next rnd: Work 8 sts in rib, pm, purl to 
last 8 sts, pm, work in rib to end. Inc rnd: 
Work to m, sl m, M1P, purl to m, M1P, sl 
m, work in patt to end—2 sts inc’d. Rep 
Inc rnd every 6th rnd 2 more times—48 
(57, 63, 69, 72, 75) sts. Work even until 
piece measures 7 (7½  , 8, 8½  , 9, 9½  )" from 
CO, ending last rnd 3 (4, 4, 4, 5, 5) sts 
before end of rnd. Shape cap: BO 6 (8, 8, 
8, 10, 10) sts, work to end of row—42 (49, 
55, 61, 62, 65) sts rem. Working back and 
forth in rows, BO 3 sts at beg of next 2 
rows—36 (43, 49, 55, 56, 59) sts rem. Dec 
1 st each end of needle every RS row 0 (8, 
13, 18, 17, 20) times, then every 4th row 
8 (4, 2, 0, 1, 0) time(s)—20 (19, 19, 19, 20, 
19) sts rem. BO all sts.

FINISHING
Block pieces to measurements. With yarn 
threaded on a tapestry needle, sew sleeves 
into armholes. Neckband: With smaller 
cir needle, RS facing, and beg at base of V-
neck, pick up and knit 99 (102, 108, 111, 
117, 120) sts around neck opening. Do not 
join. Work in k1, p2 rib until piece mea-
sures 1" from pick-up row, ending with a 
RS row. With WS facing, BO all sts in patt. 
Sew selvedge edge of neckband to held sts 
at base of V-neck, lapping right neck over 
left. Weave in ends. Block again.

Elisabeth Parker lives in western Massa-
chusetts, where her small home is gradu-
ally being taken over by various types of 
fi ber arts and cooking paraphernalia. She 
can be found online at www.fuchsiaknits
.wordpress.com.  

RIVER SLIPPERS
K y o k o  N a k a y o s h i

Finished Size 8½   (9½  , 10½  )" long from 
back of heel to tip of toe and 4" wide; to fit 
women’s U.S. shoe sizes 6 (8, 10). Slippers 
shown measure 9½  ".
Yarn Schulana Accordion (80% merino, 

20% super-kid mohair; 93 yd [85 m]/1¾   oz 
[50 g]): #2 orchid (MC), 2 (2, 3) balls; #8 
silver (CC), 1 ball. Yarn distributed by 
Skacel.
Needles Size 8 (5 mm): straight and set of 
double-pointed (dpn). Adjust needle size if 
necessary to obtain the correct gauge.
Notions Markers (m); removable m; cable 
needle (cn); waste yarn for provisional CO; 
tapestry needle; two ¾  " buttons.
Gauge 19 sts and 32 rnds = 4" in garter 
st; 18-st cable patt = 2½  " wide.

SLIPPER
With MC and straight needles, using a 
provisional method (see Glossary), CO 18 
sts, leaving a 12" tail for grafting. Right 
side: Set-up row: (WS) K2, [p4, k1] 3 
times, k1.
Size 9½  " only: Work Rows 7–12 of Cable 
chart once.
All sizes:
Work Rows 1–12 of Cable chart 3 (3, 4) 
times, then work Rows 1–8 once more—
piece measures about 6½   (7½  , 8½  )" from 
CO. Place removable m on this row. Toe: 
Note: Work wraps tog with wrapped sts 
as you come to them. Work Rows 1–16 
of Begin Toe chart once, then work Rows 
9–16 once more—22 sts. Work Rows 1–14 
of End Toe chart once—18 sts rem. Place 
removable m on this row. Left side: Work 
Rows 11 and 12 of Cable chart once, then 
work Rows 1–12 of chart 3 (4, 4) times, 
then work Rows 1–6 of chart 1 (0, 1) time. 
Break yarn. Do not BO. With CO tail 
threaded on a tapestry needle, graft back 
seam as foll: Before removing waste yarn 
from provisional CO, pick up an extra loop 
at the CO tail edge (see Glossary), then 
remove provisional CO and place CO sts 
onto needle—19 sts total. Graft sts, foll 
Grafting chart, as foll:
Graft fi rst 2 Rev St sts:
Step 1: Insert tapestry needle kwise into 
st on front needle, draw yarn through, 
leave st on needle.
Step 2: Insert tapestry needle kwise into 
st on back needle, remove st onto tapestry 
needle, do not draw yarn through until 
the next step.
Step 3: Insert tapestry needle pwise 
into next st on back needle, draw yarn 
through, leave st on needle.
Step 4: Insert tapestry needle pwise 
into st on front needle, remove st onto 
tapestry needle, do not draw yarn through 
until the next step.
Rep Steps 1–4 once more—2 Rev St sts 
grafted.

This tunic can easily be lengthened 
into a dress or shortened into a 
normal-length sweater. Lengthening 
is easy; just add the length desired 
after the ribbing and before the 
waist shaping begins. Making the 
tunic shorter will require some math. 
Decide on a new length and cast on 
fewer stitches (subtract the number of 
stitches decreased by the time your 
new length is reached from the pat-
tern’s original cast-on number).

CUSTOMIZE IT
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4 Affordable Yarn Options, Easy Accessories, 
Glorious Colors, Great Knitting! 

www.stitchnationyarn.com   •   www.redheart.com
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*Graft 4 St sts:
Step 1: Insert tapestry needle pwise into 
st on front needle, draw yarn through, 
leave st on needle.
Step 2: Insert tapestry needle pwise into 
st on back needle, remove st onto tapestry 
needle, do not draw yarn through until 
the next step.
Step 3: Insert tapestry needle kwise 
into next st on back needle, draw yarn 
through, leave st on needle.
Step 4: Insert tapestry needle kwise 
into st on front needle, remove st onto 
tapestry needle, do not draw yarn through 
until the next step.
Rep Steps 1–4 three more times—4 St sts 
grafted.
Graft 1 Rev St st:
Rep Steps 1–4 of Rev St st graft once. 
Rep from * 2 more times. Graft rem Rev 
St st. Sole: With MC, dpn, and RS facing, 
beg at back grafted seam, pick up and knit 
33 (38, 42) sts along right sole side to m, 
remove m and place it on needle, then pick 
up and knit 30 sts along curved front to 
next m, remove m and place it on needle, 
then pick up and knit 33 (38, 42) sts from 

PK

PK

PK

PK

PK

PK

PK

PK

KP

KP

KP

KP

KP

KP

KP

KP

work 3 times

back 
needle

front 
needle

Grafting

k on RS; p on WS

p on RS; k on WS

p2tog on WS

k2tog on WS

M1P on RS

M1P on WS

wrap st, turn

no stitch

sl 2 sts onto cn, 
hold in front, k2, 
k2 from cn

sl 3 sts onto cn, 
hold in front, k3, 
k3 from cn

M

MP

15

13

11

9

7

5

3

1MPMP

MM

Begin Toe

13

11

9

7

5

3

1

End Toe

11

9

7

5

3

1

Cable

left sole side to end—96 (106, 114) sts 
total. Pm and join in the rnd. Purl 1 rnd. 
Shape sole:
Rnd 1: [K2tog] 4 times, knit to m, sl m, 
[k2tog] 7 times, k2, [k2tog] 7 times, sl m, 
knit to last 8 sts, [k2tog] 4 times—74 (84, 
92) sts rem.
Rnd 2 and all even-numbered rnds: Purl.
Rnd 3: [K2tog] 3 times, knit to m, sl m, 
[k2tog] 8 times, sl m, knit to last 6 sts, 
[k2tog] 3 times—60 (70, 78) sts rem.
Rnd 5: [K2tog] 2 times, knit to m, sl m, 
[k2tog] 4 times, sl m, knit to last 4 sts, 
[k2tog] 2 times—52 (62, 70) sts rem.
Rnd 7: K2tog, knit to m, sl m, [k2tog] 
2 times, sl m, knit to last 2 sts, 
k2tog—48 (58, 66) sts rem.
Rnd 8: Purl.

BO all sts as foll: K2tog, k1, pass k2tog 
over k1 to BO 1 st, BO to m, remove m, 
k2tog, pass k1 over k2tog to BO 1 st, 
remove m, BO to last 2 sts, k2tog, pass k1 
over k2tog to BO 1 st. Cut yarn, leaving a 
20" tail. Sew center of sole.

FINISHING
Edging: With CC, cir needle, and RS 
facing, beg at back grafted seam, pick up 
and knit 68 (76, 84) sts around top edge of 
slipper. Pm and join in the rnd.
Rnd 1: Purl.
Rnd 2: *K2, k2tog; rep from * to end—51 
(57, 63) sts rem.
BO all sts pwise. Strap: (Make 2) With 
CC, CO 16 (17, 18) sts. Note: Adjust num-
ber of CO sts to fit across top of foot.

❝

During the cold seasons, my 
feet are always cold. Hand-
knitted socks are great, but 
I thought it would be so nice 
and cozy to wrap my feet 
in all-over cables. By using 
a short-row technique and 
increasing the stitches in 
between cables, I was able 
to create a slipper that has a 
dynamic movement of cables 
at the toe.
 —KYOKO NAKAYOSHI

❝

Insert tapestry 
needle knitwise 
(from front to 
back) into 
stitch on needle.

Insert tapestry 
needle purlwise 
(from back to 
front) into stitch 
on needle.

K

P

Grafting Key
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Sara Gardiner
Portland, OR made it her own 

Visit us online at www.louet.com to download 
this and many other patterns. You can find an
authorized retailer on this page or search for one
near you on our website under “Find a Store”.

Pattern:  Blair
Yarn:   GEMS Merino, Bulky Weight         
Color:  #63 Candy Apple Red
Designer:   Trudy Van Stralen

Authorized Louet North America Retailers
ALABAMA
La Fiesta Jewelry & Gifts
Montgomery, AL 36106

www.lafiestajewelry.com

CALIFORNIA
Alamitos Bay Yarn Company
Long Beach, CA 90803

www.yarncompany.com

Designer Hand Knits
Riverside, CA 92506

(ph) 951-275-9711

Strands & Stitches
Laguna Beach, CA 92651

www.strandsandstitches.com

Two Sisters and Ewe
La Mesa, CA 91942

www.twosistersandewe.com

COLORADO
Serendipity Yarn & Gifts
Buena Vista, CO 81211

www.serendipityyarn.com

CONNETICUT
BayBerry Knitting
Plainville, CT 06062

www.bayberryknitting.com

Westport Yarns
Westport, CT 06880

www.westportyarns.com

FLORIDA
Knit ‘n Knibble
Tampa, FL 33611

www.knitnknibble.com

GEORGIA
Creative Yarns
Macon, GA, 31204

www.creativeyarns.net

Lovin' Knit Yarn Shop
Marietta, GA, 30057-4160

www.lovinknitstudio.com

Only Ewe and Cotton Too
Alpharetta, GA 30004

www.onlyeweandcottontoo.com

The Whole Nine Yarns
Woodstock, GA 30188

www.thewholenineyarns.com

Wild & Wooly
Lexington, MA, 02420

(ph) 781-861-7717

MASSACHUESETTS
Black Purls Yarn Shop
East Sandwich, MA, 02537

www.blackpurlsyarn.com

Colorful Yarns LLC
Lenox, MA, 01240

(ph) 413-637-8206

Petits Details LLC
Medford, MA 02155

www.gatherhereonline.com

Sisters of the Wool LLC
Westport, MA 02790

www.woolsisters.com

Webs
Northampton, MA 01060

www.yarn.com

Windsor Button
Boston, MA, 02111

www.windsorbutton.com

MAINE
Eagle’s Nest Yarns
Waldoboro, ME 04572

enestyarns@myfairpoint.net

Heavenly Socks
Belfast, ME, 04915

(ph) 207-338-8388

Shirley’s Yarns & Crafts
Hancock, ME 04640

(ph) 207-667-7158

NEW HAMPSHIRE
The Elegant Ewe
Concord, NH 03301

www.elegantewe.com

The Woolery 
Wilton, NH 03086

www.nhwoolery.com

NEW JERSEY
Accents on Knits
Morristown, NJ 07675

www.accentsonknits.net

Creative Knitworks
Westwood, NJ 07675

www.creativeknitworks.com

Down Cellar
Basking Ridge, NJ 07920

www.downcellaryarn.com

Knit-a-Bit LLC
Westfield, NJ, 07090

www.kni-a-bit.com

NEW MEXICO
Shabby Sheep Yarn
Portales, NM 88130

shabbysheepyarns@yahoo.com

NEW YORK
The Yarn Company
New York, NY 10024

www.theyarncompany.com

   

NORTH CAROLINA
Sunflower Fibers
Fayetteville, NC 28301

www.sunflowerfibers.com

Yarn Paradise
Asheville, NC 28803

www.yarnparadise.com

OHIO
River Colors Studio
Lakewood, OH 44107

(ph) 216-228-9276

PENNSYLVANIA
GOSH Yarn It
Kingston, PA 18704

www.goshyarnitshop.com

TENNESSEE
Bliss Yarns
Brentwood, TN 37027

www.threadedblissyarns.com

Yarn Company
Cookeville, TN 38501

yarnco@frontiernet.net

TEXAS
Knitting in the Loop
Houston, TX 77098

www.knittingintheloop.net

Nancy's Knits
Houston, TX 77096

www.nancys-knits.com

UTAH
Blazing Needles
Salt Lake City, UT, 84105

www.blazing-needles.com

VERMONT
The Knitting Studio
Montpelier, VT 05602

www.vtknits.com

WASHINGTON
It’s A Crewel World
Washougal, WA 98671

www.itsacrewelworld.com

Knitty Purls
Langley, WA, 98260

(ph) 360-331-2212

Paradise Fibers
Spokane, WA 99205

www.paradisefibers.net

Seattle Yarn Gallery
Seattle, WA 98136

www.seattleyarn.com

Sheep’s Clothing
Kennewick, WA 99336

www.aknottyhabit.com

Yellow House Yarns
Puyallup, WA 98372

(ph) 253-226-7494

CANADA

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Bead Connection
Kamloops, BC, V1S1J2

www.beadlady.com

Beehive Wool Shop
Victoria, BC V8W 2G7

www.beehivewoolshop.com

Boutique De Laine
Victoria, BC V8R 2S7

boutiquedelaine@shawbiz.ca

Mad About Ewe Fine Yarns
Victoria, BC, V8W2G7

www.madaboutewe.ca

The Loom 
Dunca, BC V9L 6E1

theloom@shawbiz.ca

Three Bags Full Knit Shop
Vancouver, BC V5V 3R3

www.threebagsfull.ca

Urban Yarns Ventures Ltd.
Vancouver, BC V6R 2H8

www.urbanyarns.ca

ONTARIO
Just Knitting
Carleton Place, ON K7C 1L2

www.justknitting.ca

Serenity Knits
Newmarket, ON L3X2M2

www.serenityknits.ca

Stitch
Jordan, ON L0R 1S0

www.stitchonline.ca

Sweet Yarns Inc
Sudbury, ON P3E 5H5

sweetyarnsinc@gmail.com
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Rows 1 and 2: Knit.
Row 3: (RS; buttonhole row) K2, yo, 
k2tog, knit to end.
Row 4: Knit.
BO all sts. Left slipper strap: With 
toe pointing away from you, sew non-
buttonhole side of strap to right edge of 
slipper opening about 2" below top of 
opening. Right slipper strap: On other 
slipper, sew strap to left edge of slipper 
opening about 2" below top of opening. 
Sew button to edging under buttonhole. 
Weave in ends.

Kyoko Nakayoshi is the person behind 
 Cotton & Cloud, www.cottonandcloud
.com. She was born in Japan and moved 
to the United Kingdom when she was 
thirteen. There, she learned to read English 
knitting patterns. Now a “bilingual” knitter, 
she writes and translates knitting patterns 
between English and Japanese.

QUIXOTE SCARF
B r e n d a  C a s t i e l

Finished Size 8" wide and 44" long, 
excluding fringe.
Yarn Green Mountain Spinnery Wonder-
fully Woolly (100% New England wool; 
250 yd [229 m]/4 oz [113 g]): pumpkin, 
2 skeins.
Needles Size 7 (4.5 mm). Adjust needle 
size if necessary to obtain the correct 
gauge. 
Notions Markers (m); cable needle (cn); 
crochet hook.
Gauge 15 sts and 26 rows = 4" in garter 
st, lightly stretched.

NOTES

•  Even though the scarf is completely 
reversible, all cable crossings and 
shaping are worked on the same side. 
Place a removable marker or tie a piece 
of scrap yarn on this side to help keep 
track of the pattern and shaping. 

k on RS; p onWS

p on RS; k on WS

k2tog

k1f&b

ssk

Sl 5 sts onto cn, 
hold in front, 
[k1, p1] 2 times, 
k1, then ([p1, 
k1] 2 times, p1) 
from cn 
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Increases

5

9

7

3

1
10 sts 

Cable

•  The scarf begins with an increasing 
triangle and ends with a decreasing 
triangle; the center section is worked as 
a bias rectangle, with decreases at the 
beginning of odd-numbered rows and 
increases at the end of the same rows. 
The 10-stitch cable panels continue 
vertically and are separated by 16 
stitches in garter stitch. 

•  Piece will look uneven while being 
worked, as the cables will pull 
the garter stitches slightly out of 
alignment. After blocking, it will be a 
straight-sided rectangle.

•  Whenever there are fewer than 10 
stitches in the cable panel, continue the 
rib pattern but discontinue the cable 
crosses.

SCARF
CO 3 sts. Work Rows 1–46 of Increases 
chart—49 sts. Note: From this point 
until top shaping, the st count will remain 
constant as you work the bias rectangle.  
Row 47: K1, k2tog, k8, place marker (pm), 
work Row 1 of Cable chart over 10 sts, pm, 
k16, pm, work Row 1 of Cable chart over 
10 sts, pm, k1f&b, k1.  
Row 48 and all even-numbered rows: 
Work 10-st cable patt (or partial cable patt) in 
rib patt as established and knit all other sts.
Row 49: K1, k2tog, k7, work 10 sts Cable 
chart, k16, work 10 sts Cable chart, k1, 
k1f&b, k1.
Row 51: K1, k2tog, k6, work 10 sts Cable 
chart, k16, work 10 sts Cable chart, k2, 
k1f&b, k1.
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Row 53: K1, k2tog, k5, work 10 sts Cable 
chart, k16, work 10 sts Cable chart, k3, 
k1f&b, k1.
Rows 54 –80: Cont in patt as established, 
working decs at beg and incs at end of 
odd-numbered rows (working inc’d sts 
into garter st).  
Row 81: K1, k2tog, p1, remove m, k16, 
work 10 sts Cable chart, k16, pm, k1, 
k1f&b, k1. 
Row 82: K3, p1, k16, work 10 sts Cable 
chart, knit to end. 
Row 83: K1, k2tog, knit to m, work 10 sts 
Cable chart, knit to m, k1, p1, k1f&b, k1.
Rows 84–99: Cont in patt as established, 
working inc’d sts into k1, p1 rib, until 
there are 10 rib sts after last m. 
Rows 100–198: Cont in patt as estab-
lished, working inc’d sts into patt (with 
16 sts of garter st between 10-st cables)—
piece measures about 44".  
Work Rows 1–45 of Decreases chart—3 
sts rem. BO all sts.

FINISHING
Weave in ends. Block to measurements, 
pinning edges as necessary to stretch and 
straighten them.
Make fringe: Cut about 90 lengths of 
yarn 10" long. Take 3 pieces of yarn and 
fold them in half, then, using crochet 

Yarn Berroco Vintage Chunky (50% 
acrylic, 40% wool, 10% nylon; 130 yd 
[120 m]/3½   oz [100 g]): #6192 chana dal, 
4 (5, 6, 8) skeins.
Needles Sizes 9 (5.5 mm) and 10 (6 mm): 
29" circular (cir) and set of 5 double-point-
ed (dpn). Adjust needle size if necessary to 
obtain the correct gauge.
Notions Markers (m); stitch holders; 
cable needle (cn); tapestry needle; 3 (3, 4, 
4) ¾  " buttons. 
Gauge 15 sts and 20 rows = 4" in St st on 
larger needles; 18 sts and 20 rows = 4" in 
cable pattern on larger needles.

NOTES

•  This cardigan is worked back and forth 
from the top down with raglan shap-
ing. Sleeves are worked in the round 
from the top down.

YOKE
Collar: With smaller cir needle and using 
the long-tail method, CO 43 (50, 58, 66) 
sts. Do not join. Knit 1 row. 
Set-up row: (WS) K8 (10, 11, 12) for right 
front, place marker (pm), k6 (6, 7, 8) for right 
sleeve, pm, k15 (18, 22, 26) for back, pm, k6 
(6, 7, 8) for left sleeve, pm, k8 (10, 11, 12) for 
left front. Change to larger needle.
Row 1: (RS) *Knit to 1 st before m, k1f&b, 
sl m, k1f&b; rep from * 3 more times, knit 
to end—8 sts inc’d. 
Row 2: Purl.
Rep last 2 rows 11 (13, 15, 17) more 
times—139 (162, 186, 210) sts; 20 (24, 
27, 30) sts for each front; 30 (34, 39, 44) 
sts for each sleeve; 39 (46, 54, 62) sts 
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Decreases

hook, pull the loop formed by the fold 
through a stitch along the narrow end of 
the scarf. Pull the ends through the loop 
and pull snug. Rep along both ends of the 
scarf, using 15 groups of 3 on each end.

Brenda Castiel has been knitting on and 
off since she was in her teens. Brenda 
 fi rmly believes that even beginning knit-
ters can create something beautiful and 
useful, so she strives to keep her patterns 
simple yet original. She blogs about knit-
ting and life at www.knitandtravelandsuch
.blogspot.com. 

FABLED CARDIGAN
T e r r i  K r u s e

Finished Size 25 (27½  , 30½  , 33)" chest 
circumference, buttoned. Cardigan shown 
measures 27½  ".

k on RS; p on WS

pattern repeat

3/3 RC: (Worked on RS) 
Sl 3 sts onto cn, hold in 
back, k3, k3 from cn

3/3 LC: (Worked on WS) 
Sl 3 sts onto cn, hold in 
front, p3, p3 from cn

12 st rep

9

7

5

3

1

Cable
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Knitting Off  the Axis
Projects and Techniques 
for Sideways Knitting
Mathew Gnagy
160 pages, 8½ × 9, $24.95
ISBN: 978-1-59668-311-2

Create 15 beautiful, one-of-a-kind 
sweaters for men & women that 
explore the new angled possibilities! 

Mathew Gnagy gives step-by-
step instructions for sideways 
and untraditional-direction 
knitting that will have you 
stepping out in style.
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for back. Piece measures 5¼   (6, 6¾  , 7½  )" 
from CO, measured straight down from 
center back neck. Divide for sleeves and 
body: (RS) *Knit to next m, remove m, 
place 30 (34, 39, 44) sleeve sts on holder, 
remove m, use the backward-loop method 
(see Glossary) to CO 2 (4, 4, 4) sts; rep 
from * once more, knit to end—83 (102, 
116, 130) body sts. Next row: (WS) Purl. 
Next row: (RS) Knit, inc 25 (18, 16, 14) 
sts evenly—108 (120, 132, 144) sts. Knit 
1 WS row. Work Rows 1–10 of Cable chart 
3 (5, 7, 7) times. 
Sizes 25" and 33" only: Work Rows 1–5 
of Cable chart once more. Purl 2 rows. BO 
all sts pwise. 
Sizes 27½  " and 30½  " only: Knit 2 
rows. BO all sts kwise.
All sizes: Piece measures 7¾   (10¾  , 14¾  , 
15¾  )" from underarm.

SLEEVES
Place 30 (34, 39, 44) held sleeve sts on larger 
dpn. With RS facing, join yarn to center of 
CO underarm sts and pick up and knit 1 (2, 
2, 2) sts from first half of underarm, knit 
across sleeve sts, pick up and knit 1 (2, 2, 2) 
sts from second half of underarm—32 (38, 
43, 48) sts. Place marker (pm) and join in 
the rnd. Knit 1 rnd. Dec rnd: K1, ssk, knit 
to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1—2 sts dec’d. Knit 3 
rnds. Rep Dec rnd—28 (34, 39, 44) sts rem. 
Work even in St st until sleeve measures 7¾   
(10¾  , 12¾  , 14¾  )" from underarm. Change 
to smaller dpn. Purl 1 rnd. Knit 1 rnd. Purl 1 
rnd. BO all sts kwise.

FINISHING
Buttonband: With smaller cir needle and 
RS facing, beg at neck edge, pick up and knit 
20 (22, 26, 28) sts along left front to garter 
band separating upper and lower part of 
body. Knit 5 rows. BO all sts. Place 3 (3, 4, 
4) m along band to mark button placement, 
with the first ½  " from neck edge, and rem m 

spaced evenly. Buttonhole band: Work as 
for buttonband, picking up sts along right 
front, beg at garter band, and working but-
tonholes on 3rd row to correspond to button 
m as foll: k2tog, yo. Block, spreading cables 
and pinning edge cables down so they lay 
neatly. Sew on buttons opposite button-
holes. Weave in ends.

Terri Kruse lives in North Dakota, where 
she is given ample opportunity to wear 
warm woolen handknits.

OFFSET CABLE 
MITTENS

A l l i s o n  H a a s

Finished Size 7½   (8½  )" hand circumfer-
ence and 9½   (10¼  )" long. Mittens shown 
measure 7½  ".

Yarn Blue Sky Alpacas Melange (100% 
baby alpaca; 110 yd [100 m]/1¾   oz [50 g]): 
#813 pomegranate, 2 (3) skeins.
Needles Size 2 (2.75 mm): 32" circular 
(cir). Adjust needle size if necessary to 
obtain the correct gauge.
Notions Marker (m); cable needle (cn); 
tapestry needle; waste yarn for thumb.
Gauge 36 sts and 38 rnds = 4" in cable patt.

NOTES

•  This pattern is written using the 
magic-loop method. Stitches are 
divided evenly into two groups.

•  Left and right mittens are identical 
except for the placement of the waste-
yarn thumb.

MITTEN
Using Judy’s Magic CO method (see 
Glossary), CO 40 (44) sts. Divide sts into 
2 groups for the magic-loop method—20 
(22) sts each for front and back. Place 
marker (pm) and join in the rnd. Work 
Rows 1–34 (1–36) of Small (Large) Mit-
ten chart once, then work Rows 25–34 
(27–36) once more—68 (76) sts; 34 (38) 
sts each needle. Thumb placement: 
(Row 35 [37] of chart)
Left mitten only: Work 34 (38) sts of 
Needle 1 in patt; on Needle 2, work first 
10 (11) sts with waste yarn, then sl sts 
back to left needle and knit them using 
working yarn, cont in patt to end of rnd.
Right mitten only: Work to last 10 (11) 
sts of Needle 1, work next 10 (11) sts with 
waste yarn, then sl sts back to left needle 
and knit them using working yarn, cont in 
patt to end of rnd.
Both mittens:
Work through Row 61 (63) of chart. Cuff: 
Rep Row 61 (63) of chart every rnd for 2 
(2½  )". BO all sts in patt.

THUMB
Remove waste yarn and place 20 (22) sts 
on needle. Next rnd: *K10 (11), pick up 

8½   (10, 11½  , 12¾  )"
21.5 (25.5, 29, 32) cm

24 (26½  , 29½  , 32)"
61 (67.5, 75, 81.5) cm

7¾   (10¾  , 14¾  , 15¾  )"
19.5 (27.5, 37.5, 40) cm

5¼   (6, 6¾  , 7½  )"
13.5 (15, 17, 19) cm

¾   (¾  , 1, 1)"
2 (2, 2.5, 2.5) cm

11½   (13½  , 15½  , 17½  )"
29 (34, 39.5, 44.5) cm

7½
   

(9
, 1

0½
  ,

 1
1¾

  )
"

19
 (2

3,
 2

6.
5,

 3
0)
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m

8¼   (11¼  , 13¼  , 15¼  )"

21 (28.5, 33.5, 38.5) cm

body
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and knit 2 sts in corner; rep from * once 
more—24 (26) sts. Pm and join in the rnd. 
Work in St st for 2 (2½  )". Shape top:
Rnd 1: [K2tog] 12 (13) times—12 (13) sts 
rem.
Rnd 2: Knit.
Rnd 3: [K2tog] 6 times, k0 (1)—6 (7) sts 
rem.
Break yarn, leaving a 6" tail. Thread tail 
through rem sts, pull tight to gather, and 
fasten off on WS.

FINISHING
Weave in  ends. Block.

Allison Haas thinks that one of the coolest 
things about living in Alaska is that she gets 
to play with wool year-round. Much to the 
dismay of her boyfriend, she can be found 
knitting pretty much any moment of the 
day. She blogs at www.alaskanpurl.com.

*

* Work as given in directions
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Small Mitten

knit

purl

M1

left thumb 
placement

right thumb 
placement

sl 1 st onto 
cn, hold in 
back, k2, 
p1 from cn

sl 2 sts onto 
cn, hold in 
front, p1, 
k2 from cn

sl 2 sts onto 
cn, hold in 
back, k2, k2 
from cn

sl 2 sts onto 
cn, hold in 
front, k2, k2 
from cn

M
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a knitter’s world

On October 3, 2011, Annemor Sundbø, 
the author of several books on Norwegian 
knitting traditions, was asked to travel to 
Oslo to meet a foreign visitor interested in 
knitting history. When she arrived at the 
office of Anniken Huifeldt, the Norwegian 
Minister of Culture, she was greeted not 
by a visitor, but by a huge bouquet of roses 
and the news that she had been awarded 
the Statsstipend, a five-year state income 
support grant. She is the first professional 
knitter to receive such a grant and one of 
only seven living women and twenty-
three living men awarded such support. 
These generous grants (only two are 
awarded each year) allow professionals in 
artistic fields such as literature, music, 
film, art, photography, and academic 
research in art and cultural history to 
pursue their work independently. 

In the Aftenposten (The Evening Post) news 
article about the award, Annemor Sundbø 
is described as “the mother of Norwegian 
knitting.” A lthough several Norwegian 
knitwear designers may have more world-
wide recognition (Solveig Hisdal, Tone 
Takle, Lise Kolstad, or Arne and Carlos, for 
example), Annemor has established herself 
as Norway’s foremost historian of knitting 
and culture. Each of her many books con-
tains a fascinating array of stories, myths, 
historical accounts, and interpretations 
connected with the many facets of knitted 
garments in Norway. Not only do we see 
numerous examples of knitted motifs and 
garment styles in her books, we find out how 
these motifs and styles came to define what 
it means to be Norwegian. We also learn 
about the place of knitting in women’s lives 
over the past two hundred years. Annemor 
explores knitting in the contexts of eco-
nomic development, nationalism, women’s 
history, superstitions, myths, religion, and 
art. The books appeal as much to nonknit-
ters interested only in cultural history as to 
avid knitters.

In the United States, Annemor is prob-
ably best known for her first book, Everyday 
Knitting: Treasures from a Ragpile (for more 
information about Annemor’s books, see 
Further Reading). The rag pile of the title 
is, in fact, the literal and figurative source 
for all of Annemor’s subsequent work. Be-
fore she acquired the rag pile, Annemor had 
received professional training as a textile 
designer and instructor specializing in 
weaving and knitting. To further develop her 
understanding of the woolen industry, she 
inquired about a six-month apprenticeship 
at a shoddy mill in Kristiansand, Norway. 
The owner of the mill agreed to help her 
only if she bought the mill. So, in 1983, she 
suddenly became the owner of the Torridal 
Tweed and Wool Comforter Factory, which 
recycled old knitwear into filling for sleeping 
bags and comforters. 

Annemor ran the factory, which also 
produced handwoven tweed fabrics and 
blankets, from 1983 until 2007, when it was 
shut down and the building sold. In addition 
to the factory, Annemor supported herself 
by writing and teaching, and through her 
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the Mother of
NORWEGIAN
KNITTING

C A R O L  H U E B S C H E R  R H O A D E S

Annemor Sundbø
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a knitter’s world

studio/shop, Ose Woolens, established in 
1993. (Today, the shop, located in Ose, a 
tiny village in Setesdal, offers a wonderful 
jumble of displays from the rag pile, yarns, 
fabric, buttons, and embroidery materials 
for Setesdal sweaters, antique but still func-
tional circular sock-knitting machines, and 
Annemor’s designs, from fun gloves with 
multicolor fingers to elegant machine-knit 
Setesdal sweaters.)

For its previous owners, the Torridal 
Tweed factory had provided a livelihood. For 
Annemor, attuned to the details and delights 
of knitting from an early age, it offered much 
more. She soon  realized that the sixteen tons 
of rags in the storage rooms of the mill were 
not just recyclable trash. As Annemor sorted 
the piles and sacks into fiber qualities and 
colors, she became fascinated by the knitted 
designs passing through her hands. She be-
gan cutting out designs and motifs she liked 
or thought were interesting, then began to 
keep entire garments—or what was left of 
them.  Customers were still bringing in more 
materials, so she always had ample supplies 
for her shredding machines. 

With the help of awards from the Nor-
wegian Arts Council in 1988 and 2008, 
Annemor photographed and cataloged her 
collection. She developed an exhibit of pieces 
from the collection that has been shown in 
Norway and Denmark. In her exhibit, simi-
lar styles of sweaters, such as Setesdal, Fana, 
and Marius (named for Marius Eriksen, the 
famous Norwegian war hero, skier, and ac-
tor), are grouped by type. But the focal point 
of the exhibit is a large backdrop covered 
with mittens and gloves. This single display 
shows a wide variety of motifs, styles, colors, 

yarns, and techniques—enough knitting in-
spiration for a lifetime. Annemor carefully 
charted pattern motifs in categories and 
worked up both charted and machine-knit-
ted swatches to show the variations of each 
pattern (her most recent book, Norwegian 
Mittens and Gloves, explores selected animal 
motifs from these mittens and gloves and 
examines their connections to folk beliefs 
and cultural traditions).

Throughout her writing, Annemor uses 
several actual pieces from her rag pile to 
metaphorically describe her research. Of 
most importance is a pair of inner shoe soles 
with star patterns that have come to repre-
sent her footsteps and the stars that guided 
her back into knitting history. Annemor 
doesn’t simply trace the origins of a single 
piece or style; she finds the patterns of his-

tory, the connections between the knitted 
garments and motifs with all aspects of ev-
eryday life. Most of her books present her 
ideas about folk and cultural beliefs that 
have been transmitted through knitting, 
and she stresses the continuity of the “lead 
threads” from the past to the present. 

In Setesdal Sweaters, she follows the path 
of a particular sweater design that has be-
come “the” Norwegian sweater: a black pull-
over embellished with white “lice” between 
geometric designs at the shoulders, midriff, 
and cuffs, and an embroidered placket at the 
neck. The footsteps in Knitting in Art begin 
with representations of knitting and move 
toward the actual as Annemor examines 
paintings from nineteenth- and twentieth-
century Norwegian artists to find out what 
knitting and its patterns signified in art. 

Opposite page:  Annemor at 
her factory, mid 1980s. 
Clockwise from far left: 
Annemor sorting shredded 
sweaters at Torridal Tweed, mid 
1980s. Annemor’s studio and 
shop, Ose Ullvare (Ose 
Woolens). Setesdal sweaters 
from Annemor’s rag pile show 
distinctive lice patterning across 
bodies and sleeves as well as 
embroidered button plackets.
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a knitter’s world

To end this book, Annemor reproduces the 
depicted garments, offering a large selection 
of patterns and schematics to use for hand-
knitting or machine knitting.

While Annemor’s books primarily detail 
the cultural significance of knitting and the 
cultural traditions and beliefs that knitted 
garments embody, a substantial thread 
traces the hidden history of women that 
knitting reveals. For example, a painting 
by Amaldus Nielsen led Annemor to the 
heartrending and yet typical story of Olava 
Sangesland, who had to support herself and 

her seven children by machine knitting 
after her husband drowned in 1910. Most 
women designers were never acknowledged 
or named until the early twentieth century. 
Art and knitting were rarely admitted to be 
related subjects but Annemor showcases sev-
eral contemporary artists, such as Jeannine 
Ozon Høydal, Annette Messager, and Lisa 
Anne Auerbach, to demonstrate that knit-
ting is a continuing and developing source 
of inspiration with cultural and artistic 
significance.

Annemor Sundbø’s work has been rec-
ognized with several regional and national 
awards. In 1999, she received the East Ag-
der Culture Prize; in 2004, she was honored 
with the Bygland province’s Culture Prize 
and the Norwegian Home Arts and Craft 
Association’s Medal of Merit for her efforts 
in preserving and disseminating cultural 
values nationally and internationally. Her 
book Invisible Threads in Knitting was select-
ed over competitors in poetry and fiction for 
Southern Norway’s 2006 Literature Prize. 
Annemor can often be seen on Norwegian 
regional and national television programs 
discussing her own work as well as her view-
points on knitting culture, as she did in a 
recent debate over what exactly constitutes 

an authentic Selbu pattern or garment. 
In her writing, Annemor recounts her re-

alization that the old proverb about “a spirit 
in the rag pile” applied to her endeavors. She 
has not only pursued that spirit over many 
years, she has become it. Her “lead threads” 
into rag piles and into knitting history also 
lead us, her readers and admirers, to investi-
gate and cherish our own knitting as well as 
the Scandinavian traditions that Annemor 
has described in her books and teaching. She 
ends Invisible Threads in Knitting by passing 
on the thread:

With threads, women have passed on 
a traditional heritage in knitting art 
that has become a national treasure. I 
want to let the thread travel from hand 
to hand into the future and embellish 
both everyday life and festive days.  

Carol Huebscher Rhoades, Madison, Wisconsin, 
translates Swedish, Norwegian, and Danish 
textile books into English and is the technical 
editor of Interweave Knits’ sister publication, 
Spin-Off. Her articles and designs have been 
featured in Spin-Off and PieceWork.

Annemor Sundbø’s collection:
www.annemor.com

FURTHER READING: Annemor 
Sundbø’s books in English, published 
by Torridal Tweed in Kristiansand, 
Norway: Everyday Knitting: Treasures 
from a Ragpile, 2000. Setesdal Sweat-
ers: The History of the Norwegian Lice 
Pattern, 2001. Invisible Threads in Knit-
ting, 2007. Knitting in Art, 2010.

Forthcoming: Norwegian Mittens 
and Gloves: Over 25 Classic Designs 
for Warm Fingers and Stylish Hands 
(North Pomfret, Vermont: Trafalgar 
Square Books, 2011).

Left: Annemor knitting in her rag 
pile. Below: Annemor’s newest 
book, Norwegian Mittens and 
Gloves (Trafalger, 2011)
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SOMETHING
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A pop of color here, a glint of glass there—
dress up simple knits with a little something extra.
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STACEY GERBMAN’s 
TEMPEST COAT turns a 
stranded colorwork check inside 
out for a traditional coat with a 
modern woven sensibility. Slash 
pockets, a deep collar, and 
perfectly matched stripes refi ne 
the form and function of a 
go-everywhere knit. PAGE 72. 
YARN Brown Sheep Company 
Nature Spun Chunky Weight
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Inspired by the fl amboyant 
embroidery of the 1970s, 
MEGHAN JONES patterns the 
MIRANDA TAM with a 
delicate fl oral motif. A long-
stripe color-change yarn 
creates gently shifting colors 
within the motif. PAGE 74. 
YARN Knit Picks Wool of the 
Andes Sport and Chroma 
Fingering

SOMETHING
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A simple slipped-stitch pattern 
with a twist drapes glass seed 
beads across CATHERINE 
SHIELDS’s HOLIDAY LIGHTS 
TAM like strings of twinkling 
lights. Careful shaping within the 
bead pattern creates a generous, 
slouchy-but-sleek tam shape 
without interrupting the place-
ment of a single bead. PAGE 76. 
YARN Lorna’s Laces Honor 

SOMETHING
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TEMPEST COAT
S t a c e y  G e r b m a n 

Finished Size 35¾   (40¼  , 44¾  , 48¼  , 52¼  )" 
bust circumference, buttoned. Coat shown 
measures 35¾  ". 
Yarn Brown Sheep Company Nature 
Spun Chunky Weight (100% wool; 155 yd 
[142 m]/7 oz [200 g]): #701 stone (MC), 3 
(4, 4, 5, 5) skeins; #N48 scarlet (A), #125 
goldenrod (B),  #N85 Peruvian pink (C), 
and #305 impasse yellow (D), 1 (2, 2, 3, 3) 
skeins each.
Needles Size 11 (8 mm): 40" circular (cir). 
Adjust needle size if necessary to obtain 
the correct gauge.
Notions Stitch holders; stitch markers 
(m), tapestry needle; six 1" buttons.
Gauge 14 sts and 14 rows = 4" in 
Woven patt.

NOTES

•  The woven pattern is worked through-
out using stranded knitting. When 
working the woven pattern, consis-
tently bring one yarn over and the 
other yarn under in order to keep the 
yarns untangled and the color pattern 
forming defined rows.

•  This cardigan is worked back and forth 
in rows. A circular needle is used to 
accommodate the large number of 
stitches.

•  The body is worked in one piece to 
the underarms. Fronts and back are 
worked separately above underarms.

•  The right side of the fabric is the 
stranded purl side and the wrong side 
is the smooth knit side.

•  Keep 1 stitch at each edge in reverse 
stockinette stitch with main color 
(MC) for selvedges.

Stitch Guide 
Woven Pattern: (over an even number 
of sts)
Row 1: (WS) K1 with MC, *k1 with MC, 
k1 with CC; rep from * to last st, k1 with 
MC.
Row 2: P1 with MC, *p1 with MC, p1 with 

CC; rep from * to last st, p1 with MC.
Rep Rows 1 and 2 for patt.

Stripe Pattern:
Work Woven patt (see Stitch Guide), using 
MC on every row and changing CC as foll:
Use A for CC for 8 rows.
Use B for CC for 8 rows.
Use A for CC for 8 rows.
Use B for CC for 8 rows.
Use C for CC for 8 rows.
Use B for CC for 8 rows.
Use C for CC for 8 (8, 8, 8, 10) rows.
Use D for CC for 8 (8, 8, 10, 10) rows.
Use C for CC for 8 (8, 10, 10, 10) rows.
Use D for CC to end.

Backward-Loop Stranded Cast-On: 
Using the backward-loop method (see 
Glossary), *CO 1 with MC, CO 1 with CC; 
rep from * for required number of sts. 

BODY
With MC, CO 124 (140, 156, 168, 184) sts. 
Do not join. Work in k2, p2 rib for 2¾   (3, 
3½  , 3½  , 3¾  )", ending with a RS row. Work 
16 rows in Stripe patt (see Stitch Guide). 
Pocket openings: (WS) Work 10 (10, 12, 
12, 14) sts in patt, *place next 14 sts on a 
holder, CO 14 sts using Backward-Loop 
Stranded CO (see Stitch Guide)*, work 
in patt to last 24 (24, 26, 26, 28) sts, rep 
from * to * once, work in patt to end. Cont 
in Stripe patt for 7 more rows, ending 
with Row 24. Waist ribbing: (WS) With 
MC, work in k1, p1 rib, dec 6 (6, 6, 6, 8) 
sts evenly across row, working decs into 
rib patt—118 (134, 150, 162, 176) sts 
rem. Cont in rib for 2 (2½  , 2¾  , 2¾  , 3)", 

ending with a RS row. Work Rows 25–49 
of Stripe patt—piece measures about 18¾   
(19½  , 20¼  , 20¼  , 20¾  )" from CO. Divide 
for armholes: (RS) Work 29 (33, 37, 40, 
44) sts in patt, place next 60 (68, 76, 82, 
88) sts on holder for back and last 29 (33, 
37, 40, 44) sts on separate holder for left 
front—29 (33, 37, 40, 44) sts rem for right 
front.
Right Front
Shape armhole: BO 3 (3, 3, 4, 4) sts at 
beg of next WS row, then BO 2 (2, 2, 3, 
3) sts at beg of next WS row—24 (28, 32, 
33, 37) sts rem. Work 3 rows even. Dec 
row: (WS) K1 with MC, ssk, work in patt 
to end—1 st dec’d. Rep Dec row every 
4th row 0 (2, 3, 2, 3) more times—23 
(25, 28, 30, 33) sts rem. Work even until 
armhole measures 6¼   (6¾  , 7¼  , 7¼  , 7¾  )", 
ending with a WS row. Shape neck and 
shoulder: BO at beg of RS rows 4 (4, 5, 
5, 5) sts once, 3 (3, 4, 4, 4) sts 2 times, 1 
(1, 1, 1, 2) st(s) once. At the same time, 
when armhole measures 8 (8½  , 9, 9½  , 10)", 
shape shoulder by BO at beg of WS rows 6 
(7, 7, 8, 9) sts 2 times—no sts rem.
Back
Place 60 (68, 76, 82, 88) held back sts 
on needle and join yarn with RS facing. 
Shape armholes: BO 3 (3, 3, 4, 4) sts at 
beg of next 2 rows, then 2 (2, 2, 3, 3) sts at 
beg of next 2 rows—50 (58, 66, 68, 74) sts 
rem. Work 3 rows even. Dec row: (WS) 
K1 with MC, ssk, work in patt to last 3 
sts, k2tog, k1 with MC—2 sts dec’d. Rep 
Dec row every 4th row 0 (2, 3, 2, 3) more 
times—48 (52, 58, 62, 66) sts rem. Work 
even until armholes measure 8 (8½  , 9, 
9½  , 10)", ending with a WS row. Shape 

body
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Mark your calendar and 

save the date:
 Interweave Knitting Lab

November 1–4, 2012
Marriott San Mateo

San Mateo, California
Sign up for updates at www.InterweaveKnittingLab.com

QUESTIONS: Contact Interweave Knitting Lab at (970) 776-1469, email knittinglab@interweave.com, or visit www.interweaveknittinglab.com.

Interweave
201 E. Fourth Street

Loveland, CO 80537-5655

Interweave is located in Loveland, Colorado, fi ft y miles north of Denver on the high plains. A craft  publisher since 1975, 
the Interweave mission is to inspire, encourage, and support creative self-expression through craft  media.

    Interweave salutes the sponsors of the 
First Annual Interweave Knitting Lab.

Thank you for sharing our vision!

Your Local Yarn Store... Online!

skacel
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shoulders: BO 6 (7, 7, 8, 9) sts at beg of 
next 4 rows—24 (24, 30, 30, 30) sts rem. 
BO all sts. 
Left Front
Place 29 (33, 37, 40, 44) held left-front sts 
on needle and join yarn with RS facing. 
BO at beg of RS rows 3 (3, 3, 4, 4) sts once, 
then 2 (2, 2, 3, 3) sts once—24 (28, 32, 
33, 37) sts rem. Work 4 rows even. Dec 
row: (WS) Work to last 3 sts, k2tog, k1 
with MC—1 st dec’d. Rep Dec row every 
4th row 0 (2, 3, 2, 3) more times—23 
(25, 28, 30, 33) sts rem. Work even until 
armhole measures 6¼   (6¾  , 7¼  , 7¼  , 7¾  )", 
ending with a RS row. Shape neck and 
shoulder: BO at beg of WS rows 4 (4, 5, 
5, 5) sts once, 3 (3, 4, 4, 4) sts 2 times, 1 
(1, 1, 1, 2) st(s) once. At the same time, 
when armhole measures 8 (8½  , 9, 9½  , 10)", 
shape shoulder by BO at beg of RS rows 6 
(7, 7, 8, 9) sts 2 times—no sts rem.

SLEEVES
With MC, CO 38 (38, 38, 42, 42) sts. Work 
in k2, p2 rib until piece measures 2½  ", 
ending with a RS row, inc 0 (0, 2, 0, 2) sts 
evenly across last row—38 (38, 40, 42, 
44) sts. Work in Stripe patt as foll: work 
8 (8, 8, 4, 4) rows even. Inc row: (WS) 
Working inc sts into patt, k1 with MC, 
M1, work in patt to last st, M1, k1 with 
MC—2 sts inc’d. Rep Inc row every 18 
(14, 12, 12, 10)th row 2 (3, 4, 5, 6) more 
times—44 (46, 50, 54, 58) sts. Work even 
through Row 65 (65, 65, 67, 69) of Stripe 
patt—piece measures about 21 (21, 21, 
21¾  , 22¼  )" from CO. Shape cap: BO 3 (3, 
3, 4, 4) sts at beg of next 2 rows, then 2 (2, 
2, 3, 3) sts at beg of next 2 rows—34 (36, 
40, 40, 44) sts rem. Work 1 row even. Dec 
row: (WS) K1 with MC, ssk, work to last 3 
sts, k2tog, k1 with MC—2 sts dec’d. Rep 
Dec row every other row 8 (9, 10, 9, 11) 
more times—16 (16, 18, 20, 20) sts rem. 
BO all sts.

FINISHING
Pocket edgings: With MC and RS fac-
ing, work 14 sts from holder in k2, p2 rib 
as foll: *K2, p2; rep from *, end k2. Cont 
in rib for 5 more rows. BO all sts. Pocket 
linings: With MC and WS facing, pick up 
and knit 14 sts from CO edge of pocket 
opening. Beg with a knit row, work in St st 
for 4". BO all sts, leaving a long tail for 
sewing. Sew linings to WS. Sew short sides 
of edgings to RS. Block pieces to measure-
ments. Buttonband: With RS facing and 
MC, beg at lower edge, pick up and knit 84 
(88, 92, 92, 96) sts along right-front edge. 

Next row: (WS) *K2, p2; rep from * to 
end. Cont in rib patt as established for 9 
more rows. BO all sts. Buttonhole band: 
With RS facing and MC, beg at neck edge, 
pick up and knit 84 (88, 92, 92, 96) sts 
along left-front edge. Next row: (WS) 
*P2, k2; rep from * to end. Cont in rib patt 
for 4 more rows. Buttonhole row: (RS) 
P2, k2, p2, yo, k2tog (for buttonhole), 
cont in rib patt, working a buttonhole in a 
k2 rib about every 4½   (4¾  , 5, 5, 5¼  )" five 
more times. Work 4 more rows in rib patt. 
BO all sts. Sew shoulder seams. Collar: 
With MC and RS facing, pick up and knit 
15 (15, 15, 16, 17) sts along right-front 
neck, 23 (23, 29, 29, 29) sts along back 
neck, and 15 (15, 15, 16, 17) sts along left-
front neck—53 (53, 59, 61, 63) sts. Next 
row: (WS) K1, *p1, k1; rep from * to end. 
Cont in rib for 11 more rows. Inc row: 
(WS) K1f&b, *yo, p1, yo, k1; rep from * to 
end—106 (106, 118, 122, 126) sts. Next 
row: (RS) *P2, k2; rep from *, end p2. Cont 
in rib patt for 11 more rows. BO all sts. 
Sew sleeve seams, reversing seam on cuff 
so it does not show when cuff is turned 
back. Sew sleeves into armholes. Weave in 
ends. Sew on buttons.

Stacey Gerbman is a commercial textile 
designer working in New York City. She 
has worked for both fashion and interior 
textile industries. Her true love is hand-
knitting, and she is currently working on a 
line of patterns under the name Yarnity.

MIRANDA TAM 
M e g h a n  J o n e s  

Finished Size 18" band circumference, 
will stretch to 22" circumference; 10½  " 
crown diameter, after blocking.
Yarn Knit Picks Wool of the Andes Sport 
(100% Peruvian wool; 137 yd [125 m]/1¾   oz 
[50 g]): #25275 mink heather (MC), 1 skein. 
Knit Picks Chroma Fingering (70% wool, 
30% nylon; 396 yd [362 m]/3½   oz [100 g]: 
#25232 rollerskate (CC), 1 skein.  
Needles Band—size 2 (2.75 mm): 16" 

circular (cir). Body—size 4 (3.5 mm): 
16" cir and set of 5 double-pointed (dpn). 
Adjust needle sizes if necessary to obtain 
the correct gauge.
Notions Markers (m); tapestry needle; 
embroidery needle; ‘Solvy’ dissolvable 
stabilizer; black marker; straight pins; 11" 
diameter dinner plate.
Gauge 17 sts and 32 rows = 4" in St st 
and MC on larger needle, after blocking. 

TAM
Band: With smaller needle and MC, using 
the Old Norwegian method (see Glossary), 
CO 92 sts. Place marker (pm) and join in 
the rnd. Work in k1, p1 rib for 1¼  ". Body: 
Change to larger cir needle. Inc rnd: *K2, 
M1; rep from * around—138 sts. Beg 
Vertical Stripe patt: Next rnd: With CC 
yarn held double, *k1 MC, k1 CC; rep from 
* around. Rep last rnd 8 more times—
piece measures 2½  " from CO. Cut CC and 
cont with MC only. Knit 20 rnds—piece 
measures about 5" from CO. Shape crown, 
changing to dpn when necessary:
Dec Rnd 1: [K44, k2tog] 3 times—135 
sts rem. 

“
I was inspired by the embroi-
dery of the 1960s and the 
unrivaled celebration of color 
and decoration used in that era. 
I wanted to create a garment 
that refl ected that look in a 
more polished and chic manner. 
Th is particular fl oral design 
was inspired by an Art Nou-
veau window that I sketched a 
copy of and then modifi ed to fi t 
the shape of the tam.
 —MEGHAN JONES

❝

❝
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A lightweight wool blend featuring high-effect sequins!

in
Rozetti Yarns

Available only in fine yarn stores. Distributed by Universal Yarn.

Scan this QR code  
with your smartphone.  
The code will take you 
to the Universal Yarn 
website where you  
can download this and 
other free patterns!

The First Snow
Evening Wrap

Polaris

www.universalyarn.com Visit yarn.com to see our complete line
of Knitter’s Pride needles, hooks & accessories.

multicolor interchangeables

Available in all varieties–circulars, straights,  
double points, interchangeables & crochet hooks.

Set includes:
• Size #4-#11 tips
• 4 Cords (24", 32", 40")
• ID tags
• 8 end caps
• 4 cord keys
• 1 case

Each size needle is a 
unique color for easy  
& quick identification
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Dec Rnd 2: *K3, k2tog; rep from * 
around—108 sts rem. Knit 8 rnds. 
Dec Rnd 3: *K2, k2tog; rep from * 
around—81 sts rem. Knit 9 rnds. 
Dec Rnd 4: *K1, k2tog; rep from * 
around—54 sts rem. Knit 5 rnds. 
Dec Rnd 5: *K2tog; rep from * 
around—27 sts rem. Knit 2 rnds.
Dec Rnd 6: *K2tog; rep from * to last 3 
sts, k3tog—13 sts rem.
Dec Rnd 7: *K2tog; rep from * to last 3 
sts, k3tog—6 sts rem. Place rem sts onto 
one dpn. Change to CC held double. Work 
I-cord (see Glossary) for 1½  ". Cut yarn, 
thread tail on tapestry needle and run 
through rem sts. Sew end of loop to top 
of hat.  

FINISHING
Weave in ends. Wet block hat onto 11" 
diameter dinner plate and allow to dry 
completely.

Embroidery: Using black marker, transfer 
design onto ‘Solvy’ dissolvable stabilizer 
to create a pattern template. Pin pattern 
template to hat aligning outer curved edge 
of pattern ¾  " away from outer edge of hat 
and topmost leaf ¼  " away from center 
loop. Pin in place using straight pins. With 
single strand of CC and embroidery needle, 
work embroidery (see Glossary) using 
chart provided. Change colors by pulling 
different areas of color from self-striping 
yarn. Completely submerge hat in water to 
remove ‘Solvy’ dissolvable stabilizer and 
re-block on 11" dinner plate. 

Meghan Jones has a BFA in fi bers. Originally 
from Canada, she now lives in Spokane, 
Washington, with her two daughters, hus-
band, and yarn stash. You can fi nd more of 
her work at www.littlenutmegproductions
.blogspot.com. 

HOLIDAY LIGHTS 
TAM

C a t h e r i n e  S h i e l d s

Finished Size 20½   (27½  )" circumference 
at widest point; to fit a child (adult). Hat 
shown measures 27½  ".
Yarn Lorna’s Laces Honor (70% baby 
alpaca, 30% silk; 275 yd [251 m]/3½   oz 
[100 g]): patina, 1 skein.
Needles Sizes 3 (3.25 mm) and 5 
(3.75 mm): set of 5 double-pointed (dpn). 
Adjust needle size if necessary to obtain 
the correct gauge.
Notions Markers (m); tapestry needle; 
216 (360) size 6º seed beads; crewel or 
darning needle (used to string beads).
Gauge 21 sts and 32 rnds = 4" in beaded 
bow st on larger needles.

NOTES

•  String beads onto the yarn prior to 
knitting, about 150 beads at a time. 
When you run out of beads on the 
working yarn, break the yarn and 
string on a new set of 150 beads.

Stitch Guide
Bow Stitch: Insert right needle from be-
low under loose strand of yarn created by 
slipping sts 4 rows below, placing 1 bead 
at each side of needle; wrap yarn around 
needle as if to knit, draw a loop through, 
k1, insert tip of left needle into loop on 
right needle and pass it over the k1. 

Beaded Bow Stitch: (multiple of 6 sts)
Rnd 1: *K3, sl 3 pwise with yarn in front 
(wyf), slide 2 beads onto strand of yarn in 
front of sl sts; rep from * to end.
Rnds 2–4: Knit.
Rnd 5: *K4, bow st (see Stitch Guide), k1; 
rep from * to end.
Rnd 6: Knit.
Rnd 7: *Sl 3 pwise wyf, slide 2 beads onto 
strand in front of sl sts, k3; rep from * to 
end.
Rnds 8–10: Knit.
Rnd 11: *K1, bow st, k4; rep from * to end.

light green chain stitch

medium green chain stitch

pink blanket stitch

purple blanket stitch

arrows indicate direction of work
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 Rnd 12: Knit.
Rep Rnds 1–12 for patt.

HAT
Brim: String 150 beads onto yarn (see 
Notes). With smaller dpn, CO 72 (96) sts. 
Divide sts onto 4 dpn, place marker (pm), 
and join in the rnd. Work in k1, p1 rib 
until piece measures 1" from CO. Inc rnd: 
*K2, M1; rep from * to end—108 (144) sts. 
Change to larger dpn. Work in beaded bow 
st (see Stitch Guide) for 30 (36) rnds, end-
ing with Rnd 6 (12) of patt. Shape crown:
Size 27½  " only:
Rnd 1: Remove beg-of-rnd m, k3, pm for 
new beg of rnd, *[sl 3 pwise wyf, slide 2 
beads, k3] 2 times, sl 3 pwise wyf, slide 
2 beads, ssk, k5, k2tog; rep from * to 
end—132 sts rem.
Rnd 2 and all even rnds: Knit.
Rnd 3: *K15, ssk, k3, k2tog; rep from * to 
end—120 sts rem.
Rnd 5: *K1, [bow st, k5] 2 times, bow st, 
k1, ssk, k1, k2tog; rep from * to end—108 
sts rem.
Rnd 6: Knit.
Both sizes:
Rnd 7: Remove m, k3, pm for new beg of 
rnd, *sl 3 pwise wyf, slide 2 beads, k3, sl 3 

pwise wyf, slide 2 beads, ssk, k5, k2tog; 
rep from * to end—96 sts rem.
Rnd 8 and all even rnds: Knit.
Rnd 9: *K9, ssk, k3, k2tog; rep from * to 
end—84 sts rem.
Rnd 11: *K1, bow st, k5, bow st, k1, ssk, 
k1, k2tog; rep from * to end—72 sts rem.
Rnd 13: Remove m, k3, pm for new beg of 
rnd, *sl 3 pwise wyf, slide 2 beads, ssk, k5, 
k2tog; rep from * to end—60 sts rem.
Rnd 15: *K3, ssk, k3, k2tog; rep from * to 
end—48 sts rem.
Rnd 17: *K1, bow st, k1, ssk, k1, k2tog; 
rep from * to end—36 sts rem.
Rnd 19: *K3, k3tog; rep from * to end—24 
sts rem.
Rnd 21: *K1, k3tog; rep from * to end—12 
sts rem.
Break yarn, thread tail through rem sts, 
pull tight to gather, and fasten off on WS.

FINISHING
Weave in ends. Rinse hat in cool water and 
lay flat to block.

Catherine Shields is a California-based knit-
ter and scientist. More of her work can be 
found online at www.studiomarlowe.com.
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YOUR WORLD

Deep textures, cocoonlike shapes—
comfort knitting will carry you 
through the winter.
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A fl attering hourglass shape and 
deeply etched cable textures keep 
the bulky, lofty LEIF SLIPOVER 
fl attering and visually rich. A 
shaped hood grows up and out of 
the body’s sinous cables. 
 ADRIENNE LARSEN. PAGE 85. 
YARN Cascade Yarns Lana Grande
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The MERIWETHER WRAP 
JACKET uses a scrunch stitch to 
give its swinging fronts heavy, 
lush weight and complete 
reversibility. A wool/linen blend 
makes the fabric drapey but warm 
and springy. ANDREA BABB. 
PAGE 90. YARN Louet North 
America MerLin Worsted Weight

YOUR WORLD
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Asymmetrically placed chain 
cables give the HILLARY VEST 
interest; gentle A-line shaping 
keeps the silhouette easy but 
fl attering. Pure wool makes 
every stitch pop in high relief. 
YUMIKO SAKURAI. PAGE 94. 
YARN Fibra Natura Sensational, 
distributed by Universal Yarn
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Knitted in one piece up the back, over the shoulders, 
and down the front, the PETITE FACILE PULLOVER 
is an exercise in quick, cozy knitting with a few fi ne 
details: short-row shoulder shaping and a button 
placket add function and interest. MEGHAN JONES. 
PAGE 96. YARN Malabrigo Merino Worsted

YOUR WORLD
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A simple geometric eyelet pattern 
and a generous garter-stitch collar 
adorn a clean, stripped-down 
silhouette in the MAGELLAN 
CARDIGAN. Two half belts button 
onto back tabs for wrapping the 
cardigan closed, or wear it with 
fronts fl ying. NANCY EISEMAN. 
PAGE 98. YARN Rowan Felted 
Tweed Chunky, distributed by 
Westminster Fibers
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Lush cable panels and dramatic 
ribbing give the LIVINGSTONE 
CARDIGAN lavish texture and 
sleek fi t. A generous shawl collar 
and chunky toggles stand guard 
against winter winds. AMY 
MILLER. PAGE 100. YARN 
Plymouth Yarn Baby Alpaca 
Grande Tweed

YOUR WORLD
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LEIF SLIPOVER
A d r i e n n e  L a r s e n

Finished Size 32½   (35½  , 39½  , 44½  , 49½  , 
51½  )" bust circumference. Vest shown 
measures 32½  ".
Yarn Cascade Yarns Lana Grande 
(100% Peruvian Highland wool; 87 yd 
[80 m]/3½   oz [100 g]): #6035 gray marl, 7 
(8, 9, 11, 12, 13) balls.
Needles Size 17 (12 mm): 29" circular 
(cir). Adjust needle size if necessary to 
obtain the correct gauge.
Notions Markers (m); stitch holders; 
cable needle (cn); tapestry needle.
Gauge 8 sts and 14 rows = 4" in garter st; 
18 sts of Upper Body chart = 4½  " wide.

BODY
Using the long-tail method, CO 81 (87, 
95, 109, 111, 119) sts. Do not join. Work 5 
(5, 5, 7, 7, 7) rows in garter st. Next row: 
(WS) K3, place marker (pm), k14 (15, 17, 
18, 17, 17), pm for left side, k8 (9, 9, 14, 
17, 21), pm for left side, k14 (15, 17, 18, 17, 
17), pm for center back, k3, pm for center 
back, k14 (15, 17, 18, 17, 17), pm for right 
side, k8 (9, 9, 14, 17, 21), pm for right side, 
k14 (15, 17, 18, 17, 17), pm, k3. Inc row: 
(RS) K3, sl m, inc 8 (8, 8, 7, 10, 9) sts over 
next 14 (15, 17, 18, 17, 17) sts, sl m, k8 
(9, 9, 14, 17, 21), sl m, inc 8 (8, 8, 7, 10, 9) 
sts over next 14 (15, 17, 18, 17, 17) sts, sl 
m, k3, sl m, inc 8 (8, 8, 7, 10, 9) sts over 
next 14 (15, 17, 18, 17, 17) sts, sl m, k8 (9, 
9, 14, 17, 21), sl m, inc 8 (8, 8, 7, 10, 9) sts 
over next 14 (15, 17, 18, 17, 17) sts, sl m, 
k3—113 (119, 127, 137, 151, 155) sts: 25 
(26, 28, 28, 30, 29) sts for each front, 8 (9, 
9, 14, 17, 21) sts for each side, 47 (49, 53, 
53, 57, 55) sts for back. Next row: (WS) 
K2, p1 through back loop (tbl), k1 (1, 2, 2, 
3, 3), pm, work Lower Body chart over 20 
sts, pm, k1 (2, 3, 3, 4, 3), p1tbl, k6 (7, 7, 12, 
15, 19), p1tbl, k1 (2, 3, 3, 4, 3), pm, work 
Lower Body chart over 20 sts, pm, k1 (1, 
2, 2, 3, 3), p1tbl, yo, p2tog tbl, k1 (1, 2, 
2, 3, 3), pm, work Lower Body chart over 
20 sts, pm, k1 (2, 3, 3, 4, 3), p1tbl, k6 (7, 
7, 12, 15, 19), p1tbl, k1 (2, 3, 3, 4, 3), pm, 

work Lower Body chart over 20 sts, pm, 
k1 (1, 2, 2, 3, 3), p1tbl, k2. Next row: (RS) 
K2, k1tbl, p1 (1, 2, 2, 3, 3), work Lower 
Body chart, p1 (2, 3, 3, 4, 3), k1tbl, k6 (7, 
7, 12, 15, 19), k1tbl, p1 (2, 3, 3, 4, 3), work 
Lower Body chart, p1 (1, 2, 2, 3, 3), k1tbl, 
p1, k1tbl, p1 (1, 2, 2, 3, 3), work Lower 
Body chart, p1 (2, 3, 3, 4, 3), k1tbl, k6 (7, 
7, 12, 15, 19), k1tbl, p1 (2, 3, 3, 4, 3), work 
Lower Body chart, p1 (1, 2, 2, 3, 3), k1tbl, 
k2. Cont in patt through Row 25 (13, 15, 
15, 9, 13) of chart. Note: On Rows 9 and 
29 of chart, shift m as foll: (WS) *Work to 
chart m, remove m, k1, pm for chart, work 
to 1 st before m, pm for chart, k1, remove 
m; rep from * 3 more times, work to end.
Size 32½  " only:
Dec row: (RS) *Work to 2 sts before 
Lower Body chart, ssp, work Lower Body 
chart, p2tog; rep from * 3 more times, 
work to end—8 sts dec’d. Work 3 rows 
even, then rep Dec row—97 sts rem: 21 
sts for each front, 8 sts for each side, 39 
sts for back.
Size 35½  " only:
Dec row: (RS) Work to end of Lower Body 
chart, p2tog, work to 2 sts before Lower 
Body chart, ssp, [work to end of Lower 
Body chart] 2 times, p2tog, work to 2 sts 
before Lower Body chart, ssp, work to 
end—115 sts rem: 25 sts for each front, 
9 sts for each side, 47 sts for back. Work 
even in patt through Row 25 of chart. Dec 
row: (RS) *Work to 2 sts before Lower 
Body chart, ssp, work Lower Body chart, 
p2tog; rep from * 3 more times, work to 
end—107 sts rem: 23 sts for each front, 9 
sts for each side, 43 sts for back. Work 3 
rows even. Dec row: (RS) Work to 2 sts 
before Lower Body chart, ssp, [work to end 
of Lower Body chart] 2 times, p2tog, work 

to 2 sts before Lower Body chart, ssp, 
[work to end of Lower Body chart] 2 times, 
p2tog, work to end—103 sts rem: 22 sts 
for each front, 9 sts for each side, 41 sts 
for back.
Sizes 39½   (44½  )" only:
Next row: (RS) *Work to 2 sts before 
Lower Body chart, ssp, work Lower Body 
chart, p2tog; rep from * 3 more times, 
work to end—119 (129) sts rem: 26 sts 
for each front, 9 (14) sts for each side, 49 
sts for back. Work 9 rows even. Dec row: 
(RS) Work to 2 sts before Lower Body 
chart, ssp, [work to end of Lower Body 
chart] 2 times, p2tog, work to 2 sts before 
Lower Body chart, ssp, [work to end of 
Lower Body chart] 2 times, p2tog, work to 
end—4 sts dec’d. Work 3 rows even. Rep 
Dec row—111 (121) sts rem: 24 sts for 
each front, 9 (14) sts for each side, and 45 
sts for back.
Size 49½  " only:
Dec row: (RS) Work to 2 sts before Lower 
Body chart, ssp, [work to end of Lower 
Body chart] 2 times, p2tog, work to 2 sts 
before Lower Body chart, ssp, [work to 
end of Lower Body chart] 2 times, p2tog, 
work to end—147 sts rem: 29 sts for each 
front, 17 sts for each side, 55 sts for back. 
Work 7 rows even. Dec row: (RS) *Work 
to 2 sts before Lower Body chart, ssp, 
work Lower Body chart, p2tog; rep from * 
3 more times, work to end—139 sts rem: 
27 sts for each front, 17 sts for each side, 
51 sts for back. Work 3 rows even. Dec 
row: (RS) Work to 2 sts before Lower 
Body chart, ssp, [work to end of Lower 
Body chart] 2 times, p2tog, work to 2 sts 
before Lower Body chart, ssp, [work to end 
of Lower Body chart] 2 times, p2tog, work 
to end—4 sts dec’d. Rep last 4 rows once 
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14.5 (16, 16, 16, 16, 16) cm
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more—131 sts rem: 25 sts for each front, 
17 sts for each side, and 47 sts for back. 
Work 4 rows even.
Size 51½  " only:
Dec row: (RS) Work to 2 sts before Lower 
Body chart, ssp, [work to end of Lower 
Body chart] 2 times, p2tog, work to 2 sts 
before Lower Body chart, ssp, [work to 
end of Lower Body chart] 2 times, p2tog, 
work to end—151 sts rem: 28 sts for each 
front, 21 sts for each side, 53 sts for back. 
Work 1 row even. Next row: (RS) Work 
to end of Lower Body chart, p2tog, work 
to 2 sts before Lower Body chart, ssp, 
[work to end of Lower Body chart] 2 times, 
p2tog, work to 2 sts before Lower Body 
chart, ssp, work to end—147 sts rem: 27 
sts for each front, 21 sts for each side, 51 
sts for back. Work 5 rows even. Dec row: 
(RS) Work to 2 sts before Lower Body 
chart, ssp, [work to end of Lower Body 
chart] 2 times, p2tog, work to 2 sts before 
Lower Body chart, ssp, [work to end of 
Lower Body chart] 2 times, p2tog, work to 
end—4 sts dec’d. [Work 3 rows even, then 
rep Dec row] 2 times—135 sts rem: 24 sts 
for each front, 21 sts for each side, and 45 
sts for back.
All sizes:
Next row: (WS; Row 31 of chart) [Work 
in patt to end of Lower Body chart] 2 
times, remove m, k1, remove m, [M1P, 
p1] 3 times, remove m, k1, remove m, 
work in patt to end—100 (106, 114, 124, 
134, 138) sts: 21 (22, 24, 24, 25, 24) sts 
for each front, 8 (9, 9, 14, 17, 21) sts for 
each side, and 42 (44, 48, 48, 50, 48) sts 
for back. Shape waist: Break yarn. Sl 21 
(22, 24, 24, 25, 24) sts from right needle 
to left needle to arrive at left side m. 
Rejoin yarn. Next row: (RS) P1 (2, 4, 4, 
5, 4), work Waist chart to next m, remove 
m, p1, remove m, use 3 sts at each side 
of center front to cross cable at center of 
chart, remove m, p1, remove m, cont Waist 
chart to m, p1 (2, 4, 4, 5, 4), work in patt 
to m, p1 (2, 4, 4, 5, 4), work Waist chart 
to m, p1 (2, 4, 4, 5, 4), work in patt to m. 
Working in the rnd, cont in patt to end of 
Waist chart. Divide for fronts and back: 
Break yarn. Sl 21 (22, 24, 24, 25, 24) sts 
from left needle to right needle to arrive 
at center front. Rejoin yarn. Next row: 
(RS) K2, k1tbl, pm, M1P, pm, work Upper 
Body chart over 18 sts (removing m), pm, 
p0 (1, 3, 3, 4, 3), k1tbl, *k1, pick up purl 
bump from st below st on right needle and 
place on holder on WS; rep from * 5 (6, 6, 
11, 14, 18) more times, k1tbl, p0 (1, 3, 3, 
4, 3), pm, work Upper Body chart over 18 

sts (removing m), pm, M1P, pm, sl 3 sts 
onto cn and hold in back, k2tog tbl (1 st 
from left needle and 1 st from cn), p2tog 
(1 st from cn and 1 st from left needle), 
k2tog tbl (1 st from left needle and 1 st 
from cn), pm, M1P, pm, work Upper Body 
chart over 18 sts (removing m), pm, p0 (1, 
3, 3, 4, 3), k1tbl, *k1, pick up purl bump 
from st below st on right needle and place 
on holder on WS; rep from * 5 (6, 6, 11, 14, 
18) more times, k1tbl, p0 (1, 3, 3, 4, 3), pm, 
work Upper Body chart over 18 sts (remov-
ing m), pm, M1P, pm, k1tbl, k2—101 (107, 
115, 125, 135, 139) sts: 22 (23, 25, 25, 26, 
25) sts for each front, 8 (9, 9, 14, 17, 21) 
sts for each side, and 41 (43, 47, 47, 49, 47) 
sts for back. Next row: (WS) K2, p1tbl, 
k1, work Upper Body chart, k0 (1, 3, 3, 4, 
3), p1tbl, k6 (7, 7, 12, 15, 19), place next 43 
(45, 49, 49, 51, 49) sts on holder for back, 
place foll 29 (31, 33, 38, 42, 45) sts on 
holder for right front—29 (31, 33, 38, 42, 
45) sts for left front.

LEFT FRONT
Dec 1 st at armhole edge every 3 (3, 3, 1, 
1, 1) row(s) 2 (4, 4, 2, 8, 16) times, then 
every 4 (2, 4, 2, 2, 2) rows 2 (1, 1, 8, 5, 
1) time(s) and, at the same time, inc 1 
st before Upper Body chart (on RS rows) 
every 2 (6, 2, 2, 2, 8) rows 2 (2, 1, 1, 1, 3) 
time(s) and, at the same time, inc 1 st 
after Upper Body chart every RS row 0 (1, 
1, 1, 1, 1) time—27 (29, 30, 30, 31, 32) sts 
rem when all shaping is complete. Work 
even until armhole measures 10½   (11½  , 
12, 13, 13½  , 14)", rep Rows 43 and 44 of 
chart as needed, ending with a WS row. 
At beg of RS rows, BO 7 (7, 8, 8, 8, 9) sts 
once, then BO 7 (8, 8, 8, 9, 9) sts once—13 
(14, 14, 14, 14, 14) sts rem. Work 1 WS 
row, removing m. Place sts on holder.

RIGHT FRONT
With WS facing, rejoin yarn to 29 (31, 33, 
38, 42, 45) right-front sts. Work 1 WS row. 
Dec 1 st at armhole edge every 3 (3, 3, 1, 
1, 1) row(s) 2 (4, 4, 2, 8, 16) times, then 
every 4 (2, 4, 2, 2, 2) rows 2 (1, 1, 8, 5, 1) 
time(s) and, at the same time, inc 1 st 
after Upper Body chart (on RS rows) every 
2 (6, 2, 2, 2, 8) rows 2 (2, 1, 1, 1, 3) time(s) 
and, at the same time, inc 1 st before 
Upper Body chart every RS row 0 (1, 1, 1, 
1, 1) time—27 (29, 30, 30, 31, 32) sts rem 
when all shaping is complete. Work even 
until armhole measures 10½   (11½  , 12, 13, 
13½  , 14)", rep Rows 43 and 44 of chart 
as needed, ending with a RS row. At beg 
of WS rows, BO 7 (7, 8, 8, 8, 9) sts once, 

then BO 7 (8, 8, 8, 9, 9) sts once—13 (14, 
14, 14, 14, 14) sts rem. Place sts on holder, 
removing m.

BACK
With WS facing, place 6 (7, 7, 12, 15, 19) 
left-side sts, 43 (45, 49, 49, 51, 49) back 
sts, and 6 (7, 7, 12, 15, 19) right-side sts 
onto needle—55 (59, 63, 73, 81, 87) sts 
total. Join yarn at left underarm. Next 
row: (WS) K6 (7, 7, 12, 15, 19), p1tbl, k0 
(1, 3, 3, 4, 3), work Upper Body chart, k1, 
p1tbl, yo, p2tog tbl, k1, work Upper Body 
chart, k0 (1, 3, 3, 4, 3), p1tbl, k6 (7, 7, 12, 
15, 19). Dec 1 st at each armhole edge 
every 3 (3, 3, 1, 1, 1) row(s) 2 (4, 4, 2, 8, 
16) times, then every 4 (2, 4, 2, 2, 2) rows 
2 (1, 1, 8, 5, 1) time(s) and, at the same 
time, inc 1 st before first Upper Body 
chart and after 2nd Upper Body chart (on 
RS rows) every 2 (6, 2, 2, 2, 8) rows 2 (2, 
1, 1, 1, 3) time(s) and, at the same time, 
inc 1 st after first Upper Body chart and 
before 2nd Upper Body chart every RS row 
0 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) time—51 (55, 57, 57, 59, 
61) sts rem when all shaping is complete. 
Work even until armhole measures 10½   
(11½  , 12, 13, 13½  , 14)", rep Rows 43 and 
44 of chart as needed, ending with a WS 
row. BO 7 (7, 8, 8, 8, 9) sts at beg of next 
2 rows, then BO 7 (8, 8, 8, 9, 9) sts at beg 
of foll 2 rows—23 (25, 25, 25, 25, 25) sts 
rem. Place sts on holder, removing m.

HOOD
Transfer held left-front, back, and right-
front sts onto needle—49 (53, 53, 53, 53, 
53) sts total. Next row: (RS) K2, k1tbl, p1 

Try omitting the hood and use a 
garter-stitch edging to fi nish the 
neckline instead.

CUSTOMIZE IT
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YOUR LOCAL YARN STORE…ONLINE!

WWW.JIMMYBEANSWOOL.COM   (877) JBW - KNIT (529-5648)

VISIT OUR SHOP IN RENO, NV   FOLLOW US       

p.s. Did you hear that JBW now sells fabric? Check it out!

ORDER A BAG.
ORDER A BUSHEL.

Madeline Tosh Chunky is now available.
Scan the QR code to find out more! 

(Order a basketful today!)

Creativity by the Book!

www.martingale-pub.com • 1-800-426-3126
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k1tbl on RS; 
p1tbl on WS

p on RS; k on WS

yo

k2tog tbl on RS; 
p2tog tbl on WS

sl 1 st onto cn, 
hold in back, 
k1tbl, p1, k1tbl, 
p1 from cn

sl 3 sts onto cn, 
hold in front, p1, 
(k1tbl, p1, k1tbl) 
from cn

sl 3 sts onto cn, 
hold in back, 
k1tbl, p1, k1tbl, 
(k1tbl, p1, k1tbl) 
from cn

sl 3 sts onto cn, 
hold in front, 
k1tbl, p1, k1tbl, 
(k1tbl, p1, k1tbl) 
from cn

omit for sizes 
32½" and 35½"

omit for sizes 
32½" and 35½"

43

41

39

37

35

33

31

29

27

25

23

21

19

17

15

13

11

9

7

5

3

1

Upper Body

omit for sizes 
32½" and 35½"

17

15

13

11

9

7

5

3

1

Hood

*

*

* Work as given in directions

30

28

26

24

22

20

18

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

1 (WS)

9

29

Lower Body

9

7

5

3

1

Waist

(2, 2, 2, 2, 2), work Hood chart, p1 (2, 2, 
2, 2, 2), pm, k1tbl, p1, k1tbl, pm, p1 (2, 2, 
2, 2, 2), work Hood chart, p1 (2, 2, 2, 2, 2), 
k1tbl, k2. Next row: (WS) K2, p1tbl, k1 
(2, 2, 2, 2, 2), work Hood chart, k1 (2, 2, 2, 
2, 2), p1tbl, yo, p2tog tbl, k1 (2, 2, 2, 2, 2), 
work Hood chart, k1 (2, 2, 2, 2, 2), p1tbl, 
k2. Work 6 rows even. Next row: (RS) 
Work 4 (5, 5, 5, 5, 5) sts in patt, [M1P] 1 
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0) time, work in patt to m, M1P, 
sl m, work 3 sts in patt, sl m, M1P, work in 
patt to last 4 (5, 5, 5, 5, 5) sts, [M1P] 1 (0, 

0, 0, 0, 0) time, work in patt to end—53 
(55, 55, 55, 55, 55) sts. Work 1 WS row. 
Inc row: (RS) Work in patt to m, M1P, sl 
m, work 3 sts in patt, sl m, M1P, work in 
patt to end—2 sts inc’d. Rep Inc row every 
RS row 4 (3, 3, 3, 3, 3) more times—63 
sts. Work even, rep Rows 1–18 of Hood 
chart as needed, until hood measures 11", 
ending with a WS row. Dec row: (RS) 
Work in patt to 2 sts before m, ssp, work 3 
sts in patt, p2tog, work in patt to end—2 
sts dec’d. Rep Dec row every RS row 4 

more times—53 sts rem. Work 1 WS row. 
Next row: (RS) Work in patt to 3 sts 
before m, sssp, work 3 sts in patt, p3tog, 
work in patt to end—4 sts dec’d. Rep Dec 
row every RS row once more—45 sts rem. 
BO 20 sts at beg of next 2 rows—5 sts 
rem. Work even in patt for 6½  ". BO all sts.

FINISHING
Sew shoulder seams. Sew hood seams. 
Weave in ends. Block to measurements.
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“It is a truth univers all y acknowledged that a single man in 
poss ess ion of  a goo d fort une must  be in want of  a” . . . warm vest.

— Pride and Prejudice

         ane Austen was not only one of the greatest writers of modern 
     times, but she was also a knitter. Enter the world of this beloved 
writer through luxurious knitwear. Jane Austen Knits, a brand new 
special issue from Interweave, brings you over 30 knitting patterns 
inspired by the long-loved stories and quiet moments of Austen’s novels. 

Austen enthusiasts will love the tribute to this accomplished writer, 
while modern knitters will love the contemporary take on early 19th 
century classics.

J

shop.KnittingDaily.com/JaneAusten2011

866.949.1646
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Adrienne Larsen is a graduate student 
studying textile engineering. In addition to 
knitting, she enjoys ice cream and ferrets. 

MERIWETHER WRAP 
JACKET

A n d r e a  B a b b

Finished Size 16½   (18¾  , 21, 23¼  )" back 
width and 20 (20, 22, 24)" long at center 
back. Sweater shown measures 16½  " and is 
intended to be worn open.
Yarn Louet North America MerLin 
Worsted Weight (70% merino wool, 30% 
linen; 156 yd [143 m]/3½   oz [100 g]): #01 
champagne, 13 (14, 15, 16) skeins.
Needles Size 8 (5 mm): 32" circular (cir). 
Adjust needle size if necessary to obtain 
the correct gauge. 
Notions One double-pointed needle 
(dpn) at least two sizes smaller than main 
needle; stitch holder.
Gauge 25 sts and 29 rows = 4" in Scrunch 
patt; 18 sts and 24 rows = 4" in St st.

NOTES

•  The body of the wrap is worked side to 
side in one large rectangle with arm-
hole openings. The sleeves are worked 
separately and sewn in to the armhole 
openings of the body. 

•  A circular needle is used to accommo-
date the large number of stitches; work 
back and forth in rows on all pieces.

Stitch Guide:
Purl Texture Stitch: (worked over 3 sts) 
Insert dpn from bottom to top into purl 
bump of st 7 rows below next st on left 
needle (Photo 1), then insert dpn in 
same way into next 2 purl bumps to the 
left—3 sts on dpn (Photo 2). Raise dpn 
up and hold in front of and parallel to left 
needle. [Insert right needle pwise into 
st on back needle, then into st on front 
needle (this st will be twisted) and p2tog 
(Photo 3)] 3 times.  

Knit Texture Stitch: (worked over 3 sts)
Fold left needle toward you so that WS 
of work is visible. Insert dpn from top to 
bottom into purl bump of st 7 rows below 
next st on left needle (Photo 4), then 
insert dpn in same way into next 2 purl 
bumps to the left—3 sts on dpn (Photo 
5). Raise dpn up and hold in back of and 
parallel to left needle. [Insert right needle 
kwise into st on front needle, then into st 
on back needle (this st will be twisted) and 
k2tog (Photo 6)] 3 times.  

Scrunch Pattern: (multiple of 12 sts + 6)
Row 1 and all WS rows: *P6, k6; rep 
from * to last 6 sts, p6.
Rows 2, 4, and 6: (RS) *K6, p6; rep from 
* to last 6 sts, k6.
Row 8: *K6, p3, work Purl Texture st (see 
Stitch Guide) over 3 sts; rep from * to last 
6 sts, k6.
Rows 10, 12, and 14: Rep Row 2. 
Row 16: *K3, work Knit Texture st (see 
Stitch Guide) over 3 sts, p6; rep from * to 
last 6 sts, k3, work Knit Texture st over 
3 sts. 
Rep Rows 1–16 for patt. 

BODY
CO 126 (126, 138, 150) sts. Do not join. 
Set-up Row 1: (WS) *P6, k6; rep from * to 
last 6 sts, p6.
Set-up Row 2: *K6, p6; rep from * to last 
6 sts, k6.

Work Rows 1–16 of Scrunch patt (see 
Stitch Guide) 12 (12, 13, 14) times, then 
rep Row 1 once more—piece measures 
about 26¾   (26¾  , 29, 31¼  )" from CO. 
*Shape left armhole: (RS) Cont in patt 
as established, work 78 (78, 90, 102) sts 
and place these sts on holder for lower 
body, BO 18 armhole sts, work to end—30 
sts rem for shoulder. Shape upper 
armhole: Work 1 WS row. Next row: 
(RS) BO 1 st, work in patt to end—29 sts 
rem. Work 1 row even. Next row: BO 
2 sts, work to end—27 sts rem. Work 4 
rows even in patt. Next row: (WS) Work 
in patt to end, CO 2 sts using the cable 
method (see Glossary)—29 sts. Work 1 
row even. Next row: (WS) Work in patt 
to end, CO 1 st—30 sts. Work 1 row even. 
Place 30 shoulder sts on holder. Do not 
break yarn. Shape lower armhole: With 
WS facing, join yarn to 78 (78, 90, 102) 
sts on holder. Next row: (WS) BO 1 (1, 2, 
4) st(s), work to end—77 (77, 88, 98) sts 
rem. Work 1 row even. Next row: (WS) 
BO 2 (2, 3, 5) sts, work to end—75 (75, 85, 
93) sts rem. Work 1 row even. Next row: 
(WS) BO 2 (2, 2, 3) sts, work to end—73 
(73, 83, 90) sts rem. Work 2 rows even 
in patt. Next row: (RS) Work in patt to 
end, CO 2 (2, 2, 3) sts—75 (75, 85, 93) sts. 
Work 1 row even. Next row: (RS) Work in 
patt to end, CO 2 (2, 3, 5) sts—77 (77, 88, 
98) sts. Work 1 row even. Next row: (RS) 
Work in patt to end, CO 1 (1, 2, 4) sts—78 
(78, 90, 102) sts. Break yarn. Place 30 
shoulder sts back onto needle. Back: Join-
ing row: (WS) With yarn still attached to 
shoulder, work in patt over 30 shoulder 
sts, CO 18 sts, work 78 (78, 90, 102) lower 
body sts—126 (126, 138, 150) sts.* Next 
row: (RS) Work Row 16 of Scrunch patt 
(omitting Knit Texture sts over armhole 
opening). Work Rows 1–16 of Scrunch 
patt 6 (7, 8, 9) times, then work Rows 1–9 
once more. Back measures about 14¾   (17, 
19¼  , 21½  )" from left armhole CO. Shape 
right armhole: Rep from * to * of left 

72 (74¼  , 81, 87¾  )"
183 (188.5, 206, 223) cm

16½   (18¾  , 21, 23¼  )"
42 (47.5, 53.5, 59) cm27¾   (27¾  , 30, 32¼  )"

70.5 (70.5, 76, 82) cm

11½   (11½  , 13¼  , 14½  )"
29 (29, 33.5, 37) cm

4¼   (4¼  , 4½  , 5¼  )"
11 (11, 11.5, 13.5) cm

4¼  "
11 cm

1¾  "
4.5 cm

20 (20, 22, 24)"
51 (51, 56, 61) cm

left 
front back

right 
front

7 (8, 8½  , 9¾  )"
18 (20.5, 21.5, 25) cm

21"
53.5 cm

5"
12.5 cm

2¼   (2¼  , 2¾  , 3)"
5.5 (5.5, 7, 7.5) cm

12¾   (14¼  , 14¾  , 17¼  )"
32.5 (36, 37.5, 44) cm

sl
ee

ve
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SHIBUI
SILK

Olga Buraya-Kefelian
January 2012

SHIBUIKNITS.COM

Fiber
Trends

EXCLUSIVE
distributor of

Berkeley Square CardiganBerkeley Square Cardigan
Design by 

Therese Chynoweth
FT-466

www.fi bertrends.com 
Contact us for wholesale information 

888-733-5991 or email jackie@fi bertrends.com
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armhole. Next row: (RS) Work Rows 
8–16 of  Scrunch patt once, then work 
Rows 1–16 of patt 11 (11, 12, 13) times, 
then work Rows 1–10 once more— piece 
measures about 26¾   (26¾  , 29, 31¼  )" from 
armhole CO. BO all sts loosely.

SLEEVES 
Size 16½  " only:
CO 48 sts. Cuff: Set-up row: (WS) K3, 
p6, [k6, p6] 3 times, k3. Work 8 more rows 
in established rib patt, ending with a WS 
row. Next row: (RS) P3, [k6, p3, work 
Purl Texture st over 3 sts] 3 times, k6, p3. 
Work 7 more rows in rib patt, ending with 
a WS row. Next row: (RS) P3, [k3, work 
Knit Texture st over 3 sts, p6] 3 times, 
k3, work Knit Texture st over 3 sts, p3. 
Work 1 WS row. Dec row: (RS) P3, k5, 
[ssk, p4, k2tog, k4] 3 times, k1, p3—42 
sts rem. Cont in patt as established for 5 
more rows, ending with a WS row. Next 
row: (RS) P3, [k6, p1, work Purl Texture 
st over 3 sts] 3 times, k6, p3. Work 7 rows 
in rib patt. Next row: (RS) P3, [k3, work 
Knit Texture st over 3 sts, p4] 3 times, k3, 
work Knit Texture st over 3 sts, p3. Work 
1 WS row. Dec row: (RS) P2, [k2tog, k4, 
ssk, p2] 4 times—34 sts rem. Work 5 more 
rows in rib, ending with a WS row. Next 
row: P2, [k6, work Purl Texture st over 2 
sts] 3 times, k6, p2. Work 1 WS row. Inc 
row: (RS) P1, M1, work rib patt as estab-
lished to last st, M1, p1—36 sts. Next 
row: K1, p1, work in patt as established 

Purl Texture Stitch

Knit Texture Stitch

➀ ➁ ➂

➃ ➄ ➅

So Cute!
This design would look great 
in a long- repeat space-dyed 
yarn. The scrunch texture 
shows blending colors to their 
fullest advantage.

{
to last 2 sts, p1, k1. Inc row: P1, M1, work 
in patt to last st, M1, p1—38 sts. Work 3 
rows even. Inc row: (RS) P1, M1, k2, p1, 
[k3, work Knit Texture st over 3 sts, p2] 3 
times, k3, work Knit Texture st over 3 sts, 
p1, k2, M1, p1—40 sts. Work 1 WS row. 
Dec row: P1, k3, [ssk, k4, k2tog] 4 times, 
k3, p1—32 sts rem. Next row: Purl. 
Sizes 18¾   (21, 23¼  )" only:
CO 58 (60, 66) sts. Cuff: Set-up row: 
(WS) P2 (3, 6), k6, [p6, k6] 4 times, p2 (3, 
6). Cont in patt for 8 more rows, ending 
with a WS row. Next row: (RS) K2 (3, 6), 
[p3, work Purl Texture st over 3 sts, k6] 4 
times, p3, work Purl Texture st over 3 sts, 
k2 (3, 6). Work 7 rows even. Next row: 
(RS) K2 (3, 6), p6, [k3, work Knit Texture 
st over 3 sts, p6] 4 times, k2 (3, 6). Work 1 
WS row. Dec row: (RS) K1 (2, 5), [ssk, p4, 
k2tog, k4] 4 times, ssk, p4, k2tog, k1 (2, 

5)—48 (50, 56) sts rem. Cont in rib patt 
for 5 more rows. Next row: (RS) K2 (3, 6), 
[p1, work Purl Texture st over 3 sts, k6] 4 
times, p1, work Purl Texture st over 3 sts, 
k2 (3, 6). Work 7 rows even. Next row: 
(RS) K2 (3, 6), [p4, k3, work Knit Texture 
st over 3 sts] 4 times, p4, k2 (3, 6). Work 
1 WS row. Dec row: (RS) K1 (2, 5), [ssk, 
p2, k2tog, k4] 4 times, ssk, p2, k2tog, k1 
(2, 5)—38 (40, 46) sts rem. Work 5 rows 
even. Next row: (RS) K2 (3, 6), work Purl 
Texture st over 2 sts, k6] 4 times, work 
Purl Texture st over 2 sts, k2 (3, 6). Work 
1 WS row. Inc row: (RS) K1, M1, work in 
patt as established to last st, M1, k1—40 
(42, 48) sts. Work 3 rows even. Inc row: 
(RS) K1, M1, work in patt to last st, M1, 
k1—42 (44, 50) sts. Work 1 WS row. Next 
row: (RS) K4 (5, 8), [p2, k3, work Knit 
Texture st over 3 sts] 4 times, p2, k4 (5, 8). 
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Work 1 WS row. Dec row: K1, M1, k6 (7, 
10), [ssk, k2tog, k4] 4 times, k2 (3, 6), M1, 
k1—36 (38, 44) sts rem. Next row: Purl. 
All sizes: 
Sleeve body: Inc row: (RS) K1, M1, 
knit to last st, M1, k1—2 sts inc’d. Cont 
in St st, rep Inc row every 4th row 1 (4, 4, 
13) time(s), then every 6th row 11 (9, 9, 
3) times—58 (64, 66, 78) sts. Work even 
until sleeve measures 21" from CO, ending 
with a WS row. Shape cap: BO 3 sts at beg 
of next 4 rows, then 1 (2, 2, 3) st(s) at beg 
of next 2 rows—44 (48, 50, 60) sts rem. 
Work 2 rows even. BO 1 (2, 2, 3) st(s) at beg 
of next 4 rows—40 (40, 42, 48) sts rem. 
Work 2 rows even. BO 2 (2, 2, 3) sts at beg 
of next 2 rows—36 (36, 38, 42) sts rem. 
Work 2 rows even. BO 2 sts at beg of next 
10 rows, then 3 (3, 3, 4) sts at beg of next 2 
rows—10 (10, 12, 14) sts rem. BO all sts.

FINISHING
Do not steam or block body of wrap; it will 
flatten the scrunch texture.  Block upper 
St st area of sleeves. Sew sleeves into arm-
holes and sew sleeve seams. Weave in ends.

Carpet designer by day and knitter by night, 
Andrea Babb is tired but excited about seeing 
her knitting designs in print. She just won 
Nicky Epstein’s Knitting in Bloom design 
contest and is thrilled to bits. Check out her 
work at www.babbdesigns.blogspot.com.

HILLARY VEST
Y u m i k o  S a k u r a i

Finished Size 33½   (37¾  , 41½  , 45¾  , 50½  )" 
bust circumference. Vest shown measures 
33½  ".
Yarn Fibra Natura Sensational 
(100%  superwash merino wool; 90 yd 
[83 m]/1¾   oz [50 g]): #40834 camel, 8 
(10, 11, 12, 13) skeins. Yarn distributed by 
Universal Yarn.
Needles Sizes 7 (4.5 mm) and 8 (5 mm): 
24" circular (cir). Adjust needle size if 
necessary to obtain the correct gauge.
Notions Markers (m); stitch holders; 

cable needle (cn); tapestry needle; size 
J/10 (6 mm) crochet hook.
Gauge 18 sts and 28 rows = 4" in St st on 
larger needle. 22½   sts and 28 rows = 4" 
over patt on larger needle. 
 
NOTES

•  Chart is worked both circularly and 
back and forth.

•  To work the eyelet openings at the 
waist for the drawstring, work a 
yarnover and a decrease (either k2tog 
or p2tog, to maintain the pattern).

•  In order to maintain the pattern when 
working Seed stitch back and forth in 
rows, knit the purl stitches and purl the 
knit stitches.

Stitch Guide
Seed St (over an odd number of sts)
Rnd 1: *P1, k1; rep from *, end p1.
Rnd 2: *K1, p1; rep from *, end k1.
Rep Rnds 1 and 2 for patt.
 
BODY 
With larger cir needle, CO 205 (225, 246, 
270, 301) sts. Place marker (pm), and join 
in the rnd. Knit 1 rnd. Next rnd: *P1 (2, 1, 
2, 2), k1, p5 (6, 5, 6, 5), k1, p3, k2, work 5 
sts in Seed st (see Stitch Guide), k2, p3, k1, 
p5 (6, 5, 6, 5), k1, p2 (3, 2, 3, 3), work 8 sts 
of Cable chart, p1; rep from * around. Cont 
in patt as established until piece measures 
9" from CO. Next rnd: Work in patt over 
103 (113, 123, 135, 151) sts, pm, work to 
end. Shape waist: Dec rnd: Work 2 (3, 2, 
3, 3) sts, p2tog, work to 11 (11, 13, 14, 11) 
sts before m, k2tog, work to m, sl m, work 
0 (0, 2, 3, 0) sts, p2tog, work to last 13 (14, 
13, 14, 14) sts, k2tog, work to end—4 sts 
dec’d. Rep Dec rnd every 22nd rnd 3 (2, 2, 
2, 3) more times, and at the same time, 
when piece measures 10½   (11, 11½  , 12, 
12½  )" from CO, work 4 eyelet openings 
for drawstring (see Notes) 3 (3½  , 4, 4½  , 5)" 
before and after m, or at desired inter-
vals—189 (213, 234, 258, 285) sts rem; 
95 (107, 117, 129, 143) sts for front and 94 
(106, 117, 129, 142) sts for back. Work even 
until piece measures 19 (19½  , 20, 20½  , 21)" 
from CO. Divide for armholes: (RS) Re-
move m, BO 10 (10, 12, 15, 21) sts, work to 
m, remove m, turn work. Next row: (WS) 
BO 10 (10, 12, 15, 21) sts, work to end—75 
(87, 93, 99, 101) sts rem for front. Place 94 
(106, 117, 129, 142) back sts on a holder.

FRONT
Shape armholes: Cont in patt, dec 1 st 
at each edge every RS row 5 (5, 6, 6, 6) 

times—65 (77, 81, 87, 89) sts rem. Work 
even until armholes measure 2 (2½  , 3, 
3½  , 4)", ending with a WS row. Shape 
neck: (RS) Work 18 (21, 23, 24, 24) sts, 
turn, place rem 47 (56, 58, 63, 65) sts on a 
holder. Working sts of left front shoulder 
only, work as foll: Next row: (WS) Work 
to end. Dec row: (RS) Work to last 2 sts, 
k2tog—1 st dec’d. Rep Dec row every 
other row 2 more times—15 (18, 20, 21, 
21) sts rem. Work even until armhole 
measures 8 (8½  , 9, 9½  , 10)". Place sts on 
a holder. Place last 18 (21, 23, 24, 24) sts 
on holder back onto needle, leaving center 
29 (35, 35, 39, 41) sts on holder. With 
RS facing, join new yarn and work right 
front shoulder as foll: Work 2 rows even. 
Dec row: (RS) Ssk, work to end—1 st 
dec’d. Rep Dec row every other row 2 more 
times—15 (18, 20, 21, 21) sts rem. Work 
even until armhole measures 8 (8½  , 9, 9½  , 
10)". Place sts on a holder.  

BACK 
With RS facing, join yarn at underarm 
to 94 (106, 117, 129, 142) sts on holder. 
Shape armholes: BO 10 (10, 12, 15, 21) 
sts at beg of next 2 rows—74 (86, 93, 99, 
100) sts rem. Dec 1 st each edge every RS 
row 5 (5, 6, 6, 6) times—64 (76, 81, 87, 

k on RS; p on WS

p on RS; k on WS

sl 2 sts onto cn, 
hold in front, k2, 
k2 from cn

sl 2 sts onto cn, 
hold in back, k2, 
p2 from cn

sl 2 sts onto cn, 
hold in front, p2, 
k2 from cn

19

17

15

13

11

9

7

5

3

1

Cable
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knitterati
12 beautiful patterns, 6 luxurious yarns, 1 full year of intrigue...

Janel Laidman’s 2012 Sock Club

Are you in?

knitteratisockclub.org

Save 10%
when you place any online or phone order by  

January 15, 2012.  Use promo code IK11W.

Visit www.patternworks.com to see our entire  
product line, or call 1-800-438-5464 to order today.  

Cannot be combined with any other offer.

Everything for the hand knitter    & crocheter!

Barb’s Koigu

Come and get ’em!
We have 28 new Koigu colors and  

over 85 total colors online!
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88) sts rem. Work even until armholes 
measure 4½   (5, 5½  , 6, 6½  )", ending with 
a WS row. Shape neck: (RS) Work 15 
(18, 20, 21, 21) sts, place rem 49 (58, 61, 
66, 67) sts on a holder. Working sts of 
right back shoulder only, work even until 
armhole measures 8 (8½  , 9, 9½  , 10)". Place 
sts on a holder. Place last 15 (18, 20, 21, 
21) sts on holder back onto needle, leaving 
center 34 (40, 41, 45, 46) sts on holder. 
With RS facing, join new yarn and work 
left back shoulder until armhole measures 
8 (8½  , 9, 9½  , 10)". Place sts on a holder. 

FINISHING 
Block pieces to measurements. Join shoul-
ders, using three-needle BO (see Glossa-
ry). Neckband: With smaller needle and 
RS facing, pick up and knit 16 sts from 
right-back neck, k34 (40, 41, 45, 46) from 
back neck holder, pick up and knit 16 sts 
from left-back neck, 28 sts from left-front 
neck, k29 (35, 35, 39, 41) from front neck 
holder, pick up and knit 28 sts from right-
front neck—151 (163, 164, 172, 175) sts. 
Pm and join. Purl 1 rnd. Knit 1 rnd. BO all 
sts pwise. Armhole bands: With smaller 
needle and RS facing, pick up and knit 98 
(100, 112, 118, 134) sts along armhole 
edge. Work as for neckband. Crochet 
drawstring: With yarn held double and 
crochet hook, work crochet chain (see 
Glossary) for 53 (57, 61, 65, 69)" or desired 
length, fasten off. Weave in ends.  

Yumiko Sakurai loves designing knitwear 
for small children and launched Harumidori 
Designs, www.harumidoridesigns.com, 
in 2010. Yumiko lives in Atlanta, Georgia, 

with her husband and two children. Look 
for her work in Knitty, Petite Purls, and 
Interweave Knits.

PETITE FACILE 
PULLOVER
M e g h a n  J o n e s

Finished Size 17¾   (19, 19¾  , 22, 22¾  , 
24¾  )" chest circumference, to fit 3 months 
(6 months, 12 months, 18 months, 2 years, 
4 years). Sweater shown measures 22".
Yarn Malabrigo Merino Worsted (100% 
merino wool; 210 yd [192 m]/3½   oz 
[100 g]): #61 butter, 2 (2, 2, 2, 2, 3) skeins.
Needles Size 8 (5 mm): 24" circular (cir) 
and one double-pointed (dpn). Adjust 
needle size if necessary to obtain the 
correct gauge. 
Notions Markers (m); stitch holders; 
tapestry needle; one 1⅜  " button.
Gauge 19 sts and 28 rows = 4" in St st. 18 
sts and 36 rows = 4" in garter st.

NOTES

•  The sweater is knitted in one piece 
beginning at the lower back, dividing 

body
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3½  "
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2¾   (3¼  , 3½  , 3¾  , 3¾  )"
7 (8.5, 9, 9.5, 9.5) cm

6¼   (7¼  , 7¼  , 8, 8¼  )"
16 (18.5, 18.5, 20.5, 21) cm

6"
15 cm

at the neckline for the shoulders and 
front placket and rejoining to complete 
the lower front.

SWEATER
Back: CO 37 (40, 42, 47, 49, 54) sts. Do 
not join. Work in garter st (knit every row) 
for 1". Inc row: (RS) K1, [M1, k8 (9, 10, 11, 
11, 12)] 4 times, M1, knit to end—42 (45, 
47, 52, 54, 59) sts. Next row: (WS) K1 
(selvedge st), purl to last st, k1 (selvedge 
st). Keeping 1 st at each edge in garter st, 
work in St st until piece measures 6¾   (7½  , 
7¾  , 8, 8¼  , 9)" from CO, ending with a WS 
row. Shape armholes: BO 3 (3, 3, 3, 4, 4) 
sts at beg of next 2 rows—36 (39, 41, 46, 
46, 51) sts rem. Sleeves: Using the knit-
ted method (see Glossary), CO 26 (28, 32, 
34, 36, 45) sts at beg of next 2 rows—88 
(95, 105, 114, 118, 141) sts. Work short-
rows (see Glossary) as foll: 
Short-Rows 1 and 2: Knit to last 2 sts, 
wrap next st, turn. 
Short-Rows 3 and 4: Knit to 3 (2, 2, 2, 
1, 1) sts before previous wrapped st, wrap 
next st, turn.
Rep last 2 short-rows 8 (10, 12, 14, 2, 3) 
more times—10 (12, 14, 16, 4, 5) wrapped 
sts on each sleeve. 
Sizes 22¾   (24¾  )" only: 
Short-Rows 5 and 6: Knit to 2 sts before 
previous wrapped st, wrap next st, turn.
Rep last 2 short-rows 14 (17) more 
times—19 (23) wrapped sts on each sleeve. 
All sizes: 
Knit 2 rows over all sts. Cont in garter st 
until piece measures 10 (11, 11½  , 12, 12¾  , 
14½  )" from CO, measured at center back, 
ending with a WS row. Shape neck: Next 
row: (RS) K34 (37, 42, 45, 47, 57), BO 20 
(21, 21, 24, 24, 27) sts, knit to end—34 
(37, 42, 45, 47, 57) sts each side. Place 
right-side sts on a holder. Left side: Knit 
2 rows. Next row: (WS) Knit to end, then 
using the knitted method, CO 20 (21, 21, 
24, 24, 27) sts for left-front neck—54 (58, 
63, 69, 71, 84) sts. Work in garter st until 
piece measures 3 (3¼  , 3½  , 3¾  , 4¼  , 5¼  )" 
from neck CO, ending with a RS row. Left 
sleeve: Next row: (WS) K26 (28, 32, 34, 
36, 45), turn work and place rem 28 (30, 
31, 35, 35, 39) sts on a holder. Work in 
garter st for 1 (1, 1, 1, 1¼  , 1¼  )" more, end-
ing with a WS row. BO all sts. Cut yarn, 
leaving a 15" tail for seaming. Right side: 
Join yarn with WS facing to 34 (37, 42, 45, 
47, 57) sts on holder. Knit 2 rows. Next 
row: (WS) Using the knitted method, CO 
20 (21, 21, 24, 24, 27) sts for right-front 
neck, knit to end—54 (58, 63, 69, 71, 84) 
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Halcyon Yarn
Call or go online for your free catalog & follow us on Twitter & Facebook!

Ruby Anniversary Celebration, Forty Years of Halcyon Yarn!

12 School St. Bath, Maine
halcyonyarn.com  800 341 0282

HALCYON YARN
1971 – 2011

Alpine Topper
Knits up cozy and soft in self striping 
bulky wool. Free pattern when you 
purchase the yarn for this project.
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sts. Work in garter st for 1½   (1½  , 1¾  , 1¾  , 2, 
2½  )", ending with a WS row. Buttonhole 
row: (RS) Knit to last 7 sts, BO 3 sts, knit 
to end. Next row: K4, CO 3 sts, knit to 
end. Work in garter st until piece measures 
3 (3¼  , 3½  , 3¾  , 4¼  , 5¼  )" from neck CO, 
ending with a WS row. Right sleeve: Next 
row: (RS) K26 (28, 32, 34, 36, 45), turn 
work and place rem 28 (30, 31, 35, 35, 39) 
sts on a holder. Work in garter st for 1 (1, 
1, 1, 1¼  , 1¼  )" more, ending with a RS row. 
BO all sts. Cut yarn, leaving a 15" tail for 
seaming. Placket: Place 28 (30, 31, 35, 35, 
39) right-front sts on needle and join yarn 
with RS facing. Place first 20 (21, 21, 24, 
24, 27) left-front sts onto a dpn. K8 (9, 10, 
11, 11, 12) right-front sts, then holding 
dpn in back of left side of cir needle, *insert 
needle kwise through st on cir needle then 
kwise through st on dpn, knit these 2 sts 
tog; rep from * 19 (20, 20, 23, 23, 26) more 
times. Knit across rem 8 (9, 10, 11, 11, 12) 
left-front sts—36 (39, 41, 46, 46, 51) sts on 
needle. Front Body: Underarm cast-on: 
Using the knitted method, CO 3 (3, 3, 3, 4, 
4) sts at beg of next 2 rows—42 (45, 47, 52, 
54, 59) sts. Next row: (WS) K1, purl to last 
st, k1. Keeping 1 st at each edge in garter 
st, work in St st until piece measures 5¾   
(6½  , 6¾  , 7, 7¼  , 8)" from CO sts at under-
arms, ending with a WS row. Dec row: 
K1, *k2tog, k7 (8, 9, 10, 10, 11); rep from * 
3 more times, k2tog, knit to end— 37 (40, 
42, 47, 49, 54) sts rem. Work in garter st 
until piece measures 6¾   (7½  , 7¾  , 8, 8¼  , 9)" 
from CO st at underarms. BO all sts.  

Finishing: Sew sleeve seams; seam will be 
rotated slightly to back of arms. Sew side 
seams. Seam underarms. Sew on button.

Meghan Jones has a BFA in fi bers. 
Originally from Canada, she now lives 
in Spokane, Washington, with her two 
daughters, husband, and yarn stash. You 

can fi nd more of her work at www.littlenut 
megproductions.blogspot.com. 

MAGELLAN 
CARDIGAN 
N a n c y  E i s e m a n

Finished Sizes 35 (38, 40¼  , 41½  , 45¼  , 
49)" bust circumference, buttoned. Car-
digan shown measures 35", modeled with 
2–4" of ease.
Yarn Rowan Felted Tweed Chunky (50% 
merino wool, 25% alpaca, 25% viscose; 
55 yd [50 m]/1¾   oz [50 g]): #285 seaweed, 
20 (22, 24, 26, 27, 30) skeins. Yarn distrib-
uted by Westminster Fibers.
Needles Body, sleeves, and collar—size 
11 (8 mm): 32" circular (cir) and set 
of double-pointed (dpn). Back tab and 
belt—size 10½   (6.5 mm): straight needles. 
Adjust needle size if necessary to obtain 
the correct gauge.
Notions Markers (m); stitch holders; 
tapestry needle; two 1" buttons.
Gauge 11 sts and 16 rows = 4" in St st on 
larger needles.

NOTES

•  This sweater is worked from the top 
down.

YOKE
With larger cir needle, CO 32 (32, 36, 36, 
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5¾   (6¼  , 7, 7½  , 8, 10)"
14.5 (16, 18, 19, 20.5, 25.5) cm

1¾   (2, 2¼  , 2½  , 2½  , 2¾  )"
4.5 (5, 5.5, 6.5, 6.5, 7) cm

4½   (4¾  , 4¾  , 5¼  , 5¼  , 6)"
11.5 (12, 12, 13, 13, 15) cm

body

36, 38) sts. Do not join. Next row: (WS) 
P2 (for right front), place marker (pm), p6 
(6, 7, 7, 7, 7) (for right sleeve), pm, p16 (16, 
18, 18, 18, 20) (for back), pm, p6 (6, 7, 7, 7, 
7) (for left sleeve), pm, p2 (for left front). 
Raglan Inc row: (RS) *Knit to 1 st before 
m, RLI (see Glossary), k1, sl  m, k1, LLI 
(see Glossary); rep from * 3 more times, 
knit to end—8 sts inc’d. Next row: Purl 
to 2nd m, p3, pm, p12, pm, purl to end. 
Beg center back lace panel: 
Row 1: (RS) [Knit to 1 st before m, RLI, 
k1, sl m, k1, LLI] 2 times, knit to m, sl m, 
[k1, yo, k2tog] 4 times, sl m, [knit to 1 st 
before m, RLI, k1, sl m, k1, LLI] 2 times, 
knit to end—8 sts inc’d. 
Rows 2 and 4: Purl.
Row 3: Work Raglan Inc row—8 sts inc’d.
Rep last 4 rows 5 (6, 6, 7, 8, 8) more times, 
then rep Rows 1 and 2 only 0 (0, 1, 0, 0, 1) 
time—136 (152, 164, 172, 188, 198) sts; 
15 (17, 18, 19, 21, 22) sts for each front, 
32 (36, 39, 41, 45, 47) sts for each sleeve, 
42 (46, 50, 52, 56, 60) sts for back. Work 5 
(3, 3, 3, 1, 1) row(s) even, ending with Row 
1 (3, 1, 3, 1, 3) of lace panel patt—piece 
measures 8 (8½  , 9, 9½  , 10, 10½  )" from 
CO. Divide for sleeves: (RS) K15 (17, 
18, 19, 21, 22), remove m, sl 32 (36, 39, 
41, 45, 47) sleeve sts onto holder, remove 
m, then using the backward-loop method 
(see Glossary), CO 2 (2, 2, 2, 3, 4) sts, pm, 
CO 2 (2, 2, 2, 2, 3) more sts, work in patt 
as established over 42 (46, 50, 52, 56, 60) 
sts (keeping 2 patt m in place), remove m, 
sl 32 (36, 39, 41, 45, 47) sleeve sts onto 
holder, remove m, CO 2 (2, 2, 2, 2, 3) sts, 
pm, CO 2 (2, 2, 2, 3, 4) more sts, k15 (17, 
18, 19, 21, 22)—80 (88, 94, 98, 108, 118) 
sts rem for body.

BODY 
Cont in patt, work 3 rows even, ending 
with Row 1 (3, 1, 3, 1, 3) of lace panel patt. 
Inc row: (RS) *Work to 1 st before side 
seam m, RLI, k1, sl m, k1, LLI; rep from 
* once more, work to end—4 sts inc’d. 
Rep Inc row every 10 (10, 10, 10, 8, 8)th 
row 2 (2, 2, 2, 3, 3) more times—92 (100, 
106, 110, 124, 134) sts. Work even until 
piece measures 9¾   (9¼  , 9¾  , 9¼  , 9¾  , 9¼  )" 
from underarm, ending with Row 4 of lace 
panel patt. Eyelet row: (RS) K1 (2, 2, 1, 2, 
1), [k1, yo, k2tog] 30 (32, 34, 36, 40, 44) 
times, k1 (2, 2, 1, 2, 1). Work in St st for 3 
rows. Rep last 4 rows 2 more times. Work 
eyelet row once. Work in St st for 2 rows. 
Work 2 rows in garter st. BO all sts kwise 
on WS.
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YARN BARN of Kansas
www.yarnbarn-ks.com    

800-468-0035

Autumn 
Splendor

Kaffe Fassett has done it again with 
beautiful colorwork and bold shapes.  
Using Rowan's Felted Tweed DK, the 
fourteen colors blend and flow like 
fall leaves.  The large motifs make 
this intarsia project pleasant to knit.  
You will need size 3 and 5 needles 
and a 40" circular size 3 for the 
picked up ribbed border.  Three size 
options are to fit bust sizes of 32-38", 
40-46", and 48-54".  This pattern, 
along with over 35 other designer 
projects, is from Rowan's extradinary 
50th magazine!  This kit price reflects 
a 20% discount on the yarn; shipping 
not included.  
Yarn & Pattern Book:  
KK-YB-1535   $175.19 (191.11, 

222.95)
Pattern 
Book 
Only:  
KP-ROW-50   
$23.95

6 issues for $24
pieceworkmagazine.com

Honoring the 
Rich History 

of Needlework
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RIGHT SLEEVE
With dpn, beg at center of underarm, pick 
up and knit 2 (2, 2, 2, 2, 3) sts along CO 
sts, k32 (36, 39, 41, 45, 47) sleeve sts, 
pick up and knit 2 (2, 2, 2, 3, 4) sts along 
CO sts—36 (40, 43, 45, 50, 54) sts. Pm 
and join in the rnd. Knit 2 rnds. Dec rnd: 
K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, ssk—2 sts dec’d. 
Rep Dec rnd every 11 (8, 8, 7, 6, 5)th rnd 
5 (7, 7, 8, 9, 11) more times—24 (24, 27, 
27, 30, 30) sts rem. Knit 1 (0, 2, 2, 4, 5) 
rnd(s)—piece measures about 15 (15, 
15½  , 15½  , 15½  , 16)" from underarm. Eye-
let rnd: *K1, yo, k2tog; rep from * around. 
Knit 3 rnds. Rep last 4 rnds 2 more times. 
Work eyelet rnd once. Knit 2 rnds. Purl 1 
rnd. Knit 1 rnd. BO all sts pwise. 

LEFT SLEEVE
With dpn, beg at center of underarm, pick 
up and knit 2 (2, 2, 2, 3, 4) sts along CO 
sts, k32 (36, 39, 41, 45, 47) sleeve sts, 
pick up and knit 2 (2, 2, 2, 2, 3) sts along 
CO sts—36 (40, 43, 45, 50, 54) sts. Pm 
and join in the rnd. Complete as for right 
sleeve.

FINISHING
Block piece to measurements. Collar: 
With larger cir needle and RS facing, beg 
at lower right front edge, pick up and knit 
2 sts for every 3 rows up right front, 1 st 
in sleeve seam (and 3 other sleeve seams 
when you come to them), 1 st for every st 
along right sleeve, back, and left sleeve, 
2 sts for every 3 rows down left front to 
lower edge. Work in garter st until collar 
measures 6" from pick-up. BO all sts. 
Back tab: With smaller  needles, CO 6 sts. 
Work in garter st until piece measures 7 
(7, 7½  , 8, 8, 9)". BO all sts. Centering tab 
over back eyelet panel, and with bottom of 

tab 8" above lower edge of garment, tack 
in place. Sew one button on each side. 
Belt: (Make 2) With smaller needles, CO 6 
sts. Work in garter st until piece measures 
31 (33, 35, 35, 37, 39)". Buttonhole row: 
K1, k2tog, yo twice, ssk, k1. Next row: 
K2, knit into first yo, purl into 2nd yo, k2. 
Knit 2 rows. BO all sts. Weave in ends. 
Button one belt to each side of tab.

Nancy Eiseman learned to knit as a child. 
After a thirty-fi ve-year hiatus, she redis-
covered knitting and became hopelessly 
addicted. She lives in Swarthmore, Penn-
sylvania, and works as a senior designer 
developing Jacquard-woven upholstery 
fabric for a major textile manufacturer.

LIVINGSTONE 
CARDIGAN

A m y  M i l l e r

Finished Size 34 (40½  , 46½  , 50, 54½  , 
57½  )" bust circumference, buttoned. 
Cardigan shown measures 34".
Yarn Plymouth Yarn Baby Alpaca Grande 
Tweed (90% baby alpaca, 7% acrylic, 3% 
viscose; 110 yd [100 m]/3½   oz [100 g]): 
#100 off-white, 9 (10, 11, 12, 13, 15) 
skeins.

Needles Size 10½   (6.5 mm): 24" circular 
(cir) and set of 2 double-pointed (dpn). 
Adjust needle size if necessary to obtain 
the correct gauge.
Notions Markers (m); cable needle (cn); 
tapestry needle; four 1¾  " toggle buttons.
Gauge 14 sts and 18 rows = 4" in rev 
St st; 14 sts and 18 rows = 4" in k1, p1 rib; 
32 sts of Back chart = 6¾  " wide.

NOTES

•  When working raglan shaping for the 
armholes, work the cable pattern for 
as long as possible while still allowing 
for one purl stitch between the shap-
ing and the pattern. When this is no 
longer possible, work the chart stitches 
in reverse stockinette stitch. On the 
fronts, maintain the three stockinette 
stitches at the armhole edge for as long 
as possible, then work the shaping in 
those stitches.

BACK
CO 62 (74, 82, 90, 94, 102) sts. Do not 
join. Next row: (RS) K1, place marker 
(pm), beg and ending with k1, work 5 (5, 
7, 9, 11, 11) sts in k1, p1 rib, pm, beg and 
ending with p2, work in k2, p2 rib to last 
6 (6, 8, 10, 12, 12) sts, pm, beg and ending 
with k1, work in k1, p1 rib to last st, pm, 
k1. Keeping 1 st at each edge in garter st, 
cont in patt until piece measures 5 (5, 5, 5, 
5½  , 5½  )" from CO, ending with a RS row.
Size 34" only: Set-up row: (WS) Work 
in patt to 2nd m, k2, k2tog, k2, *M1P, p2, 
M1P, [k2, p2] 2 times, [M1, k2, M1, p2] 2 
times*, [k3, M1] 2 times, rep from * to * 
once, k1, M1, k1, sl m, work in patt to end.
Size 40½  " only: Set-up row: (WS) Work 
in patt to 2nd m, k2, M1, k8, *M1P, p2, 
M1P, [k2, p2] 2 times, [M1, k2, M1, p2] 2 
times*, [k3, M1] 2 times, rep from * to * 
once, k6, k2tog, k2, sl m, work in patt to 
end.
Size 46½  " only: Set-up row: (WS) Work 
in patt to 2nd m, k14, *M1P, p2, M1P, [k2, 
p2] 2 times, [M1, k2, M1, p2] 2 times*, 
[k3, M1] 2 times, rep from * to * once, k6, 
[M1, k2] 2 times, sl m, work in patt to end.
Size 50" only: Set-up row: (WS) Work 
in patt to 2nd m, k12, M1, k2, *M1P, p2, 
M1P, [k2, p2] 2 times, [M1, k2, M1, p2] 
2 times*, [k3, M1] 2 times, rep from * to 
* once, k2, k2tog, k10, sl m, work in patt 
to end.
Size 54½  " only: Set-up row: (WS) Work 
in patt to 2nd m, [k4, M1] 3 times, k2, 
*M1P, p2, M1P, [k2, p2] 2 times, [M1, k2, 
M1, p2] 2 times*, [k3, M1] 2 times, rep 
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from * to * once, k2, M1, k12, sl m, work 
in patt to end.
Size 57½  " only: Set-up row: (WS) Work 
in patt to 2nd m, *[k3, M1] 2 times, M1P, 
p2, M1P, [k2, p2] 2 times, [M1, k2, M1, 
p2] 2 times; rep from * 2 more times, k6, 
sl m, work in patt to end.
All sizes:
76 (88, 98, 104, 112, 126) sts. Next row: 
(RS) Work in patt to 2nd m, beg and end-
ing as indicated for your size, work Back 
chart to m, work in patt to end. Cont in 
patt until piece measures 15" from CO, or 
desired length to underarm, ending with 
a WS row. Shape armholes: Next row: 
(RS) BO 3 (3, 5, 7, 9, 9) sts, pm after st 
rem on needle from BO, k2, work in patt 
to end—73 (85, 93, 97, 103, 117) sts rem. 
Next row: BO 3 (3, 5, 7, 9, 9) sts, pm after 
st rem on needle from BO, p2, work to m, 
p2, k1—70 (82, 88, 90, 94, 108) sts rem. 
Work 2 rows even in patt. Dec row: (RS) 
K3, p2tog, work in patt (see Notes) to 2 sts 
before m, p2tog through back loop (tbl), 
k3—2 sts dec’d. Next row: K1, p2, work 
in patt to m, p2, k1. Rep last 2 rows 16 (17, 
18, 18, 20, 22) more times—36 (46, 50, 
52, 52, 62) sts rem. BO all sts.

RIGHT FRONT
CO 25 (25, 27, 29, 35, 35) sts. Do not join. 
Next row: (RS) K1, pm, beg and ending 
with k2, work in k2, p2 rib to last 6 (6, 8, 
10, 12, 12) sts, pm, beg and ending with p1, 
work in k1, p1 rib to last st, pm, k1. Keeping 
1 st at each edge in garter st, cont in patt 
until piece measures 5 (5, 5, 5, 5½  , 5½  )" from 
CO, ending with a RS row.
Size 34" only: Set-up row: (WS) Work in 
patt to 2nd m, M1P, sl m, k4, k2tog, k2, M1P, 
p2, M1P, k2, p2, [M1, k1] 4 times, sl m, k1.

Sizes 40½  " and 46½  " only: Set-up 
row: (WS) Work in patt to 2nd m, M1P, 
sl m, k8, M1P, p2, M1P, k2, p2, [M1, k1] 4 
times, sl m, k1.
Size 50" only: Set-up row: (WS) Work 
in patt to 2nd m, M1P, sl m, k4, M1, k4, 
M1P, p2, M1P, k2, p2, [M1, k1] 4 times, 
M1, sl m, k1.
Size 54½  " only: Set-up row: (WS) Work 
in patt to 2nd m, M1P, sl m, k2, M1, k4, 
M1, k2, M1P, p2, M1P, k2, p2, k2, M1, k4, 
M1, k2, sl m, k1.
Size 57½  " only: Set-up row: (WS) Work 
in patt to 2nd m, M1P, sl m, [k2, M1] 3 
times, k2, M1P, p2, M1P, k2, p2, [k2, M1] 
3 times, k2, sl m, k1.
All sizes:
31 (32, 34, 38, 42, 44) sts. Next row: (RS) 
K1, beg and ending as indicated for your 
size, work Right Front chart to m, work in 
patt to end (working new st into rib patt). 
Cont in patt until piece measures 15" from 
CO, ending with a RS row. Shape armhole: 
(WS) BO 3 (3, 5, 7, 9, 9) sts, pm after st 
rem on needle from BO, p3, work in patt to 
end—28 (29, 29, 31, 33, 35) sts rem. Note: 
Neck and armhole shaping happen at the 
same time; read the foll section all the way 
through before proceeding (see Notes). Dec 
1 st at neck edge on next row, then every 3 
(3, 4, 3, 4, 4) rows 10 (10, 9, 11, 11, 11) more 
times as foll: on RS rows, k1, p2tog, work to 
end; on WS rows, work to last 3 sts, k2tog, 
k1. At the same time, beg with 3rd row 
after BO, dec 1 st at armhole edge every 
RS row 17 (18, 19, 19, 21, 23) times as foll: 
Work to last 6 sts, p2tog tbl, k4—no sts rem 
when all shaping is complete.

LEFT FRONT
CO 25 (25, 27, 29, 35, 35) sts. Do not join. 

Next row: (RS) K1, pm, beg and ending 
with p1, work 5 (5, 7, 9, 11, 11) sts in k1, 
p1 rib, pm, beg and ending with k2, work 
in k2, p2 rib to last st, pm, k1. Keeping 1 
st at each edge in garter st, cont in patt 
until piece measures 5 (5, 5, 5, 5½  , 5½  )" 
from CO, ending with a RS row.
Size 34" only: Set-up row: (WS) K1, 
sl m, k4, [p2, M1, k2, M1] 2 times, p2, k2, 
M1, k2, sl m, M1P, work in patt to end.
Sizes 40½  " and 46½  " only: Set-up 
row: (WS) K1, sl m, k4, [p2, M1, k2, M1] 2 
times, p2, k1, M1, k2, M1, k1, sl m, M1P, 
work in patt to end.
Size 50" only: Set-up row: (WS) K1, 
sl m, k2, M1, k2, [p2, M1, k2, M1] 2 times, 
p2, [M1, k1] 3 times, k1, sl m, M1P, work 
in patt to end.
Size 54½  " only: Set-up row: (WS) K1, 
sl m, k1, M1, k2, M1, k1, [p2, M1, k2, M1] 2 
times, p2, k8, sl m, M1P, work in patt to end.
Size 57½  " only: Set-up row: (WS) K1, 
sl m, [k1, M1] 3 times, k1, [p2, M1, k2, 
M1] 2 times, p2, k4, M1, k4, sl m, M1P, 
work in patt to end.
All sizes:
31 (32, 34, 38, 42, 44) sts. Next row: (RS) 
Work in patt to 2nd m (working new st 
into rib patt), beg and ending as indicated 
for your size, work Left Front chart to m, 
work in patt to end. Cont in patt until piece 
measures 15" from CO, ending with a WS 
row. Shape armhole: (RS) BO 3 (3, 5, 7, 9, 
9) sts, pm after st rem on needle from BO, 
k3, work in patt to end—28 (29, 29, 31, 33, 
35) sts rem. Note: Neck and armhole shap-
ing happen at the same time; read the foll 
section all the way through before proceed-
ing. Dec 1 st at neck edge on next row, then 
every 3 (3, 4, 3, 4, 4) rows 10 (10, 9, 11, 11, 
11) more times as foll: on RS rows, work 
to last 3 sts, p2tog tbl, k1; on WS rows, k1, 
ssk, work to end. At the same time, beg 
with 4th row after BO, dec 1 st at armhole 
edge every RS row 17 (18, 19, 19, 21, 23) 
times as foll: K4, p2tog, work to end—no 
sts rem when all shaping is complete.

SLEEVES
CO 34 (34, 34, 36, 36, 38) sts. Do not join. 
Next row: (RS) K1, pm, work in k2, p2 rib 
to last st, pm, k1. Keeping 1 st at each edge 
in garter st, cont in rib until piece measures 
5 (5, 5, 5, 5½  , 5½  )" from CO, ending with 
a RS row. Next row: (WS) Knit, inc 4 sts 
evenly spaced—38 (38, 38, 40, 40, 42) sts. 
Keeping edge sts in garter st, work in rev 
St st (purl RS rows; knit WS rows), inc 1 
st each end of needle every 8 (6, 4, 4, 2, 2) 
rows 5 (6, 9, 10, 14, 17) times—48 (50, 56, 
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a whole new spin on laundry!
and On The Go Clothing CareTM line 

perfect for laundering:  cashmere  •  wool  •  alpaca   
cotton  •  silk  •  mohair ...and more!

1.800.561.9731

Harrisville Designs, Inc.

Yarns spun with care in Harrisville, NH

P.O. Box 806 • Harrisville, NH 03450
800-338-9415 • harrisville.com
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60, 68, 76) sts. Work even until piece mea-
sures 17 (17, 17½  , 17½  , 18, 18)" from CO, 
ending with a WS row. Shape cap: Next 
row: (RS) BO 3 (3, 5, 7, 9, 9) sts, pm after 
st rem on needle from BO, k2, pm, work to 
end—45 (47, 51, 53, 59, 67) sts rem. Next 
row: BO 3 (3, 5, 7, 9, 9) sts, pm after st rem 
on needle from BO, p2, pm, knit to m, p2, 
k1—42 (44, 46, 46, 50, 58) sts rem. Work 
2 rows even, keeping 1 st at each edge in 
garter st and next 2 sts in St st. Dec row: 
(RS) K3, p2tog, purl to 2 sts before m, 
p2tog tbl, k3—2 sts dec’d. Next row: K1, 
p2, knit to m, p2, k1. Rep last 2 rows 16 (17, 
18, 18, 20, 22) more times—8 (8, 8, 8, 8, 
12) sts rem. BO all sts.

FINISHING
Sew sleeves into armholes. Sew sleeve and 
side seams. Collar and front bands: 
Using the cable method (see Glossary), CO 
52 sts, pm, CO 135 (139, 147, 151, 157, 

181) sts, pm, CO 52 sts—239 (243, 251, 
255, 261, 285) sts total. Do not join. Work 
in k1, p1 rib until piece measures 2½   (2½  , 
2¾  , 2¾  , 3, 3)" from CO, ending with a WS 
row. Shape collar using short-rows (see 
Glossary) as foll:
Short-row 1: (RS) Work in patt to 2nd m, 
wrap next st, turn.
Short-row 2: (WS) Work to m, wrap next 
st, turn.
Short-row 3: Work to 1 st before wrapped 
st, wrap next st, turn.
Rep last row 9 more times—6 wrapped sts 
near each m. Next row: (RS) Work in patt 
to end, working wraps tog with wrapped 
sts as you come to them. Work 1 WS row, 
working rem wraps tog with wrapped sts. 
Work even until piece measures 3¼   (3¼  , 
3½  , 3½  , 3¾  , 3¾  )" from CO at selvedge edge, 
ending with a WS row. BO all sts in patt. 
Button loops: (Make 4) With dpn, CO 3 
sts. Work I-cord (see Glossary) until piece 

measures 7 (7, 7½  , 7½  , 8, 8)" from CO. BO all 
sts. Mark placement of button loops along 
right front edge, placing one 2" above lower 
edge, another 1" below beg of neck shaping, 
and others evenly spaced between. Sewing 
both ends of I-cord into seam and carefully 
matching neck shaping to short-row shap-
ing, sew BO edge of collar to body, turning 
seam to RS along back neck between shoul-
ders. Sew toggles to left front band opposite 
button loops, about 1" from seam. Weave in 
ends. Block to measurements.

Amy Miller is a stay-at-home mom with 
two rambunctious toddlers. When she’s 
not at the doctor/zoo/school/park/gro-
cery store, she’s designing sweaters and 
knitting samples for Knitch in Delafi eld, 
Wisconsin. Her economics major is really 
making itself useful!

k on RS; p on WS

p on RS; k on WS

pattern repeat

sl 2 sts onto cn, 
hold in back, k2, 
p2 from cn

sl 2 sts onto cn, 
hold in front, p2, 
k2 from cn

sl 2 sts onto cn, 
hold in back, k2, 
k2 from cn

sl 2 sts onto cn, 
hold in front, k2, 
k2 from cn
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ALONG
Lace gets winter-ready with heavy gauges and sculptural stitches.
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Hourglass eyelet lace and narrow 
cables take on dimensional 
texture when worked in a bulky 
yarn for the BOBBLE AND 
EYELET COWL. DENISE TWUM 
adds bobbles at the edges of a 
long scarf shape to allow its 
transformation into a cozy, 
cocoonlike cowl at the fi rst cold 
gust. PAGE 112. YARN Blue Sky 
Alpacas Bulky
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The FAUNA PULLOVER’s deeply etched 
cable and lace stitch, generous collar, 
and beautifully planned details refi ne the 
cabled sweater into a luxurious, distinct-
ly feminine piece. SHIRLEY PADEN’s 
classic shapes turn a cashmere once-in-
a-lifetime sweater into an instant 
heirloom. PAGE 114. YARN Jade 
Sapphire Mongolian Cashmere 4-Ply   
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LISA JACOBS builds the KALEIDOSCOPE 
JACKET in one hexagonal piece, emphasiz-
ing the strong directionality of an open, 
airy lace mesh that radiates out from a 
central star. A bulky chained yarn keeps the 
shrug quick to make and lightweight but 
warm. PAGE 122. YARN Tahki Yarns  
Melody, distributed by Tahki-Stacy 
Charles Inc.
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The columns and arches formed by 
the intricate cable and lace pattern 
of AMANDA SCHEUZGER’s 
NANTES HAT bring architectural 
ornament to soft stitches. Kid 
mohair and silk give sheen and 
blurred defi nition to strongly 
sculptural motifs. PAGE 126. 
YARN S. Charles Collezione Tivoli, 
distributed by Tahki-Stacy 
Charles Inc.

ALONG
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BOBBLE AND  
EYELET COWL

D e n i s e  T w u m

Finished Size About 11" wide and 70" 
long.
Yarn Blue Sky Alpacas Bulky (50% alpaca, 
50% wool; 45 yd [41 m]/3½   oz [100 g]): 
#1215 claret, 5 skeins.
Needles Size 15 (10 mm). Adjust needle 
size if necessary to obtain the correct 
gauge.
Notions Stitch holder; cable needle (cn); 
tapestry needle.
Gauge 8 sts and 9 rows = 4" in Hourglass 
Eyelet patt.

NOTES

•  Bobble edging is worked first and the 
stitches are placed on a stitch holder. 
Then the main body of the cowl is 
worked and grafted to the bobble 
edging.

•  Slip selvedge stitch at end of rows 
purlwise with yarn in front.

Stitch Guide
Large Bobble (LB): (worked over 1 st) 
(K1, p1, k1, p1, k1) in same st, turn; p5, 
turn; k5, turn; p5, turn; k2tog, sl st from 
right needle to left needle, then with right 
needle, pass 2nd, 3rd, and 4th sts on left 
needle, one at a time, over first st and off 
needle, sl st to right needle.

Purl Bobble (PB): With right needle, 
pick up strand at bottom of bobble from 
previous row and long strand at side of 
bobble and place these 2 strands on left 
needle to make 2 sts. Purl these 2 sts tog 
with bobble st. 

Bobble Eyelet (BE): (worked over 2 sts) 
K1, sl st back to left needle. With right 
needle, lift 2nd st on left needle over first 
st and off needle, yo, knit first st again.

SCARF
Bobble Edging: CO 25 sts.
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k on RS; p on WS

p on RS; k on WS

yo

k2tog

ssk

sl 1 wyf on RS

sl 1 wyf on WS

sl 2 sts onto cn, 
hold in front, k2, 
k2 from cn

Hourglass Eyelet
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THE

Isager No. 1, no. 2, no. 3 . . .
9 Beautiful Designs using Isager Yarns

$17 plus S&H

THE WEB•STERS
11 N. MAIN STREET ASHLAND, OR 97520

1-800-482-9801

Order: www.yarnatwebsters.com

www.theloopyewe.com
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Row 1: (RS) K2, *LB (see Stitch Guide), 
k3; rep from * to last 3 sts, LB, k1, sl 1 (see 
Notes).
Row 2: (WS) K1, p1, *PB (see Stitch 
Guide), p3; rep from * to last 3 sts, PB, p1, 
sl 1.
Row 3: K24, sl 1.
Place sts on holder.
Main body:
CO 25 sts. Bobble edging:
Row 1: (RS) K1, *LB, k3; rep from * to last 
4 sts, LB, k2, sl 1.
Row 2: K1, p2, *PB, p3; rep from * to last 
2 sts, PB, sl 1.
Row 3: K1, *BE (see Stitch Guide), k3; rep 
from * to last 4 sts, BE, k2, sl 1.
Row 4: K1, purl to last st, sl 1.
Body: Work Rows 1–24 of Hourglass 
Eyelet chart 6 times. Do not BO. Break 
yarn, leaving a 45" tail.

FINISHING
With tail threaded on a tapestry needle, 
join bobble edging to scarf using Kitchen-
er st (see Glossary). Weave in ends. Block.

Denise Twum started designing items as 
a way to get through her stash and to 
justify the need for more yarn. Four years 
later, she’s still designing and knitting her 
fi ngers off, her stash is bigger, and she still 
“needs” more yarn. 

FAUNA PULLOVER
S h i r l e y  P a d e n

Finished Size 35½   (38¼  , 41¾  , 44¼  , 48)" 
bust circumference. Sweater shown mea-
sures 35½  ", modeled with 2–4" of ease.
Yarn Jade Sapphire Mongolian Cashmere 
4-Ply (100% Mongolian cashmere; 200 yd 
[183 m]/1⅞   oz [55 g]): #201 seeing red, 9 
(9, 10, 10, 11) skeins.
Needles Body—Sizes 35½  " and 44¼  " 
only: sizes 4 (3.5 mm), 5 (3.75 mm), and 6 
(4 mm): 32" circular (cir). Sizes 38¼  " and 
48" only: sizes 5 (3.75 mm), 6 (4 mm), and 
7 (4.5 mm): 32" circular (cir). Size 41¾  " 

only: sizes 3 (3.25 mm), 4 (3.5 mm), and 5 
(3.75 mm): 32" circular (cir). Sleeves—Size 
35½  " only: size 6 (4 mm): set of double-
pointed (dpn). Sizes 38¼  ", 41¾  ", and 
44¼  " only: sizes 6 (4 mm) and 7 (4.5 mm): 
set of double-pointed (dpn). Size 48" only: 
size 7 (4.5 mm): set of double-pointed 
(dpn). Collar—Sizes 35½  " and 44¼  " only: 
size 7 (4.5 mm). Size 41¾  " only: sizes 6 
(4 mm) and 7 (4.5 mm). Adjust needle size 
if necessary to obtain the correct gauge.
Notions Markers (m); cable needle (cn); 
stitch holders; size D/3 (3.25 mm) crochet 
hook; tapestry needle.
Gauge 61 sts = 7½  " and 64 rnds = 6" in 
lace and cables patt on size 3 (3.25 mm) 
needle.
61 sts = 8" and 64 rnds = 6½  " in lace and 
cables patt on size 4 (3.5 mm) needle.
61 sts = 8½  " and 64 rnds = 7" in lace and 
cables patt on size 5 (3.75 mm) needle.
61 sts = 9" and 64 rnds = 7¼  " in lace and 
cables patt on size 6 (4 mm) needle.
61 sts = 9¾  " and 64 rnds = 8½  " in lace and 
cables patt on size 7 (4.5 mm) needle.

NOTES

•  The pullover is worked circularly in 
one piece to the split at the center 
front. Then it is worked back and forth 
in rows, beginning and ending at the 
center opening, to the armholes. Then 
the piece is divided, and the fronts and 
back are worked separately.

•  The “re-gauging” technique (changing 
needle sizes) is used to shape the hips, 
waist, and bust on the body for all sizes 
and for the cuff-to-upper-arm width 
changes for sizes 38¼  ", 41¾  ", and 44¼  " 
on the sleeves. The mix of needle sizes 
varies based on the garment size.

•  When working back and forth in rows, 
knit the first and last stitch of every 
row for selvedge stitches.

•  Work all bind-offs using the sloped 
bind-off method (see Stitch Guide).

Stitch Guide
Sloped Bind-off: Work first bind-off 
at neck and armhole edges using the 
standard “pullover” bind-off. For all 
subsequent bind-offs, do not work last 
stitch of row before the bind-off. On the 
bind-off row, slip first stitch on left needle 
purlwise, then pass remaining stitch from 
previous row over the slipped stitch. This 
technique is only used on the first bound-
off stitch on the row.

A single ply bulky/super bulky yarn 
is perfect for this scarf as it gives 
the scarf body without weighing 
it down, due to the loftiness of its 
singles structure. 

Tech Tip
When joining bulky, softly spun wool 
yarns, the easiest way to join a new ball 
of yarn to an old is with felt splicing. This 
will only work with yarns that felt; i.e., 
non-superwash wool or alpaca yarns. To 
felt-splice, tease apart the ends of the 
new and old strands of yarn. Stack the 
two teased ends together so they look 
like a continuous strand of yarn. Place a 
drop or two of water at the join and rub 
your palms vigorously to felt the two 
strands together. This join is practically 
invisible and minimizes the number of 
ends you have to weave in after fi nishing 
the project. {
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BODY
With largest cir needle and using the 
long-tail method, CO 120 (120, 150, 150, 
150) sts, place marker (pm) for right side, 
CO 120 (120, 150, 150, 150) sts—240 
(240, 300, 300, 300) sts total. Join in 
the rnd as foll: Sl last 2 CO sts on right 

needle to cn, hold in front, k2 from left 
needle, pm for beg of rnd, k1 from left 
needle, k2 from cn—counts as first cable 
of Row 1 of chart. Work Rows 1–18 of Rib 
and Cables chart once, working Rows 6, 
12, and 18 as foll: Work in patt to last 2 
sts of rnd, sl 2 sts onto cn, hold in front, 

remove m, k2 from left needle, pm for 
beg of rnd, k1 from left needle, k2 from 
cn—counts as first cable of next rnd. 
Change to Lace and Cables chart (working 
Row 16 as for Rows 6, 12, and 18 of Rib 
and Cables chart). Work 22 (18, 22, 22, 
18) rnds in patt—piece measures 4½  " 
from CO. Shape hip: Change to middle-
size cir needle and work 14 (14, 16, 14, 
14) rnds in patt—piece measures 6" from 
CO. Shape waist: Change to smallest 
cir needle and work 12 (12, 14, 12, 12) 
rnds in patt—piece measures 7¼  " from 
CO. Shape bust: Change to middle-size 
cir needle and work 16 (16, 18, 16, 16) 
rnds in patt—piece measures 9 (9, 9¼  , 
9, 9)" from CO. Change to largest cir 
needle and work 20 (18, 22, 20, 18) rnds 
in patt, ending with Row 4 (14, 12, 4, 14) 
of chart—84 (78, 92, 84, 78) rnds total 
above rib; piece measures 11¼   (11½  , 11½  , 
11¼  , 11½  )" from CO. Divide for center 
front slit: Break yarn. With RS facing, 
sl 60 (60, 75, 75, 75) sts pwise to arrive 
at center front. Rejoin yarn. BO 1 st for 
center front slit, M1, work in patt to last st 
at center front (leaving old beg-of-rnd m 
in place for left side), M1, k1—241 (241, 
301, 301, 301) sts. Next row: (WS) K1, 
M1P, work in patt to last st, k1b&f—243 
(243, 303, 303, 303) sts. Change to Upper 
Body chart, beg with Row 7 (1, 15, 7, 1) 
of chart. Work 14 (10, 12, 14, 10) rnds in 
patt, ending with Row 4 (10, 10, 4, 10) of 
chart—piece measures 13" from CO.
Sizes 41¾   (44¼  , 48)" only: Change to 
middle-size cir needle.
All sizes:
Divide for fronts and back: Work in 
patt to right side m, place 61 (61, 76, 76, 
76) right front sts on holder, BO 3 sts (see 
Notes), work to left side m, place next 
62 (62, 77, 77, 77) sts on holder for left 

body 

35½   (38¼  , 41¾  , 44¼  , 48)"
90 (97, 106, 112.5, 122) cm

31½   (33½  , 37, 39¼  , 41¾  )"
80 (85, 94, 99.5, 106) cm

13" 
33 cm

7 (7½  , 8, 8½  , 9)"
18 (19, 20.5, 21.5, 23) cm

3¼   (3¾  , 4½  , 4¾  , 5¼  )"
8.5 (9.5, 11.5, 12, 13.5) cm

7 (7, 7, 7½  , 7½  )"
18 (18, 18, 19, 19) cm

3" 
7.5 cm

5¾   (6, 6½  , 7¼  , 7½  )"
14.5 (15, 16.5, 18.5, 19) cm

3 (3½  , 3½  , 3½  , 3½  )"
7.5 (9, 9, 9, 9) cm

sleeve

13¼   (13¼  , 13¼  , 13¼  , 14½  )"
33.5 (33.5, 33.5, 33.5, 37) cm

17 (17, 17¼  , 17, 17¼  )"
43 (43, 44, 43, 44) cm

4 (4½  , 4¾  , 5¼  , 6)"
10 (11.5, 12, 13.5, 15) cm

13
¼  

 (1
4½

  ,
 1

4½
  ,

 1
4½

  ,
 1

4½
  )

"
33

.5
 (3

7,
 3

7,
 3

7,
 3

7)
 c

m
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30 st rep

5

3

1

k on RS; p on WS

p on RS; k on WS

yo

k2tog

ssk

pattern repeat

sl 1 st onto cn, 
hold in back, k2, 
k1 from cn

sl 2 sts onto cn, 
hold in front, k1, 
k2 from cn

sl 2 sts onto cn, 
hold in front, k3, 
k2 from cn

*

* Work as given in directions

30 st rep

1

16
15

13

11

9

7

5

3

*

*

*

* Work as given in directions
30 st rep

1

7

13

18
17

15

12
11

9

6
5

3

30 st rep

15

13

11

9

7

5

3

1

Collar

Lace and Cables

Rib and Cables

Upper Body
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books

video and television online

magazines

feed your passion for knitting
with essential online and offline resources for artists and crafters

Inspiration, ideas, and 
projects from top designers

Take your passion for knitting 
to a whole new level

Techniques from talented, 
well-known instructors

Stay connected with communities, 
e-newsletters, stores, digital 
downloads, and more

Interweave’s multi-media approach to knitting will keep 
you in stitches with books, magazines, television shows, 
DVDs, interactive online communities, eBooks, digital 
downloads, eMags, and online shopping experiences.

knittingdaily.com

crochetme.com

sockupied e-mag
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front—117 (117, 147, 147, 147) sts rem for 
back.

BACK
Next row: (WS) BO 3 sts, work to 
end—114 (114, 144, 144, 144) sts rem. BO 
3 sts at beg of next 2 rows, then BO 2 sts 
at beg of foll 6 rows, then BO 1 st at beg 
of foll 4 rows—92 (92, 122, 122, 122) sts 
rem. Work even until armhole measures 
7 (7½  , 8, 8½  , 9)", ending with Row 2 (2, 8, 
2, 10) of chart. Shape neck: Work 22 (24, 
34, 34, 36) sts, BO next 48 (44, 54, 54, 50) 
sts, work to end. Place 22 (24, 34, 34, 36) 
shoulder sts each side on holders.

RIGHT FRONT
With WS facing, place 61 (61, 76, 76, 76) 
sts onto needle. Shape armhole: At beg 
of WS rows, BO 3 sts 2 times, then BO 
2 sts 3 times, then BO 1 st 2 times—47 
(47, 62, 62, 62) sts rem. Work even until 
armhole measures 4 (4½  , 5, 5½  , 6)", ending 
with Row 8 (12, 10, 6, 16) of chart. Shape 
neck: At beg of RS rows, BO 9 (9, 10, 10, 
9) sts once, then BO 3 sts 2 times, then 
BO 2 sts 3 (2, 3, 3, 3) times, then BO 1 st 
4 (4, 6, 6, 5) times—22 (24, 34, 34, 36) sts 
rem. Work even until armhole measures 7 
(7½  , 8, 8½  , 9)", ending with Row 2 (2, 8, 2, 
10) of chart. Place sts on holder.

LEFT FRONT
With RS facing, place 62 (62, 77, 77, 77) 
sts onto needle. Shape armhole: At beg 
of RS rows, BO 3 sts 2 times, then BO 2 
sts 3 times, then BO 1 st 2 times—48 
(48, 63, 63, 63) sts rem. Work even until 
armhole measures 4 (4½  , 5, 5½  , 6)", ending 
with Row 7 (11, 9, 5, 15) of chart. Shape 
neck: At beg of WS rows, BO 10 (10, 11, 
11, 10) sts once, then BO 3 sts 2 times, 
then BO 2 sts 3 (2, 3, 3, 3) times, then 
BO 1 st 4 (4, 6, 6, 5) times—22 (24, 34, 
34, 36) sts rem. Work even until armhole 
measures 7 (7½  , 8, 8½  , 9)", ending with 
Row 2 (2, 8, 2, 10) of chart. Place sts on 
holder.

SLEEVES
With size 6 (6, 6, 6, 7) (4 [4, 4, 4, 4.5] mm) 
dpn, CO 90 sts. Pm and join in the rnd 
as for body. Work Rows 1–18 of Rib and 
Cables chart once, working Rows 6, 12, 
and 18 as for body. Change to Lace and 
Cables chart (working Row 16 as for Rows 
6, 12, and 18 of Rib and Cables chart). 
Work 132 (62, 54, 72, 114) rnds in patt, 
ending with Row 4 (14, 6, 8, 2) of chart—

piece measures about 17 (9, 8, 10¼  , 17¼  )" 
from CO.
Sizes 38¼   (41¾  , 44¼  )" only: Change to 
larger dpn. Work 60 (68, 52) rnds in patt, 
ending with Row 10 (10, 12) of chart—
piece measures about 17 (17¼  , 17)" from 
CO.
Sizes 41¾   (44¼  , 48)" only: Change to 
middle-size cir needle.
All sizes:
Shape cap: Note: Work back and forth 
in rows. BO 3 sts at beg of next 2 rows—
84 sts rem.
Size 35½  " only: *[BO 2 sts at beg of next 
4 rows, then BO 1 st at beg of foll 2 rows] 
2 times, BO 2 sts at beg of next 2 rows; rep 
from * once more—36 sts rem. BO 2 sts at 
beg of next 2 rows, then BO 3 sts at beg of 

foll 4 rows—20 sts rem. BO all sts.
Size 38¼  " only: [BO 2 sts at beg of next 
6 rows, then BO 1 st at beg of foll 2 rows] 
3 times—42 sts rem. BO 2 sts at beg of 
next 4 rows, then BO 3 sts at beg of foll 
4 rows—22 sts rem. BO all sts.
Size 41¾  " only: [BO 1 st at beg of next 
10 rows, then BO 2 sts at beg of foll 2 
rows] 3 times—42 sts rem. BO 1 st at beg 
of next 4 rows, then BO 3 sts at beg of foll 
4 rows—26 sts rem. BO all sts.
Size 44¼  " only: [BO 1 st at beg of next 
18 rows, then BO 2 sts at beg of foll 2 
rows] 2 times—40 sts rem. BO 1 st at beg 
of next 2 rows, then BO 3 sts at beg of foll 
4 rows—26 sts rem. BO all sts.
Size 48" only: BO 2 sts at beg of next 2 
rows, then BO 1 st at beg of foll 44 rows, 
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Knitting Daily TV Series 700 
is available on DVD! 

With series 700 you’ll:
  Improve your knitting and crochet skills 
  Learn to knit and crochet one-of-a-kind designs of all sizes
  Move beyond basic knitting and purling with steeking, intarsia, lace knitting, felting, 

      and even sideways knitting
  Join the crochet-along for the Chain Reaction Afghan Project
  Discover quick tips that answer common knitting questions
  Learn how to properly measure yourself and others for knitwear that fi ts correctly
  Be fashion-forward with your knitwear this season with ruffl es, plaids, and the latest yarns

PLUS! 
This DVD set features two never-aired, in-depth knitting tutorials with Eunny Jang. 
Learn advanced techniques for Fair Isle and short-row knitting. 

Join the editor of Interweave Knits magazine and host Eunny Jang with experts 
Shay Pendray and Kristin Omdahl on Series 700 of Knitting Daily TV! You’ll learn 

all-around fi ber knowledge, explore in-depth techniques, and meet well-known designers.

Buy the 4-DVD set featuring all 13 episodes of Knitting Daily TV from Series 
700, now available at your local yarn shop or online at InterweaveStore.com.

Prism Arts, Inc., Tahki Stacy Charles, Inc., Trendsetter Yarns

Thanks to our Knitting Daily Sponsors:
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then BO 3 sts at beg of foll 4 rows—24 sts 
rem. BO all sts.

COLLAR
With size 5 (3.75 mm) needle, CO 153 
sts. Do not join. Work Rows 1–6 of Collar 
chart 3 times. Change to size 6 (4 mm) 
needle. Work Rows 1–6 of chart 4 times. 
Change to size 7 (4.5 mm) needle. Work 
Rows 1–6 of chart 3 times. With RS 
facing, BO all sts pwise, working cable 
crossings as you BO.

FINISHING
Block pieces to measurements. With RS 
tog, join shoulders using 3-needle BO (see 
Glossary). Sew in sleeves, making certain 
that patts are aligned between top of 
sleeve and upper body of garment. Lightly 
steam collar. Whipstitch (see Glossary) 
CO edge of collar to neckline, beg and 
ending at top of slit at center front. Front 
placket border: With crochet hook and 
RS facing, beg at top of slit on left front 
and working under selvedge st, work 25 
(25, 25, 29, 29) single crochet (sc; see 
Glossary for crochet instructions) evenly 
spaced to ¼   (¼  , ¾  , ½  , ½  )" from base of slit, 
work 3 (3, 5, 4, 4) sc to base of slit, 1 sc in 
center BO st, 3 (3, 5, 4, 4) sc over ¼   (¼  , ¾  , 
½  , ½  )" up right side of slit, and 25 (25, 25, 
29, 29) sc evenly spaced to top of slit—57 
(57, 61, 67, 67) sc total. Break yarn and 
fasten off. With RS facing, rejoin yarn to 
beg of crocheted neck edging on left front. 
Next row: (RS) *Ch 3, skip 3 sc, sl st in 
next sc, ch 2, sl st in same sc; rep from * 
5 (5, 5, 6, 6) more times, sl st in next 3 (3, 
5, 4, 4) sc before center sc, sl st in center 
sc, then sl st in 3 (3, 5, 4, 4) sc on right 
front, sl st in next sc, ch 2, sl st in same 
sc, *ch 3, skip 3 sc, sl st in next sc, ch 2, 
sl st in same sc; rep from * to top of front 
placket opening, ending ch 3, skip 3 sc, 
sl st in last sc. Fasten off. Twist tie: Using 
two 5½   yd lengths of yarn held tog, make 
a twisted cord (see Glossary). Knot ends of 
cord at desired length. Trim ends of cord 
1½  " below knots for fringe. Steam fringe 
ends. Lace cord through chain loops of 
front placket border beg at bottom of slit, 
skipping every other chain loop.

Shirley Paden is the author of Knitwear 
Design Workshop (Interweave, 2010). She 
lives in New York City.

Chained yarns like Tahki Yarns 
Melody are a good choice for the 
Kaleidoscope Jacket because their 
construction creates a super-bulky 
yarn without the usual weight. 
The airy quality of chained yarns 
makes them very warm but light 
enough to hold the blocking of the 
lace pattern.

KALEIDOSCOPE 
JACKET

L i s a  J a c o b s

Finished Size 13½   (14¾  , 16¼  , 17½  , 
19)" back width at bust. Shrug shown 
measures 13½  ".
Yarn Tahki Yarns Melody (54% wool, 29% 
acrylic, 17% polyester; 65 yd [60 m]/1¾   oz 
[50 g]): #001 purple haze, 8 (9, 10, 12, 13) 
balls.
Needles Size 15 (10 mm): 24" and 47" 
circular (cir) and set of double-pointed 
(dpn). Adjust needle size if necessary to 
obtain the correct gauge.
Notions Markers (m); removable m; 
waste yarn; tapestry needle; 7⁄8" button 
(optional).
Gauge 11 sts and 15 rnds = 4" in lace 
patt.

NOTES

•  This shrug may be worn open or closed 
with a shawl pin or a button sewn to 
one corner at the waist and inserted 
between the two knitted stitches in the 
ribbing on the other corner. Because 
of the large gauge of the stitches, no 
buttonhole is necessary.

Stitch Guide
Sk2p: Sl 1 st kwise, k2tog, pass sl st 
over—2 sts dec’d.

13½   (14¾  , 16¼  , 17½  , 19)"
34.5 (37.5, 41.5, 44.5, 48.5) cm

13¾   (15¼  , 16¾  , 18¼  , 19¾  )"
35 (38.5, 42.5, 46.5, 50) cm

body

13 (14¼  , 15¾  , 17, 18¼  )"
33 (36, 40, 43, 46.5) cm

22
 (2

4½
  ,

 2
6½

  ,
 2

8½
  ,

 3
0½

  )
"

56
 (6

2,
 6

7.
5,

 7
2.

5,
 7

7.
5)

 c
m

12½   (12½  , 12½  , 13, 13)"
31.5 (31.5, 31.5, 33, 33) cm

14
½  

 (1
4½

  ,
 1

4½
  ,

 1
8¼

  ,
 1

8¼
  )

"
37
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7,
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7,
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6.

5,
 4

6.
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 c
m

Lace Pattern: (multiple of 10 sts)
Rnds 1 and 3: Knit.
Rnd 2: *K1, [yo, ssk] 2 times, k1, [k2tog, 
yo] 2 times; rep from * around.
Rnd 4: *K2, yo, ssk, yo, sk2p (see Stitch 
Guide), yo, k2tog, yo, k1; rep from * 
around.
Rep Rnds 1–4 for patt.

BODY
Using Emily Ocker’s method (see 
Glossary), CO 12 sts. Divide sts evenly 
onto 3 dpn, place marker (pm), and join in 
the rnd.
Rnd 1: *[Yo, k1] 2 times, pm for end of 
section; rep from * 5 more times—24 sts.
Rnd 2: Knit.
Rnd 3: *Yo, knit to 1 st before m, yo, k1, 
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Beloved knitwear designer Connie Chang Chinchio 
debuts a brand-new collection of 20 knitwear designs 
showcasing texture. You’ll fall in love with the must-
have, truly wearable appeal of these perfect-for-everyday 
garments and accessories.

TEXTURED STITCHES
Knitted Sweaters and Accessories 

with Smart Details 
by Connie Chang Chinchio 

$24.95, 144 pages, 8 × 9 
ISBN: 978-1-59668-316-7

chic  STYLE, connie STYLE
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sl m; rep from * 5 more times—12 sts 
inc’d.
Rep last 2 rnds 4 (5, 6, 6, 7) more 
times, changing to cir needle when 
necessary—84 (96, 108, 108, 120) sts; 14 
(16, 18, 18, 20) sts in each section. Knit 1 
rnd. Star:
Rnd 1: *Yo, k1, yo, pm, ssk, knit to 4 sts 
before m, k2tog, pm, [yo, k1] 2 times, sl m; 
rep from * 5 more times—96 (108, 120, 
120, 132) sts; 16 (18, 20, 20, 22) sts in 
each section.
Rnd 2: Knit.
Rnd 3: [Yo, k1, yo, *ssk, yo; rep from * to 
m, sl m, ssk, knit to 2 sts before m, k2tog, 
sl m, **yo, k2tog; rep from ** to 2 sts be-
fore m, (yo, k1) 2 times, sl m] 6 times—12 
sts inc’d.
Rep last 2 rnds 2 (3, 4, 4, 5) more 
times—132 (156, 180, 180, 204) sts; 22 
(26, 30, 30, 34) sts in each section. Knit 1 
rnd. Diagonal Lace:
Rnd 1: [Yo, k1, *yo, ssk; rep from * to m, 
yo, remove m, sk2p (see Stitch Guide) and 
mark this st, remove m, **yo, k2tog; rep 
from ** to 2 sts before m, (yo, k1) 2 times, 
sl m] 6 times—144 (168, 192, 192, 216) 
sts; 24 (28, 32, 32, 36) sts in each section.
Rnd 2: Knit.
Rnd 3: [Yo, k1, *yo, ssk; rep from * to 
marked st, k1 (marked st), k2tog, **yo, 
k2tog; rep from ** to 2 sts before m, (yo, 
k1) 2 times, sl m] 6 times—12 sts inc’d.
Rnd 4: Knit.
Rnd 5: [Yo, k1, *yo, ssk; rep from * to 1 st 
before marked st, yo, sk2p and mark this 
st, **yo, k2tog; rep from ** to 2 sts before 
m, (yo, k1) 2 times, sl m] 6 times—12 sts 
inc’d.
Rep last 4 rnds 0 (0, 0, 1, 1) more 
time—168 (192, 216, 240, 264) sts; 28 
(32, 36, 40, 44) sts in each section. Sleeve 
openings: Next rnd: Section 1: Knit to 
m; Section 2: K7 (11, 15, 14, 18), break 
yarn, with waste yarn, knit to 1 st before 
m, join yarn, k1; Section 3: Knit to m, 
break yarn; Section 4: With waste yarn, 
k20 (20, 20, 25, 25), join yarn, knit to m; 
Sections 5 and 6: Knit to m.
Rnd 1: [Yo, k1, *yo, ssk; rep from * to 
marked st, k1 (marked st), k2tog, **yo, 
k2tog; rep from ** to 2 sts before m, (yo, 
k1) 2 times, sl m] 6 times—12 sts inc’d.
Rnd 2: Knit.
Rnd 3: [Yo, k1, *yo, ssk; rep from * to 1 st 
before marked st, yo, sk2p and mark this 
st, **yo, k2tog; rep from ** to 2 sts before 
m, (yo, k1) 2 times, sl m] 6 times—12 sts 
inc’d.

Tech Tip
The cut ends of chained yarns like Tahki Melody can ravel easily. Protect your ends and 
simplify weaving in by overlapping the beginning of the new ball of yarn and the end of 
the old ball. Thread a tapestry needle with the end of the old ball of yarn.  Beginning six 
inches from the end of the new ball of yarn, stitch the old yarn in and out through the 
new yarn, heading toward the new ball. Stitch about six inches of the old yarn through 
the new yarn leaving a small tail. Repeat, stitching the tail of the new yarn through old 
yarn and leaving a small tail. Grip the old and the new yarn beyond the join and tug 
gently to adjust the tension on the woven ends. Continue knitting  as though the old 
and new yarn were a single piece. Trim the ends after blocking.{
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Rnd 4: Knit.
Rep last 4 rnds once more, then work 
Rnds 1 and 2 again—228 (252, 276, 300, 
324) sts; 38 (42, 46, 50, 54) sts in each 
section. Rib: Next rnd: *[P2, k2] 4 (5, 
5, 6, 6) times, p2 (0, 2, 0, 2), k1 (p1, k1, 
p1, k1), M1, p2 (0, 2, 0, 2), [k2, p2] 4 (5, 
5, 6, 6) times, k1, M1; rep from * 5 more 
times—240 (264, 288, 312, 336) sts; 40 
(44, 48, 52, 56) sts in each section. Work 3 
rnds in k2, p2 rib. BO all sts in patt.

SLEEVES
Remove waste yarn from sleeve slit, 
distributing 40 (40, 40, 50, 50) sts onto 
3 or 4 dpn. Join yarn. Work Rnds 1–4 of 
Lace patt (see Stitch Guide) 10 times, then 
work first 0 (0, 0, 2, 2) rnds 0 (0, 0, 1, 1) 
more time. Knit 1 rnd. Next rnd: *P2, 
[M1] 0 (0, 0, 1, 1) time, k2 (2, 2, 1, 1), [p2, 
k2] 4 (4, 4, 5, 5) times; rep from * once 
more, [p2, k2] 0 (0, 0, 1, 1) time—40 (40, 
40, 52, 52) sts. Work 3 rnds in k2, p2 rib. 
BO all sts in patt.

FINISHING
If desired, sew button to right front 
at waist. Weave in ends. Block to 
measurements.

Lisa Jacobs designs nature-inspired 
 patterns for Fiber Tree Designs in 
Coralville, Iowa.  

NANTES HAT
A m a n d a  S c h e u z g e r

Finished Size About 18" brim circumfer-
ence (will stretch to 23" head circumfer-
ence), 28" circumference at widest point, 
and 9" tall, after blocking.
Yarn S. Charles Collezione Tivoli (52% 
silk, 48% kid mohair; 108 yd [100 m]/1¾   
oz [50 g]): #13 garnet, 2 skeins.  Yarn 
distributed by Tahki Stacy Charles.
Needles Size 6 (4 mm): 16" circular (cir). 
Size 8 (5 mm): 16" cir and set of double-
pointed (dpn). Adjust needle size if neces-

P

knit

purl

yo

k2tog

ssk

p1f&b

no stitch

pattern repeat

sl 2 sts onto cn, 
hold in back, k2, 
k2 from cn

sl 2 sts onto cn, 
hold in front, 
k2, k2 from cn

43

41

39

37

35

33

31

29

27

25

23

21

19

17

15

13

11

9

7

5

3

1

17 to 18 st rep

45

47

49

51

53

59

57

55

61

63

P

Cables and Lace
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 sary to obtain the correct gauge.
Notions Marker (m); cable needle (cn); 
tapestry needle.
Gauge 18 sts and 26 rows = 4" in St st 
on larger needle; 23 sts = 4" in brim patt 
(chart Rows 1–11) on smaller needle. 

HAT
With smaller needle, CO 102 sts. Place 
marker and join in the rnd. Work Rnds 
1–11 of Cables and Lace chart—108 sts. 
Change to larger cir needle. Work chart 
Rnds 12–63, changing to dpn when 
 necessary—12 sts rem. Cut yarn, leaving 
a 12" tail. Thread tail on a tapestry needle 
and draw through rem sts, pull tight to 
gather and fasten off.

FINISHING
Weave in ends. Block to a circular shape or 
over a 9" plate, if desired.

Originally from the Midwest, Amanda 
Scheuzger now lives in beautiful Maine. 
She is a freelance designer, architect, and 
mother to two active boys.

Looking for the
Perfect Gift?

20+ Projects in 
Every Issue

Indepth Profi les of 
Top Designers

Latest Book and Product 
Reviews

interweaveknits.com
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 beg  beginning; begin; begins
 bet between
 BO bind off 
 CC contrasting color
 cm centimeter(s)
 cn cable needle
 CO cast on
 cont continue(s); continuing
 dec(s) decrease(s); decreasing
 dpn  double-pointed needle(s)
 foll following; follows
 g gram(s)
 inc increase(s); increasing
 k  knit
 k1f&b  knit into front and back of 

same st
 k2tog  knit two stitches together
 kwise knitwise
 LC left cross
 m(s) marker(s)
 MC main color
 mm millimeter(s)
 M1 (P) make one (purl)
 M1R (L) make one right (left)
 p purl
 p1f&b  purl into front and back of 

same st
 p2tog purl two stitches together
 patt(s) pattern(s)
 pm place marker
 psso pass slipped stitch over
 p2sso  pass two slipped stitches  

over
 pwise purlwise
 RC right cross
 rem remain(s); remaining
 rep repeat; repeating
 rev St st reverse stockinette stitch
 rib ribbing
 rnd(s) round(s)
 RS right side
 rev sc reverse single crochet
 sc single crochet
 sk skip
 sl slip
 sl st  slip stitch (sl 1 st pwise 

unless otherwise indicated)
 ssk  slip 1 kwise, slip 1 kwise, 

k2 sl sts tog tbl (decrease)
 ssp  slip 1 kwise, slip 1 kwise, 

p2 sl sts tog tbl (decrease)
 st(s) stitch(es)
 St st stockinette stitch
 tbl through back loop
 tog together
 WS wrong side
 wyb with yarn in back
 wyf with yarn in front
 yo yarn over
 *  repeat starting point 

(i.e., repeat from *)
 * *  repeat all instructions 

 between asterisks
 ( )  alternate measurements 

and/or instructions
 [ ]  instructions that are to be 

worked as a group a 
specifi ed number of times

ABBREVIATIONS

For corrections to issues of Interweave Knits, 
visit interweaveknits.com/corrections.OOPS!

Figure 4Figure 2 Figure 3

2 (3, 4, 5) Stitch One-Row Buttonhole

Work to where you want the  buttonhole to begin, bring yarn to front, slip one purlwise, bring 
yarn to back (Figure 1). *Slip one purlwise, pass first slipped stitch over second; repeat from * 
one (two, three, four) more time(s). Place last stitch back on left needle (Figure 2), turn. Cast-
on three (four, five, six) stitches as follows: *Insert right needle between the first and second 
stitches on left needle, draw up a loop, and place it on the left needle (Figure 3); repeat from * 
two (three, four, five) more times, turn. Bring yarn to back, slip first stitch of left needle onto 
right needle and pass last cast-on stitch over it (Figure 4), work to end of row.

*Loop working yarn and place it on  needle backward so that it 
doesn’t unwind. Repeat from *.

 Backward-Loop Cast-On

Figure 2

Cable Cast-On

Begin with a slipknot and one knitted  cast-on stitch if there are no established stitches. Insert 
right needle  be tween first two stitches on left needle (Figure 1). Wrap yarn as if to knit. Draw 
yarn through to complete stitch (Figure 2) and slip this new stitch to left  needle as shown 
(Figure 3).

Figure 1 Figure 3

Crochet Chain (ch)

Make a slipknot on hook. Yarn over hook and draw it through loop of slip-
knot. Repeat, drawing yarn through the last loop formed.

This stitch, worked from left to right, is great for edging a knitted garment 
or blanket. Bring threaded needle out from back to front at the center of a 
knitted stitch. *Insert needle at center of next stitch to the right and two 
rows up, and out at the center of the stitch two rows below. Repeat from *.

Blanket-Stitch Embroidery
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 Emily Ocker’s Circular Beginning
This technique comes from Elizabeth Zimmermann’s Knitter’s Alma-
nac (Dover, 1981). 
Make a simple loop of yarn with the short end hanging down (Fig-
ure 1). With a crochet hook, *draw a loop through main loop, then 
draw another loop through this loop (Figure 2). Repeat from * for 
each stitch to be cast on (Figure 3). After several inches have been 
worked, pull on the short end (shown by arrow) to tighten the loop 
and close the circle.

Figure 2 Figure 3Figure 1

With double-pointed needle, cast on desired 
number of  stitches. *Without turning the needle, 
slide the stitches to other end of the needle, pull 
the yarn around the back, and knit the stitches as 
usual; repeat from * for desired length.

I-Cord

Place a loose slipknot on nee-
dle held in your right hand. 
Hold waste yarn next to slip-
knot and around left thumb; 
hold working yarn over left 
index finger. *Bring needle for-
ward under waste yarn, over working yarn, grab a loop of working yarn 
(Figure 1), then bring needle to the front, over both yarns, and grab 
a second loop (Figure 2). Repeat from *. When you’re ready to work 
in the opposite direction, pick out waste yarn to expose live stitches.

Figure 1 Figure 2

Invisible (Provisional) Cast-On

Step 1: Bring threaded needle through 
front stitch as if to purl and leave stitch 
on needle.
Step 2: Bring threaded needle through 
back stitch as if to knit and leave stitch 
on needle.
Step 3: Bring threaded needle through 
first front stitch as if to knit and slip this stitch off needle. Bring 
threaded needle through next front stitch as if to purl and leave stitch 
on needle.
Step 4: Bring threaded needle through first back stitch as if to purl 
(as illustrated), slip this stitch off, bring needle through next back 
stitch as if to knit, leave this stitch on needle.
Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until no stitches remain on needles.

Kitchener Stitch

Bring threaded needle out from back to front at 
center of a knitted stitch. Form a short loop and 
insert needle back where it came out. Keeping the 
loop under the needle, bring needle back out in 
center of next stitch to the right.

Chain-Stitch Embroidery
This amazingly simple cast-on is named for its founder, Judy Becker. 
It wraps the yarn around two parallel needles in such a way as to 
mimic a row of stockinette stitch between the two needles. 
Leaving a 10" (25.5 cm) tail, drape the yarn over one needle, then 
hold a second needle parallel to and below the first and on top of 
the yarn tail (Figure 1).
Bring the tail to the back and the ball yarn to the front, then place the 
thumb and index finger of your left hand between the two strands 
so that the tail is over your index finger and the ball yarn is over 
your thumb (Figure 2). This forms the first stitch on the top needle.
*Continue to hold the two needles parallel and loop the finger yarn 
over the lower needle by bringing the lower needle over the top of 
the finger yarn (Figure 3), then bringing the finger yarn up from 
below the lower needle, over the top of this needle, then to the back 
between the two needles.
Point the needles downward, bring the bottom needle past the 
thumb yarn, then bring the thumb yarn to the front between the 
two needles and over the top needle (Figure 4).
Repeat from * until you have the desired number of stitches on each 
needle (Figure 5).
Remove both yarn ends from your left hand, rotate the needles like 
the hands of a clock so that the bottom needle is now on top and 
both strands of yarn are at the needle tip (Figure 6). 

Figure 1

Figure 6

Figure 2 Figure 3

Figure 5Figure 4

Judy’s Magic Cast-On

Picking up edge 
stitch for grafting

picked-up edge 
stitch at beginning of 
cast-on row

PK

PK

Stockinette St 
(St st)

KP

KP

Reverse Stockinette St 
(Rev St st)

Grafting in Pattern to Provisional Cast-On 

K = Insert tapestry 
needle knitwise 
(from front to back) 
into stitch on needle

P = Insert tapestry 
needle purlwise 
(from back to front) 
into stitch on needle
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Insert hook into an edge stitch, yarn over hook and draw a loop 
through stitch, yarn over hook (Figure 1) and draw it through both 
loops on hook (Figure 2).

Figure 1 Figure 2

Single Crochet (sc)

Work to turn point, slip next stitch purl-
wise to right needle. Bring yarn to front 
(Figure 1). Slip same stitch back to left 
needle (Figure 2). Turn work and bring 
yarn in position for next stitch, wrapping 
the stitch as you do so. Note: Hide wraps 
in a knit stitch when right side of piece is 
worked in a knit stitch. Leave wrap if the 
purl stitch shows on right side. Hide wraps 
as follows: Knit stitch: On right side, work 
to just before wrapped stitch.  Insert right 

needle from front, under the wrap from  bottom up, and then into 
wrapped stitch as usual. Knit them together, making sure new stitch 
comes out under wrap. Purl stitch: On wrong side, work to just 
before wrapped stitch.  Insert right needle from back, under wrap 
from bottom up, and put on left needle. Purl them  together.

Figure 2

Figure 1

Short-Rows: Wrapping a Stitch

Place stitches to be joined onto two 
 separate needles. Hold them with right 
sides of knitting facing  together. Insert a 
third needle into first stitch on each of the 
other two  needles and knit them together 
as one stitch. *Knit next stitch on each 
needle the same way. Pass first stitch over  second stitch. Repeat 
from * until one stitch remains on third needle. Cut yarn and pull 
tail through last stitch.

Three-Needle Bind-Off

Cut several lengths of yarn about five times the 
desired finished cord length. Fold the strands in 
half to form two equal groups. Anchor the strands 
at the fold by looping them over a doorknob. 
Holding one group in each hand, twist each group 
tightly in a clockwise direction until they begin to 
kink (Figure 1). Put both groups in one hand, then 
release them, allowing them to twist around each 

other counterclockwise. Smooth out the twists so that they are uniform 
along the length of the cord. Knot the ends (Figure 2).

Twisted Cord

Figure 1 Figure 2

With right side of work facing and working 
one stitch in from the edge, bring threaded 
needle out from back to front along edge of 
knitted piece.

Whipstitch

With right side of knitting facing, use threaded needle to pick up 
one bar between first two stitches on one piece (Figure 1), then 
corresponding bar plus the bar above it on other piece (Figure 2). 
*Pick up next two bars on first piece, then next two bars on other 
(Figure 3). Repeat from * to end of seam,  finishing by picking up 
last bar (or pair of bars) at the top of first piece.

Mattress-Stitch Seam

Figure 2Figure 1 Figure 3

Leaving a long tail, make a slipknot, and hold yarn as shown (Figure 1). 
*Bring needle in front of thumb, under both yarns around thumb, 
down into center of thumb loop, 
back forward, and over top of 
yarn around index finger (Fig-
ure 2), catch this yarn, and bring 
needle back down through thumb 
loop (Figure 3), turning thumb 
slightly to make room for needle 
to pass through. Drop loop off 
thumb and place thumb back in 
V configuration while tightening 
up resulting stitch on needle (Fig-
ure 4). Repeat from *.

Figure 1 Figure 2

Figure 3Figure 4

Old Norwegian Cast-On 

Purl into the stitch in the row directly below the stitch on the left needle.
Purl (RLPI)

Purl into the stitch below the stitch just purled.
Purl (LLPI)

Lifted Increase

Knit into the back of stitch (in the “purl bump”) 
in the row directly below the stitch on the left 
needle.

Right (RLI)

Insert left needle into back of the 
stitch below stitch just knitted. 

Knit this stitch. 

Left (LLI)

Knitted Cast-On
Place slipknot on left needle if there are no established stitches. 
*With right needle, knit into first stitch (or slipknot) on left needle 
(Figure 1) and place new stitch onto left needle (Figure 2). Repeat 
from *, always knitting into last stitch made.

Figure 1 Figure 2
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sources  for  supplies

Lorna’s Laces Honor; (71, 76) 70% baby alpaca, 30% silk; 275 yd [251 m]/3½   oz 
[100 g]; 4-ply

Louet North America MerLin Worsted Weight; (80, 90) 70% merino wool, 30% 
linen; 156 yd [143 m]/3½   oz [100 g]; 5-ply

Malabrigo Merino Worsted; (82, 96) 100% merino wool; 210 yd [192 m]/3½   oz 
[100 g]; singles

Manos del Uruguay Wool Clasica Naturals (Fairmount Fibers); (26, 34, 36) 
100% handspun wool; 138 yd [126 m]/3½   oz [100 g]; singles

O-Wool Classic Worsted (Tunney Wool Company); (46, 52) 100% certified organic 
merino; 99 yd [90 m]/1¾   oz [50 g]; 4-ply

Plymouth Yarn Baby Alpaca Grande Tweed; (84, 100) 90% baby alpaca, 7% acrylic, 
3% viscose; 110 yd [100 m]/3½   oz [100 g]; 2-ply

Rowan Felted Tweed Chunky (Westminster Fibers); (83, 98) 50% merino wool, 
25% alpaca, 25% viscose; 55 yd [50 m]/1¾   oz [50 g]; 7-ply

S. Charles Collezione Tivoli (Tahki-Stacy Charles Inc.); (111, 126) 52% silk, 48% 
kid mohair; 108 yd [100 m]/1¾   oz [50 g]; 3-ply

Schulana Accordion (Skacel); (48, 54) 80% merino, 20% super-kid mohair; 93 yd 
[85 m]/1¾   oz [50 g]; multi-ply

Tahki Yarns Melody (Tahki-Stacy Charles Inc.); (110, 122) 54% wool, 29% acrylic, 
17% polyester; 65 yd [60 m]/1¾   oz [50 g]; novelty chained

Zitron Gobi (Skacel); (27, 36) 40% extrafine merino, 30% camel, 30% alpaca; 87 yd 
[80 m]/1¾   oz [50 g]; 3-ply

The Alpaca Yarn Co. Classic Alpaca; (22, 28) 100% superfine alpaca; 110 yd 
[100 m]/1¾   oz [50 g]; 4-ply

Berroco Vintage Chunky; (51, 60) 50% acrylic, 40% wool, 10% nylon; 130 yd 
[120 m]/3½   oz [100 g]; 4-ply

Blue Sky Alpacas Bulky; (106, 112) 50% alpaca, 50% wool; 45 yd [41 m]/3½   oz 
[100 g]; singles

Blue Sky Alpacas Melange; (50, 62) 100% baby alpaca; 110  yd [100 m]/1¾   oz [50 g]; 
2-ply

Brown Sheep Company Nature Spun Chunky Weight; (69, 72) 100% wool; 155 yd 
[142 m]/7 oz [200 g]; 3-ply

Cascade Yarns Lana Grande; (78, 85) 100% Peruvian Highland wool; 87 yd 
[80 m]/3½   oz [100 g]; 3-ply

Classic Elite Yarns Mountaintop Collection Crestone; (23, 30) 100% wool; 100 yd 
[91 m]/1¾   oz [50 g]; 3-ply

Fibra Natura Sensational (Universal Yarn); (81, 94) 100% superwash merino 
wool; 90 yd [83 m]/1¾   oz [50 g]; 4-ply

Green Mountain Spinnery Wonderfully Woolly; (49, 58) 100% New England 
wool; 250 yd [229 m]/4 oz [113 g]; 2-ply

Jade Sapphire Mongolian Cashmere 4-ply; (109, 114) 100% Mongolian cashmere; 
200 yd [182 m]/2 oz [55 g]; 4-ply

Knit Picks Chroma Fingering; (70, 74) 70% wool, 30% nylon; 396 yd [362 m]/3 oz 
[100 g]; singles

Knit Picks Wool of the Andes Sport; (70, 74) 100% Peruvian  Highland wool; 1¾   oz 
[50 g]/137 yd [125 m]; 4-ply

• Contact these companies if you don’t know of a local retailer or mail-order source for the yarns used in this issue. Yarns shown at 100% size. 

UNITED STATES YARN SOURCES
Th e Alpaca Yarn Company, (866) 440-PACA; www.thealpacayarnco.com.
Berroco Inc., (401) 769-1212; www.berroco.com.
Blue Sky Alpacas, (763) 753-5815; www.blueskyalpacas.com.
Brown Sheep Co., (800) 826-9136; www.brownsheep.com.
Cascade Yarns, www.cascadeyarns.com.
Classic Elite Yarns, (978) 453-2837; www.classiceliteyarns.com.
Fairmount Fibers/Manos del Uruguay, (888) 566-9970; 

www.fairmountfi bers.com.
Green Mountain Spinnery, (800) 321-9665; www.spinnery.com.
Jade Sapphire, (866) 857-3897; www.jadesapphire.com.
Knit Picks, (800) 574-1323; www.knitpicks.com.
Lorna’s Laces, (773) 935-3803; www.lornaslaces.net.

Malabrigo Yarn, www.malabrigoyarn.com.
Plymouth Yarn Co., (215) 788-0459; www.plymouthyarn.com.
Skacel Collection/Schulana/Zitron, (800) 255-1278; 

www.skacelknitting.com.
Tahki-Stacy Charles Inc./S. Charles Collezione/Tahki Yarns,

(800) 338-YARN; www.tahkistacycharles.com.
Tunney Wool Company/O-Wool, (888) 673-0260; www.o-wool.com.
Universal Yarn/Fibra Natura, www.universalyarn.com.
Westminster Fibers/Rowan, www.westminsterfi bers.com.

INTERNATIONAL YARN SOURCES
Louet North America, www.louet.com.
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The all new ColorKnits eMag offers knitters a journey in 
contemporary, traditional, and ethnic color knitting.

ColorKnits, an interactive eMag, includes knitting intarsia in the round, true Fair Isle 
knitting, Estonian Roositud techniques, working with hand-dyed yarns, and more. You 
can practice your skills with six original projects, each with step-by-step instructions. 

ColorKnits also features yarn reviews, resources, interactive galleries, and videos. Learn 
what’s in a shade card, how to pool color in handpainted yarns, and much more. 

Now Available for Download at Shop.KnittingDaily.com

Discover color knitting like never before, download the new ColorKnits eMag 
for PCs and MACs today at Shop.KnittingDaily.com. 

Also, look for the new ColorKnits app for iPads, available in the Apple iTunes store! 
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shop

Buy one at your local yarn shop or online at the

with the 2012 
Interweave Knits 

Wall Calendar

Take a 
Sweater 

Workshop

       We stock what every knitter needs: Knitting Books (over 400 titles), patterns from 
Fiber Trends, Sarah James, Lucy Neatby, etc., yarns from Brown Sheep, Koigu, 
Skacel, Plymouth, Noro, Opal, etc., knitting needles, tons of knitting gadgets and a 
large selection of the popular sock and scarf yarns.  www.the-mannings.com

1132 Green Ridge Road
PO Box 687

East Berlin, PA 17316
717-624-2223

orders - 1-800-233-7166

Handweaving School 
& Supply Center

TNC Enterprises Dept. IWK  
                              P.O. Box 2475 
                              Warminster, PA 18974

To Order Online:  www.tncenterprises.net /iwk

Protect and Organize Your Back Issues

One - $18     Three - $45     Six - $84
Add $3.50 per slipcase for P&H  -  USA orders only

Send to:

Keep this valuable source of information fresh and available for 
reference. Slipcases are library quality. Constructed with heavy 
bookbinder’s board and covered in a rich maroon leather grained 
material. A gold label with the Knits logo is included.

Enclose name, address (No P.O. boxes please)  and payment with your order.
PA residents add 6% sales tax. You can even call 215-674-8476 to order by phone.
Credit Card Orders: Visa, MC, AmEx accepted. Send name, number, exp. date and signature. 
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Go Around the World in 148 Pages

The latest issue of Knitting Traditions, 
presented by PieceWork, brings the 
world of knitting to you.

Explore the amazingly rich traditions of knitting from all over the 
world. Start your tour in the British Isles and make your way to the 
mainland of Europe; adventure through countries like Switzerland, 
Norway, Estonia, and Russia. Th en make your way into Asia to the 
Gobi Desert and East India. End your tour in the US with some 
intriguing stories from the prairie. 
Inside you’ll fi nd:

  Over 35 patterns from all over the world, designed by master 
knitters like Nancy Bush, Margaret Stove, Galina Khmeleva, 
Evelyn Clark, as well as the popular Scottish Kilt Hose by Audrey 
Manwaring-Spencer

  Inspiring and informative companion stories that frame the 
projects with cultural and historical context, taking you to the 
heart of knitting from around the world.

  Focuses on techniques ranging from lace and colorwork to heel 
treatments of the 16th century, with various projects like stockings, 
socks, mittens, shawls, and sweaters to accompany them.

  And so much more.

So, grab your needles, pack your yarn, and get ready for one of the 
greatest tours around the world with Knitting Traditions.

(866) 949-1646
shop.KnittingDaily.com/KTFall2011
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AYLIN’S WOOLGATHERER
1-800-775-WOOL

Great selection of exquisite yarns from all over the
world. Hundreds of buttons. Area’s largest collection 

of pattern books. Rosewood & Addi.
www.aylins-wool.com • e-mail aylin@aylins-wool.com

AYLIN’S
7245 Arlington Blvd., Falls Church, VA 22042

703.573.1900

DESIGNER SEMINARS�

� �

�

EXPERT FINISHING
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ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES

premierec lass i f ieds
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ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES

ARTISTS BUTTONS INSTRUCTIONS

PATTERNS PATTERNS PATTERNS

PATTERNS PATTERNS PATTERNS

&

NEW MEXICO
FIBER ARTISANS

N M

F A

• ARTISANS • GALLERIES • GROWERS
MORE

Your information source for all 
things fiber in New Mexico

For your FREE copy of our directory e-mail us at 
nmfa@urbaneagle.com or visit our website:  

www.nmfiberartisans.org    

Harrisville Designs

VIVIAN HØXBRO KITS

harrisville.com
1-800-338-9415

www.tikabags.com

TikaBags

Flameworked Buttons
Becky Caraco Designs

Buttons, Stitch Markers, Beads & Jewelry
www.beckysglass.com

Wholesale Available

EK720 Del’s Coat

www.oatcouture.com

Handknitter & Crocheter
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YARNS YARNS YARNS

YARNS YARNS YARNS

YARNS YARNS YARNS

YARNS YARNS

h a b u   t e x t i l e s

paper
stainless steel
hand-tied ramie
pineapple, etc.

knit kits

fabrics

www.habutextiles.com   212-239-3546

luxurious handpainted yarns
and weaving kits
www.justouryarn.com

Fine Knitting Yarns, Beading & 
Needlepoint Supplies, & more!

31 Main Street, Chatham, NY
www.warmewe.com
(518) 392-2929

Visit us! 2 hou
rs f

rom NYC

What’s 
Missing?
Your ad!
For more info contact 

Julie Macdonald at 
(970) 613-4612

or jmacdonald@interweave.com. 
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A L A B A M A

In the Making—Birmingham
www.shopinthemaking.com

Beautiful yarns & fabrics! Unique patterns and 
friendly staff! Next to Starbucks! 
3108 Heights Village (877) 298-1309

C A L I F O R N I A

K2TOG—Albany
www.k2togonline.com

A creative place where the community gathers to knit 
and crochet surrounded by fabulous yarns and awe-
some help.
1325 Solano Ave. (510) 526-9276

Unwind—Burbank
www.unwindyarn.com

Where yarn lovers in Southern California congre-
gate—you’re always welcome! Unparalleled selection, 
service, workshops, and events.
818 N. Hollywood Wy. (818) 840-0800

Itza Knitterie—Glendale
www.itzaknitterie.com

Beautiful yarns, accessories, and classes for all levels. 
Sit and knit Thu evenings and Sat 1–4. 
Call For New Address (818) 507-1813
 (323) 440-7454

The Yarn Boutique—Lafayette
www.yarnboutique.us

Beautiful yarns; friendly, personal service; sen-
sible prices. Located in La Fiesta Square near FedEx/
Kinko’s. 
963-C Moraga Rd. (925) 283-7377

Uncommon Threads—Los Altos
www.uncommonthreadsyarn.com

Beautiful yarns from around the world.
293 State St. (650) 941-1815

Knit Culture Studio—Los Angeles
www.knitculture.com

Wide selection of unique and hand-dyed yarns, pat-
terns, books, classes and crafting supplies. Amazing 
customer service!
8118 W 3rd St. (323) 655-6487

Piedmont Yarn & Apparel—Oakland 
www.piedmontyarn.com 

Local yarn, supplies, and classes for knitting, crochet, 
spinning, weaving, and felting. Friendly and helpful 
staff.
4171 Piedmont Ave., Ste.102 (510) 595-9595

Knit This, Purl That!—Pleasanton
www.yourknittingplace.com

Unique knitting shop in quaint downtown. Beauti-
ful natural and blend yarns, supplies, and classes. 
yourknittingplace@comcast.net.
205 A Main St. (925) 249-9276

Lake Tahoe Yarn Company—Truckee
www.laketahoeyarn.com

Serving the beautiful Truckee/Lake Tahoe area. 
Yarns, patterns, accessories, classes. A shop to enjoy. 
11008 Donner Pass Rd. (530) 587-1060

C O L O R A D O

Knit One, Pearl Street—Bayfield
www.knitonepearlstreet.net

A full-service yarn shop nestled in the foothills of the 
Rocky Mountains of SW Colorado.
482 Pearl St. (970) 884-9008

Table Rock Llamas Fiber Arts Studio 
Inc.—Colorado Springs

www.tablerockllamas.com
Knitting, crochet, spinning, weaving, felting, and 
dyeing.
6520 Shoup Rd. (866) 495-7747

Bags By CAB Yarn Shoppe—Denver
www.bagsbycab.com

Lunch-hour classes—Crochet, Knitting, and Pattern 
reading.
1777 Larimer St., Ste. 102 (720) 473-2598

Wild Yarns—Denver
wildyarns.com 

Featuring yarns from Colorado and the West.
3450 W. 32nd Ave. (303) 433-3762

Neota Designs—Estes Park
www.neotadesigns.com

Handpainted yarn! 17 colorways in 18 yarn styles, 
plus alpaca, organic cotton in natural shades. 
156 Wiest Dr. (970) 586-8800

Desert Weyr LLC—Paonia
www.desertweyr.com

Black Welsh Mountain fleece, roving, locally pro-
duced yarns, and breeding stock. Farm tours by 
appointment.
16870 Garvin Mesa Rd. (970) 527-3573

C O N N E C T I C U T

Madison Wool—Madison
www.madisonwool.com

A Fiber Lover’s Paradise! Fine yarns for handknitting, 
plus spinning, weaving, and felting supplies.Closed 
Mondays.
56 Wall St. (203) 245-5921

Mystic River Yarns LLC—Mystic
www.mysticriveryarns.com

Basic to exotic yarns in a pleasant ambiance. Classes, 
workshops, and personal service by expert knitters. 
14 Holmes St. (860) 536-4305

Woolworks Ltd.—Putnam
www.woolworksltd.com

A world of fiber at your fingertips.
154 Main St. (860) 963-1228

Creative Fibers LLC—Windsor
www.creativefibersonline.com

Easy on/off I-91 between Hartford and Springfield. 
Wide selection for knitting and crochet. Evening and 
Sunday hours. 
645A Poquonock Ave. (866) 669-YARN

D I S T R I C T  O F  C O L U M B I A

Looped Yarn Works—Washington, D.C.
www.loopedyarnworks.com

A friendly, comfortable, and warm shop with a selec-
tion of beautiful yarns and notions. Great classes, 
workshops, knit-alongs, knit nights.
1732 Connecticut Ave. NW #200
 (202) 714-5667

F L O R I D A

Uncommon Threads—Palm Harbor
uncommonthreads@tampabay.rr.com

Catering to the fiber arts of knitting, crocheting, 
weaving, spinning. 
31962 U.S. 19 N. (727) 784-6778

A Good Yarn—Sarasota
www.agoodyarnsarasota.com

There’s something for everyone at A Good Yarn, Sara-
sota’s ultimate creative spot for all things yarn!
7668 S. Tamiami Trail (941) 487-7914

G E O R G I A

Alpaca Yarn USA School of Fiber 
Arts—Alpharetta

www.alpacayarnusa.com
Spin Weave Knit Felt. Classes for Everyone—Alpaca 
Yarns and Fiber. Largest supplier of equipment in the 
Atlanta area. 
5165 Atlanta Hwy., Ste. 208 (770) 410-9499

Yarn Rhapsody—Gainesville
www.yarnrhapsody.com

Now open! An inspiring selection of yarns and no-
tions with friendly service in a creative atmosphere.
475 Dawsonville Hwy., Ste. C  (770) 536-3130

I D A H O

Alpaca Direct—Hayden
www.AlpacaDirect.com

Huge selection of luxury yarn, roving, and knitting 
supplies. Classes and support.
1016 W. Hayden Ave. (208) 209-7079
 (888) 306-0111

I L L I N O I S

Mosaic Yarn Studio Ltd.—Des Plaines
www.mosaicyarnstudio.com

Helpful, knowledgeable staff; unique patterns and 
yarns, Addi Turbo needles, workshops, special events, 
classes. 
1585 Ellinwood St. (847) 390-1013

Knot Just Knits—Oak Park
www.knotjustknits.com

The new nook for creative knitting, crocheting, and 
canvas work, no matter what your skill level.
1107-1109 Westgate (708) 948-7943

Wool, Warp & Wheel—Richmond
www.woolwarpandwheel.com

Spinning, weaving, and knitting supplies and equip-
ment. Tue–Fri 7 p.m.–9:30 p.m., Sat–Sun 10–5.
5605 Mill St. (815) 678-4063

I N D I A N A

Knitting Off Broadway—Fort Wayne
www.knittingoffbroadway.com

Located in a restored 1890’s building, this full ser-
vice yarn store specializes in unique, and hard to find 
fibers.
1309 Broadway (260) 422-YARN
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RiverWools . . . A Knitting Place
—Terre Haute

www.riverwools.com
If you knit, crochet, or would like to, you’ll love our 
yarns, tools, books, and classes!
671 Wabash Ave. (812) 238-0090
 (866) 889-6657

I O W A

Knitted Together—West Des Moines
www.knittedtogether.com

Enjoy an inspiring collection of yarns, patterns, and 
classes in a relaxing atmosphere. 
7450 Bridgewood Blvd., Ste. 225
 (515) 222-YARN

K A N S A S

Twist—Wichita
www.twistyarnshop.com

Everything for knit and crochet. Sit and stitch, Wi-Fi, 
and classes.
607 W. Douglas Ave. (316) 262-9276

K E N T U C K Y

Sophie’s Fine Yarn Shoppe—Louisville
www.sophiesfineyarn.com

Friendly, full-service yarn shop. Come sit and knit!
10482 Shelbyville Rd. Ste. 101 (502) 244-4927

M A R Y L A N D

Vulcan’s Rest Fibers
—Chesapeake City
www.vulcansrest.com

A source for fibers, yarns, equipment, books, inspira-
tion, and fellowship for spinners, weavers, knitters, 
and basketmakers. Open every day 10—5.
106 George St. (410) 885-2890

Black Sheep Yarn Shop—Cockeysville
www.blacksheepyarnshop.com

We offer a wide variety of fun yarns and friendly ser-
vice in a comfortable atmosphere.Enjoy the camara-
derie of other knitters/crocheters.
10868 York Rd. (410) 628-9276

Millicent’s Yarns & More
—Cumberland 

www.millicentsyarns.com
Premier yarn shop: one of East Coast’s top 10! Easy 
on/off I-68 in western Maryland. Visit our beautiful 
NEW WEBSITE!
27 N. Centre St. (301) 722-8100

A Tangled Skein—Hyattsville
www.atangledskein.com

Fine yarns, knitting and crochet supplies, a comfort-
able atmosphere, friendly people, and good advice.
5200 Baltimore Ave. (301) 779-3399

WOOLWINDERS YARN SHOP
—Rockville

www.woolwinders.com
Knit, create, and share fine quality yarns and multi-
level knitting/crochet classes all in our cozy, and 
friendly shop!
404 King Farm Blvd. (240) 632-9276

M A S S A C H U S E T T S

The Woolpack—Acton
www.woolpackyarn.com

Yearn for Yarn? Unwind your mind and knit yourself 
silly in our cozy fiber mercantile.
Acton Woods Plaza/340 Great Rd.
 (978) 263-3131

YARNS in the Farms—Beverly Farms
www.yarnsinthefarms.com

Best of Northshore Boston 2010. Cozy yarn shop and 
studio in seaside village. Inspiring classes/retreats.
641 Hale St. (978) 927-2108

Stitch House—Dorchester
www.stitchhousedorchester.com

Very cool place to buy yarn, learn to knit, sew, cro-
chet, or have a party.
846 Dorchester Ave. (617) 265-8013

The Fiber Loft—Harvard
www.TheFiberLoft.com

Knitting~Weaving~Spinning~Felting. Serving fiber 
enthusiasts for over 30 years. We have what you need! 
9 Massachusetts Ave. (Rt. 111) (978) 456-8669

The Sheep Shack—Holden
www.thesheepshack.com

Fine yarns, friendly service, classes, rewards pro-
gram, bargain bin, and the largest selection around.
787 Main St. (508) 829-5811

Webs—America’s Yarn Store
—Northampton

www.yarn.com
An amazing selection of yarns, super discounts, fast 
shipping, and simply the best service.
75 Service Center Rd. (800) 367-9327

Cranberry Fiber Arts—S. Hamilton
www.cranberryfiberarts.com

The fiber collection to visit on Boston’s North Shore. 
161 Bay Rd. (Rte. 1A) (978) 468-3871

Knit Purl—Sudbury
www.knitpurlsudbury.com

A unique yarn boutique. A large selection of quality 
yarns and knitting supplies. Classes, expert instruc-
tion, and friendly service.
730 Boston Post Rd. (978) 443-5648

M I C H I G A N

Yarn Garden—Charlotte
www.yarngardenmichigan.com

Vibrant colors, plush textures, inviting atmosphere, 
and great customer service. Let your creativity grow 
with us!
111 W. Lawrence Ave. (517) 541-9323

City Knits—Detroit
www.cityknits.com

The BEST place for yarn. Color nirvana, gourmet 
fibers, terrific tools! Fabulous location in the Fisher 
Building. Also in Mt. Clemens.
3011 W. Grand Blvd., Ste. 105 (313) 872-9665

Woven Art—East Lansing
www.yarnandfiberart.com

Classes in knitting, crochet, spinning, and weaving. 
Excellent selection of artisan and hand-dyed yarns 
and fibers.
325B Grove St. (517) 203-4467

Yarns & Threads—Lake Linden
www.yarnsandthreads.com

Shepherd’s Wool and Firefly needle cases and purses 
made in Michigan. Large assortment of knitting 
needles, crochet hooks, notions and yarn.
332 Calumet St. (866) 296-9568

City Knits—Mt. Clemens
www.cityknits.com

The BEST place for yarn. Color nirvana, gourmet 
fibers, and terrific tools! One additional location in 
Detroit.
64 Cherry St. (586) 469-9665

M I N N E S O T A

All About Yarn—Coon Rapids
www.allaboutyarn.biz

A specialty shop full of gorgeous yarn in a friendly, 
and comfortable atmosphere. Offering classes. 
455 99th Ave. NW, Ste. 180 (763) 785-4900

Knitter’s Palette Yarn Shop
—Lakeville

www.knitterspalette.com
Comfortable and Friendly FULL SERVICE Shop for 
Yarn and Fiber Lovers. We have Spinning and Weav-
ing supplies too!
7602 160th St.  (952) 953-4603

Amazing Threads—Maple Grove
www.amazing-threads.com

Unique yarn, textile, and fiber arts in NW suburbs. 
Knit and crochet classes. 
11262 86th Ave. N. (763) 391-7700

Shelley’s Yarns & Fiber Shoppe
—Taylors Falls

www.eweyarns.com
Offering gorgeous natural-fiber yarns, including 
hand-dyed and handspun! Also, beautiful roving 
and art batts!
406 Bench St. (651) 465-6588

M I S S I S S I P P I

Knit Studio LLC—Jackson
www.theknitstudio.com

Studio atmosphere with hand-dyed, upscale, natu-
ral yarns and fibers as well as nouveau knitting 
accessories.
1481 Canton Mart Rd., Ste. B (601) 991-3099

Knutty Knitters—Yazoo City
We carry over 60 lines of lovely yarns as well as 
books, needles, lessons, workshops, fellowship, and 
great fun.
128 S. Main St. (662) 746-7555

N E V A D A

Pioneer YARN Company—Minden
www.pioneeryarn.com

Very large collection of quality yarns, patterns, tools, 
accessories, and classes. You’ll find it all here!
1687 Hwy. 395 N., Ste. 3 (775) 782-1221
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N E W  H A M P S H I R E

Elegant Ewe—Concord
www.elegantewe.com

Original designs and exceptional customer service. 
Featured in Knitter’s Stash and selected by Yankee 
Magazine as a must-visit destination. 
71 S. Main St. (603) 226-0066

The Fiber Studio—Henniker
www.fiberstudio.com

Natural-fiber yarns for knitting and weaving, nee-
dles, books, looms, and spinning wheels. Our own 
handpainted yarns.
161 Foster Hill Rd. (603) 428-7830

Inspire 2 Knit & Tea—Plymouth
www.Inspire2knit.com

A wonderful yarn shop, an amazing array of fibers 
and colors! Let us inspire you.
12 Yeaton Rd. (603) 536-KNIT (5648)

Grand View Country Store—Randolph
“A unique yarn shop.”

www.grandviewcountrystore.com
All your knitting and crocheting supplies and week-
end retreats. 
89 U.S. Rt. 2 (603) 466-5715
Out of state (800) 898-5715

N E W  J E R S E Y

Patricia’s Yarns—Hoboken
www.patriciasyarns.com

Beautiful natural fiber yarn shop located a stone’s 
throw from Manhattan in the quaint Hudson river-
front city of Hoboken. 
107 4th St. (201) 217-YARN

Woolbearers—Mount Holly
www.woolbearers.com

Full-service knitting, spinning, weaving, and dyeing 
shop specializing in handpainted fiber and yarns, 
spinning and weaving equipment.
90 High St. (609) 914-0003

N E W  M E X I C O

The Yarn Store at Nob Hill
—Albuquerque

www.theyarnstoreatnobhill.com
Join us for Open Knitting anytime during store 
hours! Quality yarns, tools, books, accessories, and 
unique local items.
120 Amherst Dr. NE (505) 717-1535

Miriam’s Well—Santa Fe
www.sfschoolofweaving.com

Santa Fe’s premier yarn shop. Local, national, and 
international designer yarns. 
614 Paseo de Peralta (505) 982-6312

N E W  Y O R K

Yarn Cupboard—Jamesville
www.yarncupboard.com

Conveniently located 10 minutes from the center of 
Syracuse. Yarns, patterns/books, notions, buttons, 
accessories.
6487 E. Seneca Tpk. (315) 399-5148

Lion Brand Yarn Studio—New York
www.lionbrandyarnstudio.com

Wide selection of Lion Brand yarns, free knit and 
crochet demonstrations, classes, and special events.
34 W. 15th St. (212) 243-9070

The Yarne Source—Pittsford
www.yarnesource.com

Home of the Knit Parisian Tote and the hottest yarns 
in cold upstate NY. Remember: We leave no knitters 
behind.
7 Schoen Pl. (585) 334-5350

N O R T H  C A R O L I N A

Earth Guild—Asheville
www.earthguild.com

Yarns, needles, patterns for knitting. Materials, tools, 
books, and classes for traditional and contemporary 
handcrafts.
33 Haywood St. (800) 327-8448

The Tail Spinner—Richlands
www.tail-spinner.com

Complete fiber arts center: Quality yarns, spinning 
wheels, looms, classes, related tools, and equipment.
109 N. Wilmington St. (910) 324-6166

O H I O

Spin A Yarn Fiber Garden—Marion
www.spinayarnfibergarden.com

Hand-dyed yarns, fiber, roving, Ashford wheels, 
looms, carding equipment, felting kits, dyes, books, 
cascade, HiyaHiya, books, classes. Closed Sun, Mon. 
(Charleston Place Shops).
187 W. Center St.  (740) 382-6969

Smith Furnishings—Oberlin
Showcasing fine yarn, books, supplies, and lessons. 
On the Historic Square in Downtown Oberlin.
25 W. College St. (440) 774-2371

O R E G O N

Knot Another Hat—Hood River
www.knotanotherhat.com

Your source for everything hip and knit worthy! Find 
fine yarns, needles, accessories, gifts, and more! 
16 Oak St., Ste. 202 (541) 308-0002

Knit Purl—Portland
www.knit-purl.com

A boutique for the avid knitter, located in historic 
downtown Portland. Our product collection high-
lights rare and unique treasures from around the 
world.
1101 SW Alder St. (866) 656-KNIT

Knitting Bee—Portland Westside
www.theknittingbee.com

We LOVE yarn! Friendly customer service and a 
fabulous selection of yarns for knitting/crochet. 15 
minutes west of Portland, off Hwy. 26.
18305 NW W. Union Rd. (503) 439-3316

P E N N S Y L V A N I A

Silverbrook Fiber Arts & Sheepskins
—Marchand

www.silverbrookfiberarts-sheepskin.com
Ten rooms of fiber-arts equipment (knitting, crochet, 
weaving, spinning) including 4 rooms of yarn in re-
stored 1860 home. Classes. Punxsutawney/Indiana 
area. 
16040 U.S. Hwy. Rt. 119 N. (724) 286-3317

String Thing Shop—Mountain Top
www.stringthingshop.com

Yarn, string, and other fun things. Sit n Knit Wednes-
day nights. Easy access from I-81 and I-80. 
369 S. Mountain Blvd., Unit A2 (570) 474-6542

Natural Stitches—Pittsburgh
www.naturalstitches.com

Best selection of natural fibers in Pittsburgh. Knowl-
edgeable staff. Open 7 days. Evenings, too! 
6401 Penn Ave. (412) 441-4410

Glory-ous Knits—Watsontown
www.glory-ousknits.com

Top brands; natural, exotic fibers; the best yarns; and 
more from all over the world. 
15 Harris Cir. (570) 437-4139

R H O D E  I S L A N D

Fresh Purls Ltd.—Providence
www.freshpurls.com

A yarn store just for you, offering classes, fine yarns, 
needles, notions, books, and patterns. Please visit us 
in the store.
769A Hope St. (401) 270-8220

T E N N E S S E E

Bliss Yarns—Brentwood
www.blissyarns.com

Just south of Nashville off I-65, you’ll find a friendly 
and helpful staff to assist with all your fiber needs.
127 Franklin Rd. (615) 370-8717

Enchanted Yarn Shop
—Clarkesville

www.enchantedyarnshop.com
Offering natural yarns and fibers, spinning wheels, 
spinning and knitting supplies, and unique hand-
crafted gifts.
2327 Madison St. (931) 553-9000

Smoky Mountain Spinnery
—Gatlinburg

www.smokymountainspinnery.com
Come shop in our comfortable surroundings. Every-
thing for spinning, weaving, knitting, crocheting, and 
needlefelting. Antiques and gifts, too.
466 Brookside Village Wy., Ste. 8 (865) 436-9080

T E X A S

Yarntopia—Katy
www.yarntopia.net

Yarntopia carries a multitude of specialty yarns that 
are sure to please every crafter. Stitching groups and 
classes available.
2944 S. Mason Rd., Ste. M (281) 392-2386
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yarn shop director y/c lass i f ieds

WC Mercantile—Navasota
www.wcmercantile.com

“The BEST little Wool shop in Texas!” Featuring 
natural fibers for knitting and spinning. Lots of local 
Texas yarns, too!
201 E. Washington Ave. (936) 825-3378

The Woolie Ewe—Plano
www.wooliewe.com

Largest selection of yarn in the Southwest. Email 
info@wooliewe.com.
1301 Custer Rd., #328 (972) 424-3163

U T A H

Blazing Needles—Salt Lake City
www.blazing-needles.com

Blazing Needles, your friendly Sugarhouse commu-
nity gathering place. Yarns to inspire. Classes—ev-
eryone welcome.
1365 S. 1100 E. (801) 487-5648 (KNIT)

V I R G I N I A

fibre spaceTM—Alexandria
www.fibrespace.com

Visit our fresh and funky shop space featuring spe-
cialty yarns just outside Washington, D.C.
102 N. Fayette St. (703) 664-0344

Aylin’s Woolgatherer—Falls Church
www.aylins-wool.com

The most complete source for knitting and crochet-
ing artists! Specializing in needlecraft and novelty 
knitting yarns. 
7245 Arlington Blvd., Ste. 318 (703) 573-1900

The Yarn Lounge—Richmond
www.theyarnlounge.com

A comfortable atmosphere, friendly regulars, helpful 
staff, and plenty to satisfy your natural fiber needs. 
It’s hip to knit. 
3003 W. Cary St. (804) 340-2880

W A S H I N G T O N

NW Handspun Yarns—Bellingham
www.NWHandspunYarns.com

Quality yarns, books, equipment, supplies for the 
knitter, spinner, and weaver. Classes and gifts. Open 
7 days a week.
1401 Commercial St. (360) 738-0167

Paradise Fibers—Spokane
www.paradisefibers.net

 Terrific selection of wool yarn, knitting needles, 
wheels, and looms. Order online or stop in. Same-
day shipping!
225 W. Indiana Ave. (888) 320-7746

W I S C O N S I N

The Dragonfly Yarn Shop—Janesville
www.dragonflyyarnshop.com

Wool and luxury fibers. Addi and Crystal Palace 
needles. Lessons by the hour. Home of the Pirouette!
1327 N. Wright Rd., Ste. 5A (608) 757-9228

W Y O M I N G

The Fiber House—Sheridan
www.thefiberhouse.com

Fleece to fashion and fun! Local alpaca yarn. Books, 
notions, classes, and 30+ yarn lines! info@thefiber
house.com. 
146 Coffeen Ave. (307) 673-0383

C A N A D A – B R I T I S H 
C O L U M B I A

Needle & Arts Centre
—Campbell River

www.needlenart.com and
www.needlenarts.blogspot.com

Wide selection of yarns, top consulting, Knit Café, 
patterns, accessories. Importers of Surina Needles 
and shawl pins. Mail orders North America.
910 Island Hwy. (888) 588-7834

C A N A D A – N E W  B R U N S W I C K

London-Wul Shop/Studio/Farm
—Lakeburn

www.thewoolworks.com
Eastern Canada’s most complete store for knitters/
spinners/weavers. Producers of exquisite fibers and 
yarns. Canada’s Economuseum of Handspinning. 
1937 Melanson Rd. (506) 382-6990

C A N A D A - O N T A R I O

the knit cafe—Toronto
www.theknitcafetoronto.com

Original patterns; colorful, natural, local yarns and 
knitting accessories; one-of-a-kind gifts; and knitting 
classes.
1050 Queen St. W. (416) 533-5648

ACC E S S O R I E S
HANDCRAFTED SHAWL PINS! 50+ Unique de-
signs. Affordable prices. Silver, Sterling, Copper and 
Beaded. Shop now for 10% off. Use code “KNITS” at 
checkout. www.RubyVegasDesigns.com.

THE SHAWL PIN STORE—dozens of styles. Prices 
start at $4.59. Beautiful pins in wood, shell, horn, 
stone, inlay, metal, & more. www.theshawlpin
store.com.
WHOLESALE SHAWL PINS AND BUTTONS. Pins 
starting at $5. Exclusive Designs in Metal & Wood. 
Shop online today. Free shipping “Winter” at check-
out. www.ShawlpinWorld.com.

E V E N T S
8th ANNUAL PITTSBURGH KNIT & CROCHET 
FESTIVAL. February 10–12, 2012 at the FOUR 
POINTS Sheraton, North, 16046. www.pghknitand
crochet.com; (412) 963-7030. 3 full days: classes, 
demos, market, fashion show, and trunk shows. Free 
activity this year: Machine felted accessories.

FIBER FEST/SPIN-IN—Portland, Indiana, March 
9–10. Spinners demonstrate processing fibers into 
yarn, teach hands-on classes in spinning, needlefelt-
ing, weaving, quilting, rug hooking, wool braiding, 
tube quilting, 10-minute block, sheep shearing, 
petting zoo, Collie demonstrations, FFA lamb judg-
ing, vendors, and food. Jay County Fairgrounds. 
Information: (877) 726-4481, www.visitjaycounty
.com, infojc@visitjaycounty.com.

FIBER N‘ ICE. Spring Fling in Alaska. Spin, Knit, 
Felt. April 13–14, Best Western Hotel. Lake Lucille, 
Wasilla, AK. www.fibernicealaska.com.

NORTH CAROLINA. January 13–15, 2012 Friends 
& Fiberworks Winter Retreat! Three Spectacular 
days of everything fiber. Classes and vendors will be 
posted on our website.www.friendsandfiberworks
.com; (828) 633-2500.

ROC DAY CELEBR ATION—Ithaca, NY. Black 
Sheep Handspinners’ Guild. www.blacksheephand
spinnersguild.org. January 14, 2012–10 am– 4 pm 
All Saints Parish Hall, 347 Ridge Rd. (Rt. 34B) Lan-
sing, NY 14882. Old-fashioned fun, Spin-in, Ven-
dors, Workshops, and Silent Auction.

I N S T R U C T I O N
WWW.DEGOATSNSHEEPRANCH.COM Bayfield, 
Colorado; (970) 884-0502. Stay in cabin at beautiful 
mountain sheep ranch. Spinning and knitting les-
sons, Wensleydale and mohair fiber available.

K N I T T I N G  N E E D L E S
SWALLOW CASEIN, KNITTING NEEDLES, Made 
from MILK, unbelievable hand comfort, Timber-
grain or Pearl colors. Retail and Wholesale. (319) 
367-5065; www.countrylanefiberarts.homestead
.com/Home.

T R AV E L
CRAFT CRUISES— Join us on a knitting trip! 
Musk Ox and Glaciers w/ Beth Brown-Reinsel & 
Donna Druchunas, Scotland, Shetland & Norway w/ 
Joan Schrouder, Voyage of the Vikings 18-35 days 
w/ Chris Bylsma, Canada New England w/ Lily Chin 
& Chrissie Day and South America w/ Mary Jane 
Mucklestone & Cynthia LeCount. More trips will be 
announced shortly. Visit www.craftcruises.com or 
call (877) 97-CRAFT.

KNIT & SKI STEAMBOAT. Join Cat Bordhi and 
Lucy Neatby next winter in Steamboat Springs for 
serious knitting and skiing fun. Visit www.knitand
ski.com or call (877) 972-7238.

TURKISH TEXTILE AND ARCHAEOLOGY TOUR 
May 2012.Explore SE Turkey, Gobekli Tepe, and 
traditional handcrafts. Led by native Turks and 
transplanted American knitwear designers. cnos
siter@yahoo.com.

UK and IRELAND TOURS & RESOURCES FOR 
FIBER & FOOD LOVING TRAVELERS. Hand-
crafted Holidays, (253) 476-3040; handcrafted
holidays@yahoo.com; www.handcraftedholidays
.com.

W E B S I T E S  TO  V I S I T
WWW.ABBEYYARNS.COM. 2-ply, worsted-weight 
yarn, imported from Ireland, sold direct to knitters. 
Request color card online, view yarn, patterns, kits, 
and buttons.

WWW.WOOL2DYE4.COM Exclusive line of un-
dyed yarns and roving for hand-dyers. Make your 
work stand out! Wholesale inquiries welcome. 
Yarnie@Wool2Dye4.com.
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PAT TERNS

Gardiner Yarn Works
www.gardineryarnworks.com

orders@gardineryarnworks
.com

Download fun, accurate patterns 
from designer Chrissy Gardiner 

and friends.

SHOPS/MAIL  ORDER

Earth Guild 
www.earthguild.com

(800) 327-8448
Yarns, needles, hooks, patterns, 

classes, and books. Fiber supplies 
since 1970.

Woobee KnitShop
www.woobeeknitshop.com

(307) 760-2092
Products include Brown Sheep, 

Jean Greenhowe, Addi, 
and Skacel.

WEBSITES  TO V IS IT

Cotton Clouds
www.cottonclouds.com

(800) 322-7888
#1 source for quality natural 
fiber yarns, friendly service, 

and  affordable!

Knit Purl
www.knit-purl.com

(503) 227-2999
(866) 656-KNIT

Uncommon yarn for uncommon 
knitters. Your source for the 

extraordinary.

Lion Brand Yarn 
Company

www.lionbrand.com
(800) 258-YARN

Yarn-crafting education, 
inspiration, and innovation. 

Famous for quality since 1878.

Peace, Love & Yarn
www.peaceloveyarn.com

(877) 795-9798
Unique and imaginative colors to 

spark your creativity.

Sweet Grass Wool 
www.sweetgrasswool.com

(888) 222-1880
Domestic Targhee yarn and fiber, 

hand dyed and natural colors.

The Elegant Ewe
www.elegantewe.com

(603) 226-0066

The Yarn Barn
www.theyarnbarn.com

(203) 389-5117
Free shipping on kits for 

Interweave patterns.

YARNS

Berroco Yarns
www.berroco.com
info@berroco.com

Free patterns, yarn and shop 
finder, free e-newsletter, 

and KnitBits.

Gypsy Girl Creations
www.stonebarnfibers.com

(815) 968-1735
An ever changing kaleidoscope 

of unique colors.

Lanaknits Designs
Hemp for Knitting

www.hempforknitting.com
(888) 301-0011

Exquisite hemp and hemp-blend 
yarns and designer patterns.

Paradise Fibers
www.paradisefibers.net

(888) 320-7746
Everything for knitting, spin-

ning, handweaving, and crochet. 
Same-day shipping!

Skacel Collection Inc.
www.skacelknitting.com

(800) 255-1278
Over 100 yarns, the entire Addi 

line, and much more!

Wolle’s Yarn Creations
www.wollesyarncreations

.etsy.com
Color-Changing Cotton Yarns

beautiful — creative — unique

Wool2Dye4
www.Wool2Dye4.com

Yarnie@Wool2Dye4.com
Exclusive line of undyed yarns 

for hand-dye artists.

Yarns International
www.yarnsinternational.com

(800) YARNS-2U
Pure 100 percent Shetland yarn 

in jumper and lace weight.
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ravelings

During my pregnancy, my main activities were knitting and 
worrying about absolutely everything. Could I handle labor? 
Was my baby okay, or was he moving less today because he 
was sick? Had I hurt him when I’d bumped my belly against 
my desk?

As a response, my projects were the knitting equivalent of comfort 
food—a nubbly garter-stitch shawl, a draped tam with easy mock 
cables. I’d run my fingers over the regular stitches in soft shades of 
brown and green and hope that motherhood wouldn’t be as difficult 
as I feared, that it would be something I could handle as confidently 
as my beginner-level pregnancy projects. 

In spite of my fears, I reached full term without incident and let 
myself breathe a little. One week went by, then two, and my formerly 
textbook pregnancy started to get less predictable. Though I experi-
enced false labor for weeks, none of the pains became the real thing. 
My due date came and went, and no baby appeared.

Finally, my doctor told it to me straight. We needed to schedule 
an induction to minimize risks to the baby.

I cried, disappointed by how unnatural it seemed, scared to in-
duce, more frightened still by the risks of not having the procedure. 
Should I wait? Should I not? And really, whom was I kidding? What 
had I been thinking to imagine I was cut out for motherhood anyway?

One restless afternoon, I picked up another easy project and put 
it down after a few rows. The once-soothing rows of garter stitch felt 
as monotonous and frustrating as waiting for labor to start. I spread 
my pattern books around me and started idly flipping through the 
projects, the beautiful potential in the photographs, and stopped on 
a project I’d admired but never attempted: a delicate lace scarf in a 
bold plum color.

Sure, it was beautiful, but it was an unlikely project for me at the 
best of times. I am a process knitter, a meditative knitter. I knit 
to relax, and nothing looked less relaxing than lace. Counting 
stitches? Charts? The very real potential for a dropped stitch 
to derail the whole project? Not my thing, thanks.

But that day, I needed something distracting. I needed 
something requiring my full attention. I 
needed lace. I pulled out some stash 
yarn and started swatching, lean-
ing heavily against my 
pillows. I muttered the 
stitches to myself, la-
menting the twelve-
row repeat and the 
weird symbols. Whom 
was I k idding? This 
was  advanced stuff.

As I frowned over the stitches, one laborious row appeared, and 
then another. The alternating increases and decreases caused the fab-
ric to buckle into a pattern of dramatic points, and the bumpy texture 
was reminiscent of my old garter-stitch projects. A series of wrapped 
stitches that I was sure would look awful were suddenly coiling into 
a neat row, adding a smocked texture that felt crisp and pleasing un-
der my fingers. One row after another contained something I hadn’t 
anticipated, details that had been invisible in the big picture.

As I moved from one row into the next, my clamoring fears re-
ceded into a whisper. In this project, I couldn’t look past the next 
stitch without losing my place. A beautiful pattern began to form, 
prettier than I had expected. I breathed slower, easier. I had done it.

Days later, in a far easier labor than I ever expected, my healthy 
son was born.

Like that intricate lace pattern, the entire project of raising Simon 
from a tiny infant into a good man looks daunting. I can easily con-
vince myself that it will require far more skill than I possess. Luckily, 
it doesn’t work like that at all. Raising my son, like doing anything 
difficult and meaningful and real, is all one feeding or one stitch, one 
row or one diaper change, one day at a time. So while my garter-stitch 
comfort projects will always have their value, I have a new place in 
my heart for charts and yarnovers, for weird fiddly increases and 
complicated wrapped stitches, for things that look way too difficult 
until you’re in the midst of them, building something more spectacu-
lar than you ever imagined possible, one tiny piece at a time.  

Cara Marco lives in Kentucky with her 
 husband, Steve, and their son, Simon.

Labor and Lace
C A R A  M A R C O
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Flurry – knit in Fresco
60% wool, 30% baby alpaca, 10% angora
from Snow Angels, a collection of five  
knit and crochet designs

To mail-order the Snow Angels booklet send $10.95 to:
Classic Elite Yarns
122 Western Ave. Dept: IWKW11
Lowell, MA 01851

To download the Flurry PDF pattern visit: 
classiceliteyarns.com/PDFdownloads.html
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